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NARRATIVE REPORT

I. Introduction

In 1973-74, the Leadership Training Institute team (two full time pro-

fessionals) worked with directors and staffs of Title II-B Institutes for

experimental library training in such varieJ areas as school librarianship,

service to isolated communities, communi4, resources, public library services,

urban community colleges, adult education, public library and community college

cooperation, communication skills, effecting change, etc.

The diversity of these programs necessitated a high degree of program

focus on the part of in order to be a useful resource:

- - Site Visits and Technical Assistance;

- - Planning and Evaluation;

- - Documentation and Product Development;

- - Gathering Professional Opinion on the National Level;

To the degree that

- - Site visits improved institute communication,
modified programs,

- - Planning and Evaluation meetings and the LTI handbook

cause improved process evaluation in federal and other

training programs,

-- the ERIC project and other papers prcvide useful data
for the profession,

LTI provided a forum for creative discussion and
decision making among library leadership,

LTI will, in turn, be able to evaluate the impact of its program.

The Institute

The 1973-74 program year of the Leadership Training Institute was planned

to reinforce the impact and transferability of federal library/media training

programs through:

1. providing leadership training to Institute Directors and staffs,

and other key professional personnel;

2. disseminating edited Title II-B institute reports through ERIC

and in short topical papers plus the development and distribution

1
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of package programs and instructional materials for use by

trainers;

3. providing technical assistance to Institute staffs through on-site
visits, Micro-Workshops, dissemination of reports, newsletters,

and other communications;

4. organizing, structuring and evaluating meetings of key educators,

representatives of national associations and other professionals,
to plan and coordinate strategies for change in library education.

LTI differs from other institutes for training in librarianship in that

it has no continuous academic program, no permanent instructional staff, and

no enrolled participants. Rather, LTI is responsible for a number of different

activities designed to identify and address library leadership training needs

as expressed by institute directors and faculty as well as by a broader group

of key library and media professions personnel, and the U.S. Office of Education.

The 1974 program focused on training needs in the areas of planning,

evaluation, general management, and communication. Assessing overall needs for

continuing education in the library and media professions was the other major

concern. LTI has served as a national catalytic resource for leaders repre-

senting various types of libraries and related fields in order to improve the

quality and relevancy of library training at all levels.

II. Staff

A. Professional Staff

1) Project Director 4111.

Harold Goldstein, Ed.D. (Teachers College, Columbia University),

Dean and Professor, School of Library Science, Florida State

University. Dr. Goldstein has had more than 30 years of library

service and library education experience in the U.S. and abroad.
He committed 20% of his time to the project in FY 1973-74.

2) DigrectorofProramDeljek:speriin

Dorothy Anderson, MLS (University of Washington, 1960).

Experience: five years state agency, five years public, two
years academic, two years, ALA headquarters, two years teaching

library management and staff development, three years leadership
training. This director's responsibility was to manage the LTI

Washington office, direct program development and training, and

coordinate program activities. She planned and implemented
training activities, and worked with consultants, panels, groups
concerned with training needs, product development, and achieve-

ment of LTI objectives. She managed subcontractual activities

necessary for leadership assistance to institute programs and

leadership planning forums. She provided liaison between USOE,

funded institutes, the profession, and leadership planning and
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aavisnry groups. She supervised the Field Cocrainator, and

provided general assistance to funded institutes, prepared and

distrthuted reports and other materials.

3) Field Coordinator

Rene Durar;, MIS (Atlanta University, 1967). Two year.

two years academic, three years leadership training experience.

The field coordinator was responsible for site visits to on-going

funded institutes to facilitate communications with institute

directors, their staff/faculties, and participants. She recommended

assistance to institute directors and the use of outside cons,:ionti,

when indicated. She was responsible for the editing of Title 11-13

reports for ERIC and conducted other research studies related to

training aids, dissemination reports, etc. Ms. Durant assisted

with other LTI activities in 'he Washington office and reported

to the Program Coordinator.

4) Secretary - LTI Washington, D. C. office

Nancy Hines

5) Secretary - LTI Florida State University office

Sheila Lutz

Part-time Consultant

Brooke E. Sheldon, MLS (Simmons College). Experience: nine

years public, two years special, five years state agency. Mrs.

Sheldon worked with the Program Coordinator and consultants in

plannin,j and conducting specific training sessions. She wrote

evaluative reports of such sessions for distribution to partici-

pants and other concerned members of the profession. She assisted

in editing Title II-B reports for ERIC, prepared papers for use at

specific training sessions, and news items regarding specific

institutes. She visited two institutes, and worked closely with

one planning and conducting sessions. She attended other

meetings as requested by the LTI director and program coordinator.

III. Program Activities

A. "providing leadership training to Institute Directors and

staffs and other key professional personnel . . . " **

1. Leadership Training Institute for Directors and Key

Faculty of Library Institutes: Skyline Inn, Washington,

D.C., August 1 - 3, 1973

New Directors and key staffs of eleven Title II-B

Institutes met with LTI staff, consultants Barbara Conroy,

**Objectives, LTI proposal, 1974, p. 2 . All quoted objectives from

same citation.
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and Ken Eye, and USOE officials to discuss proolcns of
institute management, the need for evaluation in the institute
process, and mediated reporting. This meeting, held in advance
of the academic year, enabled LTI staff to gather suggestions
for future meetings, and anticipate training needs of institute
staffs during the year.

In general, participants found the exchange of ideas
and advice with other participants, consultants, and staff;
observing and participating in the needs assessment and problem
solving process with the LTI staff team; evaluation concepts
and individual assistance very ' fill. A media presentatio
on the preparation of mediated arts was considered least
useful. A full summary of these evaluative comments may be
found in Appendix B.

2. Seminar for Evaluators of Library Institutes: Denver, Colorado,
October 4 - 5, 1973

Development of, and general agreement on, guidelines for
consistant evaluation of short and long term library institutes
was the primary purpose of this semin It was the first time
institute evaluators had been assemble to share expertise and
develop areas of agreement on the role of the evaluator. The
meeting was held in response to requests from the Bureau of
Libraries and Learning Resources as well as individual institute
directors. Mr. Frank Stevens, Program Director, explained
to the group the particular urgency in 1973-74 for some common
standards for training evaluation and consistency in institutes
reporting for use not only for the Bureau of Libraries, but
also for dissemination to the profession.

Pr. Donald P. Ely, who conducted the seminar, presented
a paper on categories for evaluation to assist evaluators
of library projects in organizing and collecting useful data
for evaluation. Discussion of the Ely (and others) paper,
several case studies, a film prepared by students at Syracuse,
and other techniques were used to elicit group discussion. After
the session, Dr. Ely revised V.e paper incorporating participant
input. A copy of "Areas of Exploration fur Evaluators", a
participant list and a detailed report of the meeting may be
found in Appendix B.

In response to stated needs, LTI's role emerged as a facilitator in
providing the opportunity for Institute Directors, staffs, students, library
leaders to design their own learning experiences and information exchanges.
Examples of this are the program meetings arranged for ALA Midwinter (Case
Western and Columbia), directors meetings and program meetings at the ALA
New York conference (including the opening general session), and program support
provided to REFORMA an organizatioh designed to improve library service to
Soanish-speaking Americans) at both Midwinter and annual conferences.
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P. "Disseminating edited Title II-R Institut, kt.port' through [PIC

and in short topical papers plus the devoloment and distribution

of package programs and instructional materials for use by

trainers."

1. ERIC Prcject

During FY 73-74, the LTI undertook the systematic editing

of reports from Title II-B institutes for inclusion in ERIC.

For the first tine, this wealth of materials is available to

library educators, researchers, and the profession. In addition

to the editing, LTI also produced a paper by Dorothy Ryan McCarthy

on the "Impact of Library Training Institutes."

One hundred and fifty (150) reports were edited and one

hundred and eighteen (118) were found useful for submission to

ERIC. These II-B institute reports were also used to compile

background data for use in LTI meetings, i.e., the field work

programs. The non-used reports were not in narrative form,

were incomplete, or their format was not suitable for repro-

duction.

2. The LTI Handbook, Planning..and Evaluatin. Trainin Programs,

went into a second printing because 6Twidesprea demand from

varied segments of the profession. The handbook includes sec-

tions on the management of training, setting goals, operational

and behavioral objectives; criteria for evaluation of training

programs; descripti;m1 of evaluation programs currently in use;

and various techniques for improving on-going planning and

evaluation procedures training. It is being used as a text by

some library schools an institutes, and has been cited as an

authorative guide in its field.

3. The multimedia communications training program, Com-PAC, was

field tested in more than twenty situations which included

library schools, state library agencies, and public and school

libraries. The Com-PAC program was designed to increase under-

standing of the communications process as it relates to librarians

and library service. It includes a color film, video tapes, a

slide/tape, cassettes, and a 172-page guide. Data gathered through

the Com-PAC Analysis Profile, developed by LTI Evaluator Dr.

Donald Ely, are being used to deterr'in the extent to which the

program is accomplishing what it was designed to do, and will

suggest the audiences which may benefit most from its use in

FY 74-75.

4. Using Your Nation's Capital is an indexed guide cf 214 pages to

a sampling of media sources from government and non-government

organizations in the District of Columbia. Following national

distribution of the guide, requests have been received from over

the country for continuing distribution.



Filmstrips*

"Buildiny Bridges to the Future" -- Action Library
Philadelphia -- sound, color, 20 minutes

A major research project previously was undertaken in
the inner city of Philadelphia to determine reading and library
service needs among ethnic minorities, sponsored by USOE. This
filmstrip describes the Action Library and lts various services
to children and young adults, which resulted from the origin
research project.

"Go People in Go Colleges" -- Learning Resource Centers
sound, color, 20 minutes

Several students-a young police officer, a housewife, and
a student nurse-tell how their community colleges have helped
them become better learners and more useful workers through
the use of modern materials and machines for learning.

"A New Direction for Libraries" -- Corning, New York
sound, color, 20 minutes

How community information resources have been coordinated
through one agency, Corning Community College, tJ serve all
segments of the community.

The filmstrips have been distributed to key library agencies
throughout the country, and are available through the Association
for Educational Communications ane Technology at a nominal charge.**

6. Multimedia Training Kit -- "Helping People Cope -- Personalized
Library Services and Materials for the Culturally Different and
Poor" -- filmstrip, cassette, and 72-page user's manual.

Designed to give assistance to librarians and other library
workers in providing services to the disadvantaged. The kit
has been developed by Virginia Mathews, based on conferences
and studies previously funded under HEA, Title II-B. It will
be distributed through the American Library Association.

C. ". . . providing technical assistance to Institute staffs through
on-site visits, micro-workshops, dissemination of reports."

1. Site Visits

The highly successful site visit component of LTI was
continued during 1973-74, and at least one visit was
made to each institute at Voorhees College (S.C.), Bronx

111146)1344on expanded and continued **Distribution costs only
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TAhir:(, Project-Columbia University, CoanopA Juhior

Lf,:11,qe Indiana University, University of New Mexico,
(f Alizona, Burlington County College (N.J.) and the

ot Washington. Two staff member:. participated .1..

..frithesizers and resource consultants at a two-day seminar on

"Commnit. Information Nerds" at the University of Wisconsin

at Milwaukee in February. LTI staff also participated in a meeting of

ao6lt educators, library educators, and public and state librarians

called by the Appalachian Adult Education Center project to

review its programs and provide input to improve current activities,

materials, and suggest future directions. Staff also attended

sessions of the Nebraska "Empathetic Library Service" Institute

(Lincoln, Nebraska), and "Communication and Change" Institute

at Green Bay, Wisconsin. A staff member participated in program
planning and lectured at the University of Alaska Institute.

This year all site visit reports were distributfA to
directors and outside evaluators as an aid in improved process

evaluation. Copies of these reports may be found in Appendix O.

2. Micro-Workshops

A major value of LTI meetings has been the opportunity for the

exchange of information among institute directors and staff.

Constraints of time .end funds made it unfeasible to conduct

several national or regional meetings of these personnel. Micro-

workshops were set up to facilitate a limited program of exchanges

between institute staffs and students to improve training techni-

ques and to broaden learning opportunities. A typical micro-

workshop was a two-day visit to another HEA Title II-8 institute

wits similar program objectives. The visits included observing

classes, lectures, meeting with field work supervisors, visiting

sites, discussion with faculty/students, and reviews of instruc-

tional materials. The following institutes participated in LTI

micro-workshops: Arizona State University at the University of

New Mexico; Coahoma Junior College (Miss.) at Voorhees College

(S.C.), and Tuskegee Institute; Case Western Reserve University

at Columbia University; Bridgeport Public Library at Neb;oska

State Library, California State University (Fullerton) at Case

Western Reserve University and the University of Toledo. Copies

of reports from the micro-workshops are in Appendix 0.

3. "Etcetera"

Part of the technical assistance provided by LTI staff

included an exchange of "how-to" information among instituter

with similar objectives. An informal newsletter, "Etcetera", was

an occasional vehicle used to provide news of other institutes.

A copy of this item is included in Aspendix C.
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U. s'Ortianizin,j end structuring meetings of key educators, representatlyvs
of national associations to plan and coordinate strategies for change
in library education"

Two meet,c0,, on "Training for Library Service in the 70's"
explored the role. of library associations, library educators and
library administrators in planning coordinated training efforts. In

organizing these meetings, LTI acted as the facilitating agency to
solicit informed opinion, and distributed proceedings to participants.

1. "Training for Library Service in the 70's: The Role of
Library Associations" -- November 29 - 30, 1973,
Washington, D. C.

How can library leaders anticipate the social, political,
and technological forces bringing change to the profession in the
next five years and provide updated and appropriate continuing
education programs? What is the role of the library associations
in exchanging information, designing training programs, and
creating incentives?

These issues were identified and explored in depth at a
first-of-its-kind meeting of twenty national, regional, and
state library association executive directors.

Recommendations of the group in areas of Dynamic Information
Exchange, Program Design, Incentives, may be found in Appendix D.
All recommendations were made available to the National Commission
of Continuing Education study team, who presented early findings
at the meeting.

2. "The Role of Library Educators and Administrators" -- April 29 - 30,
1974, Washington, D. C.

At this meeting, some representatives from the earlier
meeting along with library school deans, public and school library
administrators and others, were brought together to: "review
the recommendations and consider the implications of the NCLIS
study on continuing education . . present information on selected
new concepts, priorities, and products from current programs . . .

describe the separate and joint responsibilities of library
administrators and educators in implementing non-traditional as
well as familiar approaches to continuing education . . . describe and

delineate potential patterns of interaction between library admini-
strators which will accomplish their joint goals. . . "

A full report of this meeting along with agenda and participant
list is found in Appendix D.

E. Evaluation

Dr. Donald P. Ely, the Institute's outside evaluator, attended
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troughout the year and consulted with staff at frequent
intervals. As noted in the narrative report, he conducted the
meeting cf Title II-B institute evaluators in Denver, Colorado
on October 4 - 5, 1971.

Comments to staff regarding activities in relation to objectives
were constant indicators of evaluation and redirection for staff
consideration.

His final report of his evaluation of LTI for the year is included
in Appendix E.

In summary, the year's activities resulted in a program specifically related
to the stated objectives given in the proposal for funding. The results reported
herein reflect the major thrusts and foci, while the daily routines of con-
sultation and information sharing are less obvious and more difficult, as well
as too nwne,ous, to describe.
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June 4, 1974

Mr. Harold Goldstein
Leadership Training Institute
School of Library Science
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Dear Mr. Goldstein:

Appendi x A

We are very pleased to acknowledge the receipt of your
most generous gift of the filmstrip, "Building Bridges to
the Future" and its sound track. This will be a very valuable
tool for providing information on various services available
to the public.

Please accept the most sincere appreciation of the
Tulsa City-County Library System for this service.

JF:kk

Sincerely,

Ari-t? E e

(Mrs.) Joan Flint
Chairman

Stg tOrf MOAB%

I. I
'1t,



ORT WORTH PUBLIC LIBRARY
North di d Throc kmor t( )1 1(41 We It xi IN /1)IV
81/-335-4781

BEST COPY AMMAR, F
May 30, 1974

Dr. Harold Goldstein, Dean
School of Library Science
The Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32 306

Dear Dr. Goldstein:

The filmstrip and recording, "Building Bridges to the Future,"
arrived this morning. Its arrival could not have been timed more
fortuitously: I am about to teach a course on public libraries
beginning next week. One unit will emphasize the new objectives
of public library service compared to the traditional. I sincerely
hope that the filmstrip medium will stimulate considerable dis-
cussion among the students.

As you can see, I am grateful to you not only for the materials
themselves but for the timing and the opportunity for immediate
use with a graduate class in librarianship.

Sincerely,

*tiltFNS.
Mrs. T. C. Fischer
Director

MJF:fs

;I) )r,:%!e,;:. i .c")
Ir,k.,....-t ...°

.

r



HISS HART LOVE
DIRECTOR

Mississippi

Library Commission
41011 STAT1 CNIVICII BUILDING

Jackson. Mississippi
39201

December 4, 1973

Dr. Harold Goldstein, Director
Leadership Training Institute
Florida State University - Tallahassee
Washington Office
201 Eye Street
Washington, D. C. 20024

Dear Dr. Goldstein:

BEST COPY Avon ARCE

I have received copies of Planning & Evaluating Library Trainin
Programs and Using Your Nailii7i7apital: An Indexed Guide to
11015170Na Resources. AlliTiEiTiniaew orli e materials,
I find themiiiibriist informative, and I am certain that they will
be helpful to the work of the Conmission.

Thank /ou for your generosity and consideration in sending these
materials to us.

Sincerely,

tp

(Miss) Mgry Love
Directoi.

ML: kjg



December 6, 1973

Pr. Harold Goldstein, Director
Leadership Training Institute
School of Library Science
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Dear Dr. Goldstein,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Have finally gotten our magazine off ".o bed" and can breath a
little now and reflect on the Institute in Washington. It was
really interesting to me that on my desk when I returned was a
story by Rose Mary Magrill, of the University of Michigan, about
a survey they had done for Continuing Education for graduates of
the School of Library Science of the University of Michigan.

She referred to Elizabeth Stone and the work she was doing too.
We think that we will devote an entire issue of THE MICHIGAN
LIBRARIAN to the topic of Continuing Education. Would you be
interested in contributing?

Will certainly keep in touch with you and hope to see you at the
Midwinter meeting. Thanks again for inviting me, and for all the
gracious hospitality, and the excellent learning experience.

Sincerely
1

L..

Frances II

Exewtive

FP/cb

. Pletz (Mrs. H. 5,1
Secretary

Michigan Ubray Association 226 W. Washtenaw Lansing, Michigan 41933



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

'il /111.NTHR.V LIBR1R). .ISSY xr aV
t PROMO!! All .idRARY INTERESTS IN THE SOUTHWEST AND MEXICO

December 3, 1973

Mr. Harold Goldstein
Director
Leadership Training Institute
School of Lit.t..ary Science

43 Library
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Dear Harold:

MASI ADDRESS YOU', RIMY In

Marion Mitchell
P.O. Box 36206
Airiawn Station
Dallas, Texas ?5235

The seminar was terrific --well organised, carefully presented,

intellectually stimulating.

Thank you for invitirg se

Sincerely,

0-01L.4.tryt..)

Marion Mitchell

.

tt°°'

SCHCf ji ' ..AI ' telky
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UNIVERSITY OF VASHINGTON LIBRARIES
sf 1111.1. WASHINGTON 9419S

December 7, 1973

Dr. Harold Goldstein
School of Library Science
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Dear Harold:

Thank you for the materials sent as a service of the Leadership
Training Institute of Florida State. It looks most interesting,
and,as a matter of fact, I will be taking the Planning and Eval-
uating Library Training Programs Guide have to look at in relation-

ship to what is happening here in the planning process. I was also

interested in the multi-media resources guide, Using. Your Nation's

Capital.

Now that I am no longer on the publishing board I shall miss seeing

you as often as I have in the recent past, but perhaps there will
be other occasions to bring us together.

Sincerely,

Marion A. Milczewski
Director of Libraries

MAM:dm

1.0
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THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
ALLAN; tom YORK 123114

vommossa. too iron LIONA111111

December 6, 1973

Mr. Harold Goldstein
The Florida State University
Leadership Training Institute
School of Library Science
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Dear Harold,

BEST COPY AVAIUIBLE

As promised in my October 31 letter, I am enclosing copies of

a statement of comment from our staff concerning your recently pro-

duced filmstrip Building_Bridaes to the Future. My own reaction to

the filmstrip is positive. It is a good and absorbing kind of des-

cription of this joint effort in Philadelphia.

I should like to take this opportunity to acknowledge with much

appreciation receipt of *:wo other publications which you were good

enough :to send me and which your Leadership Training Institute pro-

duced.

With best wishes.

enc.

Sincerely yours,

As start issioner for Libraries
A. Humphry

r:".;:\
. ;t ;i .; .

i; i I; 14/3

SCHOOL OF UNARY



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
,0,0:mr

.:
Liz'?

BERKELEY DAVIS tRyINE Los ANGELES RIVERSIDE SAN BMW SAN FRANCISCO %.
i..--iP

Mr. Harold Goldstein, Director
Leadership Training Institute
nil Eye Street, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20024

Dear Mr. Goldstein:

SANTA BARBARA SANTA CRUZ

catADVATE St :nom OF LIBRARY sElivicE Big art NVAILABLE
LoS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 91)024

Dean Horn has asked me to write and express our enpreciation
for your gift of USING YOUR NATION'S CAPITAL: AN INDEXED GUIDE
TO MULTIMEDIA RESOURCES IN WASHINGTON, n. C., by Ann Gourley

Caffrey. This book will be a valuable addition to the material
for several of our courses this year, especially with the
increased emphasis on media. Thank you so much.

Sincerely,

.2 kr_ A L A-A1.411.7"i

mr. giosalie Higgs, Supervisor
Lahoratnry Collection

January q, 1974



EMORY UNIVERSITY
ATLANTA. MORON\ 30322

DIVISION OP LIBRARIANSHIP

Dr. Harold Goldstein
School of Library Science
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Dear Dr. Goldstein:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

June 21, 1974

We received your sound filmstrips Bu4clims, Brides to the Fu_ ture

about a month ago, and more recently, Go People in the Go Collegee.

Dr. Lawson passed these items on to me as I teeth Media Services and

Media Production at Emory.

I would like to thank you for sending these items to us We've

entered them in our collection and I have added them to my viewing

list for Media Services. I find them by and large well done and

useable for a variety of educational purposes. Our profession needs

more reporting along these lines and these formats.

Yours truly,

ei4.4°V5WL.
R. David Williams
Instructor
Media and Librarianship

RDW/sem
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Mr. Sexton

FROM
F. Smith

COPIES TO:

BEST COPY AVINIBIE

CITY OF SAN ANTONIO

Interdepartnent Correspondence Sheet

SUBJECT
Evaluation of filmstrip

Date 6 -;ds -74

The filmstrip "124)laces in the Go Colleges" achieves its goal

of promoting awareness of the opportunities available through

increased use of modern media in community colleges.

In its up-to-date presentation it should stimulate interest

in further exploration by anyone considering academic programs,

either from the standpoint of student or instructor.

TAe visual portion is timely and presented effectively and audio

is clear with good voice quality and diction.

In my opinion this sound filmstrip has significant educational

value and I would rate it "Very Good".

This. could be utilized for programming at Main or Branches

where equipment is available.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

ALWZODTIO zansitsztir
303 A. ST. MARY'S STNOIT SAN ANTONIO, MAI MOO

June 25, 1974

Dr. Harold Goldstein,
Director - Library Leadership Training

Institute
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Dear Harold:

liIA si -.- III,r '

19/4

SCHOfl 'e:IARY S"rNC;

The enclosed evaluation on your film strip, "Go people in the
Go Colleges", has been made by the head of our Art and Music
Department, Mrs. Fran Smith.

We have three fine Community Colleges in San Antonio, thus we
should be in a position to make exceptionally good use of the
material.

I hope that our paths may cross in New York at the American
Library Association Conference.

IS/tm
Enc.

Sexton,
Library Director
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Dr. Harold Goldstein, Director
Leadership Training Institute
School of Library Science
43 Library
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Dear Harold:

BEST COPT NMI PIT

December 3, 1973

t'
.

SCHOOL, Of
LNCE

It seems quite in order to address you so informally since
indeed the meeting covered so much ground in such a short time that
I felt that I was among longtime friends.

As I have recalled the wide range of our deliberations and
the ambitious horizons described it was indeed fortunate that you as
ou; leader could give just the right direction.

I am anxious to explore more fully current and prospective
programs and projects designated as "continuing education". The
prospect of sharing on a wide basis is indeed a challenging and
intriguing one.

Thank you again for making each of us feel so very much a
part of the meeting.

Sincerely yours,

erre Hetherington

. I .



/HE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
ALBANY, NEW YORK 12224
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December 6, 1973

Mc. Harold Colds:ein
rh Florida State University
Leadership raining Institute
School of Library Science
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Dear Harold,

BEST COPY Ron oaf r

As promised in my October 31 letter, I am enclosing copies of

a statement of comment from our staff concerning your recently pro-

duced filmstrip Building Bridges to the Future. My own reaction t)

the filmstrip is positive. It is a good and absorbing kind of des-

cription of this joint effort in Philadelphia.

I should like to take this opportunity to acknowledge with much

appreciation receipt of two other publications which you were good

enough to send me and which your Leadership Training Institute pro-

duce.d.

With best wishes.

enc.

Sincerely yours,

fe te, 1

John A. Humphry
Assistant Commissioner for Libraries



(011mx.nt tram the Professional Staff

Uf the Division of Library Development
On the Sound Filmstrip

BUILDING BRIDGES TO THE FUTURE

interosting look at .t specific program. Sounds good-

hut very costly b not easily duplicated."

"Format is distracting. Would be better as a movie I chink."

"Children's librarian's tour chat is worst thing about the show.

Rest is excellent."

"Would like to see a follow-up film on results that are obvious.

Sponsorship needed fuller idenfiZication."

"Relevance to changing times and the profession's attempt to meet

them. Sorry there was not more emphasis on cooperative effort

comm unity involvement."

"Good presentation of good model program may raise questions that

could require a knowledgable moderetor."

"Photography - good. Content so specific that it introduces only one

library and is only and introduction. Needs updating as new

developments happen."

"technically, moved too quickly, especially introductory part. Worth .

seeing, but could be better introducing children to the various

areas."

"Constructive, positive look at what can be done and is le-ing done.

Good example for other libraries. Prefer 16mm film."

"Fa -t-paced overview of a successful urban library project that would

encourage discussion. Good color and photography. The narration of

the tour oy the children's librarian was not as well done as it might

have 4ten, but narration was generally carried through w(11. I am

wondering why the sound was on phonorecord rather than cassette."

"Perhaps the cheapest method of getting across a message to community

groups."
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December lu, 1973

Ms. Dorothy J. Anderson
Associate Director for Program Coordinatior

Leadership Training Institute
201 "Eye" Street, S. W.
Room V-742
Washington, D. C. 20024

Dear Dorothy:

PRASE ADDRtS "OUP RIP! It)

Mrs. Marion Mitchell
P.O. Box 36206
Airlawn Station
Dallas, Texas 75235

The L.T.I. seminar was great. -well organized, thoughtfully presented,

intellectually stimulating. It was a treat to 1)6 there.

Your wine and cheese party was particularly nice. Thank you for letting

me bring Pearce Grove along. We both enjoyed it.

I hope the pictures will be along soon. Our NEWSLETTER is ready to go

to press and the editor wants to run at least two pictures. Please don't

worry about having to charge for the picture':--thatea no problem! Any -

thing you Can do to expedite their arrivine here soon would be appreciat-

ed.

Sincerely,

e46.464t

Marion Mitchell
Executive Secretary
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Information and
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Priscilla Gotsick
Library Services Specialist
Appalachian Adult Education Center
Morehead State University
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Dear Priscilla:

BEST Off AVAILABLE

June 7, 1974

Thank you for your cordial hospitality last Saturday. It was a

genuine pleasure to meet you and to share our values, interests,
and aspirations. You said that you hadn't taught before. You
ought to seriously consider it. You did a superb job.

I was fortunate to see ComPAC used by such a capable person. In

fact, I am recommending to LTI that the recommend you to run

ComPAC workshops when leaders are requested. You are obviously

well-acquainted with the concepts, potential uses and limitations

of TA - a vital element in handling such a program.

On word of critique now that it's over. I'd recommend a more cir-

cular arrangement of the grlup so that everyone sees everyone.
Also, to prevent the afternoon "slump" I would suggest planning a

more active involvement - even to the point of having individuals
read the examples of transactions - or role play a variety of

transactions which would require use of the concepts communicated
earlier in the day.

It was a good session. Much credit goes to you for thorough prep-
aration and an ability to adapt the materials at hand.

I hope our paths will cross again soon.

Cordially,

Donald P. Ely
Director

DPE/jb

cc: Ms. Dorothy J. Anderson V

Dictated by Donald P. Ely and transcribed in his absence.
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October 16, 1973

Ms. Dorothy Anderson
Program Coordinator
Library Training Institute,

Room V742
201 Eye Street, SW
Washington, D. C. 20024

BEST ON HIRABLE

Dear Dorothy:

Planning for our upcoming institute is, I believe, coming along satisfactorily

as far as things like the brochure, mailing lists, applications, etc. are

concerned. Those things are just the preliminaries, of course, and I would

certainly feel a lot easier in my mind if it would be possible for one of the

L.T.I. sidif members to visit our institute location and give me some on-the-

spot advice. It seems wiser to me to discuss some of the planning and

evaluation details as well as some of the logistical problems, in our particular

institute, with L.T.I. personnel than to blunder through and make errors that

have already been made before!

Would it be possible for L.T.I. to fund a visit to the University of Alaska

Fairbanks campus of one of its staff members? I would bp grateful indeed if

this would be possible.

Meeting and working with you at the institute in Washington was a real pleasure

and it was most kind and generous of you to invite the institute participants

to your home for wine and cheese. And it was an unexpected and pleasant surprise
to meet you again at the PNLA Conference in Portland. It would be great if you

could come to the 1974 PNLA Conference--in Fairbanks!

Sincerely yours,

H. Theodore Ryberg
Director of Libraries

HIP /ba
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Willow I P 0 Box 413 414.963-410/

Dr. Harold Goldstein
Dean, School of Library Science
41 Library
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Dear Harold:

October 3, 1973

1
r :1 '.::PL1 . 4 1.
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fNi (1 .4.114;;1j."

Here's the letter I promised during our telephone conversation last week regarding
the Seminar on Library Services in the Inner City. We propose to hold it here on
December 27, 28 and 29. (Thursday through Saturday morning).

We would like the cooperation of the Leadership Training Institute as a co-sponsor
of the Seminar (no financial obligations). I am enclosing a draft outline of what
we propose for your comments and/or additions. This is a very tentative outline.
Wa would appreciate your help in planning the Seminar itself and in selecting the
speakers (in addition to Dr. Laurence Sherrill and Mrs. Binnie Tate, formerly of
our Inner City Library Institute, Mr. James Rogers of the Cleveland Public Library,
and possibly one of our former students). Your suggestbns wuuld be most welcome.

The audience we would like to reach would be primarily people actually working in
urban library settings and library educators whose major interest lies in trying to
solve the various problems of urban library service. These participants (approx-
imately 100) would be assessed a small fee to cover administrative costs and lunches
for three days ($20 - $25 does not seem exorbitant) in addition to paying for rooms
at the University dormitories or hotels and their own travel expenses. Speakers
would receive travel, lodging and an honorarium in exchange for a publishable paper.

Once again let me say that we would appreciate very much your suggestions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ted Samore
Acting Director

TS;cbs
enc.
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August 20, 1973

Mrs. Dorothy Anderson
Program Coordinator
Leadership Training Institute
201 Eye Street S.W.
Room V-742
Washington, D.C. 20024

Dear Dorothy:

It's been a long time since Las Vegas, but I haven't forgotten

the hospitality your people provided for our Sunday afternoon

meeting with the RPC's. Those of us from the Bureau and the

RPO's are grateful for your generosity. We are looking forward

to seeing you here in Washington soon.

Sincerely,

,d4a
Eliirbeth H. Hughey
Prog am Manager
Library Services and Construction
Programs

Bureau of Libraries and Learning
Resources
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Octwer 17, 1973

INSTITUTES FOR TRAINING IN LIBRARIANSHIP

FY 1973-74

Director

ALASKA Theodore Ryberg
Director of Libraries
Elmer E. Rasmuson Library
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701
907/479-7224

ARIZONA Norman Higgins
Department of Educational Tech.

and Library Science
Arizona State University
Tempo, Arizona 85281
602/965-7191

Donald Dickinson
Graduate Library School, IGLT
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721
602/885-3565

CALIF. Patrick Sanchez
Division of Library Science
California State University
Fullerton, California 92631
714/870-2625

CONN. Elizabeth Long
Bridgeport Public Library
925 Broad Street
Bridgeport, Connecticut 06603
203/333-8551 X-401

ILLINOIS Hiram Davis
Committee on Institutional

Cooperation
Library Science Doctoral Program
School of Library Science
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
313/764-9376

Institute

"Developing public service
skills"
University of Alaska

"Training school library media
specialists"
Arizona State University

"Indian librarianship education
program"
University of Arizona

"Mexican Americans preparing for
school library media specialisLb"
California State University

"Developing awareness of ccmmunity
resources"
Bridgeport Public Library

"Doctoral program for librarians
from minority groups and/or
disadvantaged backgrounds"
Northwestern University
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Director

INDIANA Charles Hale
Graduate School of Library

Science
India Univeibity
Bloomington, Indiana 47401
812/337-2848

KENTUCKY Ann Hayes
Appalachian Adult Education

Center
UFO 1346
Morehead State University
Morehead, Kentucky 40351
606/784-9229

MASS. Paula Gorman
Learning Resources Center
3 Essex Street
North Shore Community College
Beverly, Massachusetts 01915
617/927-4850

MICHIGAN Marguerite Baechtold
School of Librarianship
West Michigan Avenue
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001
616/303-1688

MISS. McKinley C. Martin
Office of Continuing Education
Coahoma Junior College
Route 1, Box 616
Clarksdale, Mississippi 38614
601/627-1161

NEBRASKA John Schere (Asst. Director)
Nebraska Library Commission
1420 P Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509
402/471-2045

Institute

°Education for librarianship in
urban community colleges"
Indiana University

"Developing public library services
to disadvantaged adults"
Morehead State University

"Library techniques for improved
service to the disadvantaged"
North Shore Community College

"School library media service for
early childhood education"
Western Michigan University

"Library improvement through
skill training" (LIST)
.:oahoxa Junior College

"Empathetic library service"
Nebraska Library Commission
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Director

N.H. Shirley Adamovich
Merrimack Valley Branch
University of New Hampshire
501 South Porter Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03103
603/669-5811

N.J.

N.M.

N.Y.

Lorenz Gude
Division of Learning Resources
Burlington County College
Pemberton, New Jersey 08068
609/894-9311

Lotsee P. Smith
College of Education
Learning Materials Center
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
505/277-3004

Miriam Braverman
School of Library Service
Butler Library
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027
212/280-2288

James Megivern
New York City Board of Education
District 12
865 East Tremont Avenue
Bronx, New York 10460
212/731-8484

Mary F. Bobinski
School of Information and

Library Studies
State University of New York

at Buffalo
Buffalo, New York 14214
716/633-7218

Institute

"Pre-professional cooperative
education librarianship"
University of New Hampshire

"Educational media technology
and library technical assistance"
Burlington County College

"Training school library aides"
University of New Mexico

"Training media specialists for
inner city public libraries"
Columbia University

"Institute for training of para-
professionals"
New York City Board of Education

"Library service to the handi-
capped and institutionalized"
State University of New York

at Buffalo
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CIO Alvin Goldwyn.
School of Library Science
Case Western Reserve University
CievCanki, Ohio 44106
216/3t8-1500

.C. Clau,k, Green
Administrative Librarian
Voorhoes College
Denmark, South Carolina 2:042
803/793-3346

Jessie C. Smith
University Library
Fisk University
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
615/329-9111

ZhAS Ralph Holloway
Learning Resource Center
i:astfield College
3737 not ley Drive
Yesquite, Texas 75149
214/746-3169

ISC. Margaret E. Monroe
Library School
Helen White Hall
600 North Park Street
.Madison, Wisconsin 53706
GO s/263 -2916

ASS ;. i:Ianor E. Ahlers
school of Lii)::.rianship
:Iii:vcrsity of Washington
13 Suzzallo Library

Sedctle, Washington 98195
206/543-1794

UST Cori AVAIIABLi

Institute

"Traineeships in urban library
service"
Case Western Reserve University

"Institutes to train veterans
for :LA degree in library
science"
Voorhees College

"Internship in Black studies
librarianship"
Fisk University

"Implementing instructional
development through learning
resource programs"
Eastfield College

"Interpersonal communication,
adult services and change"
University of Wisconsin,

Madison

"School library media supervi:loz
competencies: a cyclic deslc.r.
developrhent"
University of Wahinklton



L-F,DEkSHIP TRAININC INSTITUTE
for

IREC*ORS AND KEY FACULTY OF :..IBRARY INSTITU1ES
funded under HEA Title tI -B FY 73-74

Skyline Inn
Washington, D.C.
August 1 - 3, 1973

AGENDA

am cop( Aviutieo

Tue:lay evening,

nptional social hour with st..cf and participant:, in
LTI suite.

WEDNESDI
August 1

Morninc. Ce f;.4.4 amoh

Welcome -- qarold Goldstein, LTI Director

Vic Year Ai;vad: A view from !ISM.

Richar.% i!oys, Acting Associate Commissioner, BLLR
Frank Ste-vns, Program Manager, Library Training,

BLLR

(,-trview of mee'iny: Agenda input from particinants

Brooke She
Barbara Conroy

"LEARNING THL INSTITUTE WAY" -- Guidelines for instittite
malaot..ment -- anticipating the problems that
ir.:;tituto Airectors may face, and discussitn.

Barbara Conroy, former Director
outleach Leadership Network
19'11-72

t: !.;Inh r'eAL
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ACrNDA (cont.)

Afternopn

"WHY EVALUATE" -- The need and value of evaluation in
tEe institute process.

Ken Eye
Evaluation Center
Ohio State University

Reaction and Discussion: Participants, LTI Staff,
Consultants

'-8 PM Even

LTI Wine and Cheese Party -- Capitol Hill -- 324 9th St., S.f..

THURSDAY
August 2

S:30 Morning -- Ceike and Muush landiet Atha Settzet . )

"DOING IT IN COLOR" -- mediated institute reporting

AECT Staff: Dick Niebeck
Jim Wallington

Preview of LTI materials -- availability and uses

Dorothy Anderson

1:1!, Afternoon

Work groups -- Focusing or common interests(stlff
available for assistance)
Eg. preparation of an evaluation plan

mediated reporting
other problems
agenda items

" PM Group meeting with Frank Stevens, USOE

6:30 Evening

Problem Solving Sessions, participant feedback with
Staff and Consultants (optional)
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AGENDA (cont.)

FRIDAY
August 3

8:30 Morning -- CoSke and Danah

Integrating guidelines, evaluation, and mediated
reporting into your own institute.

Barbara Conroy
Ken Eye

Noon Adjournment



Appendix 8-2

SUMMARY OF EVALUATIVE COMMENTS ON
PUETINC or HFA TITLE II-B DIRECTORS AND STAFF

August 1-3, 1973

Participants found Participants did not
useful find relevant or useful

-- Making contact with others with
mutual problems, interests, etc.

-- Helping me to think through
the planning, problem solving
process

-- Developing trust in the LTI
staff as a support and
resource

-- Process sessions where we

looked at what happened

-- My own observations of
interactions among LTI staff
members and also their ways
of dealing with participant
needs

-- Individual consultation with
staff and participants

-- Chance to meet and talk with
Frank Stevens and other OE
people

-- The methodology employed

(and the variance apparent)
was useful to me regarding
the structuring or at least
formulation of my institute

-- The "team work" visibly
apparent, most assuredly
demands a "concerted effort"
in institute planning and
process

Unit on mediated reports not made
relevant enough

-- Could have used more information

on procedures for recruiting

-- Thursday afternoon format not
effective -- purpose unclear

-- Evaluation discussion somehow
did not reach me, though Ken
obviously tried and so did I

AECT presentation was keyed to
structured school situation so
much that content got in the way

of the media

MEdia (I'm well aware of and
experienced in mediated reports)

- - I would have preferred more of

a "cookbook" style for the first
couple of days followed by the
kind of activity we had the first
morning. Also would like to have
had opportunity to read reports
from past institutes

-- The media show -- was expecting

a more innovative approach --
not same old stuff and put downs

-- Time spent on questions,. answers,

and comments which were not relevant
to my felt needs



Participants found
useful

Participants did not
find relevant or useful

The "Individual input" com-
ponent of each day's agenda
and the "genuine concern" for
said input will be constantly
on my mind in my planning
with Institute staff, In-
structional staff and most
importantly with participants

- - Identification of persons who
can serve as resource people
in the future

- - Stimulation to think about
various aspects of the
program we will work on

- - Best content for me in the
program was Ken Eye's pre-
sentation and discussion on
evaluation

-- Session with Frank Stevens
was helpful

-- Talking with other planners

-- Seeing the LTI staff and
consultants develop towards
teamwork

- - Clarifying evaluation and
my roles and goals

-- Gaining self-perspective

- - Ideas and advice received
from staff and participants
relating to institute
programs

-- Instruction on techniques;
use of media related items
in program, reports, and
other communication formats

-- Program objectives not clearly
defined

- - Mediated reporting session less
than helpful

-- "Evaluation" discussion too
deep for me

-- Most other institutes seemed
far away from mine in style
and purpose

Comments and consistent
interruptions from one or two
participants who want to tell
what I do in a institute (you
can't control this usually,
I just find it annoying)

-- Comments and elaboration by
staff members on internal staff
problems

-- Evaluation -- have background

-- Mediated reporting -- no
equipment

- - Emphasis on planning (If it
hasn't been done, it is too late)

-- It is unavoidable that information
relevant to long-term Institutes
be provided that is more or less
irrelevant to short-term Institutes

- - Thursday morning AV session

- - Brevity of time provided for
work groups on individual program

- - Mediated reporting -- interesting,
but less than other parts of
program



Participants found
useful

- - Concept of evaluation

- - Mechanics of federal program
operation

-- Identification of LTI staff
competencies

-- Helpful exchange on re-
cruiting

- - Insights on evaluation

-- Talking with other directors
generally and specifically

- - The presentation by AECT
(mediated reporting) was
a' highlight

- - "How to's" from Frank
Stevens

.3..

Participants did not
find relevant or useful

-- Parties and informal seeking
out of information from
people

- - Friday morning -- presen-
tation on evaluation

- - Knowing that LTI is available
to help find information

-- Contacts with other directors

-- Guidance in setting the over-
all climate of the Institute

-- Assistance in evaluation pro-
cedures; identifying content

- - Specific details from meeting
with Frank Stevens

- - Accent on process rather than
product evaluation

-- Transactional analysis moodl
in film (unclear to many)
caused some confusion

-- Thursday afternoon useless !

Much of the abstractions in the
evaluation component

-- The over-emphasis on the
emotionalism we were supposed to
be experiencing

-- AV component was needed, but was
delivered in such a manner as to
be unrelated to the program
(meeting) objectives
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Participants found
useful

- - Realization of common problems
confronted by all

-- Encouraging awareness of
alternatives, and flexibility
in using them

- - To reach a decision that a
definite plan of attack was
necessary from the beginning
to avoid discovering the
needs too late

-- Evaluation model

- - Practical application of a
different learning style
(stress situation) --
personally useful

- - Ways of relating, or studying
overall relationships between
needs and activities

-- Structure analyzing -- both of
LTI session and our institute
project (theoretical on latter)

-- Directive and specific adminis-
trative and educational techniques

- - Individual help by consultants

-- Discussions with other partici-
pants; using them as resources

-- Evaluation in terms of modifying
program processes and/or goals

- - Materials obtained from the
participants

CONCLUSIONS

Your own conclusions are the
most authentic, but as a group it
looks like you felt the following
to be most useful:

1. the exchange of ideas and advice
with other participants, con-
sultants and staff;

2. observing and participating in
the needs assessing and problem
solving process with the LTI
staff team;

3. evaluation concepts and in-
dividual assistance.

media presentation considered least
useful by most people
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Evaluation of th.! :nstiturt.:1 :throlld be tho. .

as a process which Lelize. of the proyram and continues

throughout its operation. The puri,ose of Lh continuing process (some-

times called "formative" evaluation) is to provide opportunities for

improvement of the institute rhILAe :+eration. The evaluator thw:

becomes a resource person rather than a judge. Early Involvement of tr.::

evaluator is necessary to make tho process work. The director and eval -

uator should agree upon the nature of the evaluation, the expectations in

regard to the content and timing of t -e evaluations and the manner in

which continuing communication can be insured.

The categories for evaluation which follow should assist evaluatore

of library training projects in organizing and collecting useful data

during the course of the institute. Lven though the events are listed

in a linear fashion, they are rot intended to be used in a linear manner.

Rather, the procedures identify prominent events in the evaluation pro-

cess which will be attended to an they become appropriate. The evaluation

should be multi-faceted and thus calls for flexibility in the evaluator

to step back from the situation: to see the broader perspective. The

process requires skill in recognizing what is important to the program

and an ability to record and repc,rt these events accurately.

* These areas were adapted from a paper on evaluation prepared for the
Center for the Study of Information and Education, Syracuse University, L.!
Arden Grotelueschen najor credit to Robert Stake. The categories were.

presented by Donald ! Fiy. LTI Consultant, and then modified and expanded
by participants in an obetwation workshop sponsored by the LEADERSHIP
TRAINING INSTITUTE established by a grant from the Bureau of Libraries and
Learning Resources of the U.S. Office of Educatica.



Each category should be considered as a separate item in a file.

Informttion to be entered in each of the file categories will be built

up cumulatively. That i.., it will be cr'llected continuously over the

duration of the proqran. For this reason some of the file categories

will be in continuous use, others only at specific times.

Program Description

1. General description of the program incorporating perspectives on:

a. Special features and uniqueness of the program
b. Relationships to the on-going academic program of the

institution and to other organizations and agencies
c. Participant characteristics
d. Financial arrangements
e. Locale of the training program, e.g., facilities;

community; administrative placement. within the institution
f. Resources available (hooks, films, tapes, community

resources)
g. Staffing, utilization of personnel, governance
h. Substantive elements of the program
i. Methodologies employed
(j. Impressions and general patterns of program operation)

2. Identification of explicitly stated goals or objectives of the
program. Needs assessment information related to proposal pre-
paration; and other elements of the preplanning process.

3. Identification of program status. (Description of how the
institute is experienced at varying times, how it changes, and
what features become more or less important. Why the changes
have occurred and the consequences of the changes.)

Audience Identification

tion.

This category is concerned with the audiences served by the evalua-

1. Identification of groups associated with the program. (A list
of all those groups or individuals who might make claims for
evaluation of the program should be made.)

2. Audience description. (Set down the expectations held by the
. audience about the program, the criteria they will use in

judging it, the standards they will apply, the indicators
they prefer and the value perspectives they bring.)

2



3. Determination of the extent to which the evaluator will provide
information to the participants or will provide assistance to
the director in developing an internal evaluation process for
the participants.

Evaluation Design

The evaluation design, unlike the other categories, is an instru-

mental category; that is, the information collected mostly for specific

evaluation purposes.

1. Identify the issues to be addressed by the evaluation. (Issues
might deal with what has been done, what is being done, or what
might be done.)

2. Generate "lines of solution". (A description of the data re-
quired to meet the needs of the defined audiences is essential.
Examples of data might be statistical information, descriptive
statements, a measure of objectives attained, or reports of
conversations with participants.)

3. Select data sources which are sufficiently representative so .

generalizations can be derived with some confidence.

Data Collection

Techniques for gathering data from people associated with one program

include questionnaires and opinionnaires, interviews, observation schedules,

active participation reports, historical inquiry, standardized testing,

rating scales, behavior analyses, checklists, attitude scales, and inter-

action analyses.

The evaluator should assess program antecedents, transactions and

outcomes.

Evaluator Interpretation of Results

This phase amounts to reflection upon the data and interpretation

in light of audience needs, the specific developments within the evalua-

3



tion effort and changed or changing emphases. Recommendations should

stet; Non these interpretations.

Preparation and Transmission of Information

1. Sift the interpretative reports; match issues to audiences;
select information for transmission.

2. Develop formats appropriate to the audiences defined*

3. Assemble formal reports on the entire evaluation.

4. Distribute documents on time and following an agreed upon
protocol.

* One format for a final report (suggested by a group of participants
in the LTI Evaluators Seminar) could incorporate the above categories.
It is presented here for consideration, but without endorsement:

I. Purposes and parameters of the evaluation
2. Description of the institute

3. Types of data and validation of data
4. Conclusions, recommendations and extrapolations
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kv.,)ort on the :;cm.n.,r
for Cvaluation of Library Iasiitutel;

October 4-5, 1973
Denver,. Colorado

"I accept the concept of the helping role of the
evaluator, but if there is too much involvement with
the process, who will audit the evaluator?" . . .

"under limited budgets, how can we possibly do process
evaluation . . . follow-up evaluation? . . . Are there.
standards for library training institutes?"

These are some of the pertinent and partially
unresolved questions raised by a highly skilled group
of evaluators (representing a variety of disciplines)
who met to participate in a program reflecting the
following concerns and objectives:

1. development of, and general agreement on,
guidelines for consistent evaluation of short
and long term library institutes;

2. increased-understanding of the role of the
institute evaluator in providing useful infor-
mation to institutes, the profession, and to
the Office of Education in tne 1973-74 reports
(as compared with 1972-73 reports);

3. evaluators who attend this meeting will be
active in process evaluation of current institutes;

4. evaluators who attend this meeting will (as
budgets permit) be active in post-institute
or follow-up evaluation.

As Harold Goldstein, Director of the Leadership
Training Institute, pointed out in opening remarks, a
major focus of the training activity provided by the
LTI during the past year has been directed towards the
strengthening of institute planning and evaluation,
but this meeting was the first time institute evaluators
were assembled to share expertise, and develop areas of
agreement on the role of the evaluator.
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The Lieetinq was held in respo.,.. Lt.) requests irthu
the Bureau of Libraries in :.earniiv, izesources and
individual institute directors. Pran% Stevens, Director,
Title II-H, explaie.ed to the group the particuLir
urgency in 1973-74 for some common standards for training
evaluation and consistency in institute reporting, for
use not only by the Bureau of Libraries, but for
dissemination to the profession.

The Seminar was conducted by Dr. Donald P. Ely,
Director of the Center for the Study of Information
and Education, Syracuse University. Dr. Ely, stressing
his role as a resource person, rather than expert, said
"evaluation is a practical real-life activity -- no
one formula will work in every situation hope your
tolerance for ambiguity will increase." Dr. Ely
presented a paper on categories for evaluation to assist
evaluators of library projects in organizing and col-
leCting useful data for evaluation. The paper was
used as a starting point for discussion in meeting
objective number 1, development of guidelines. Utilizing
case studies (evaluation reports from several previous
institutes) participants were asked to examine these
reports in the light of the "suggested categories"
to test the validity of the categories as a useful
structure for approaching institute evaluation.

The participants then made suggestions for ex-
pansion and modification of the categories, and the
group asked Dr. Ely to synthesize the comments and
incorporate them into a new document. (See attached
"Areas of Exploration for Evaluators ".)

Discussion of the Ely paper, the case studies;
a film prepared by students at Syracuse; and other
techniques were used to elicit group discussion and
(it. some cases) consensus on the following points:

:. The need to identify (with the director)
the audiences for the evaluation. Every
institute evaluation has at least four groups
who need the information: Director, staff,
participants, USOE, LTI, etc. Separate reports,
however, are not always practical or necessary.
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2. What data is needed to net various needs of
audiences?

a. descriptive information to include ante-
cedent conditions (before), transactions
(during), and outcomes (end);

b. judgemental -- include any available standard:; --

absolute and relative.
Source of data -- staff, director, particip.:1Ls,
others at university, field work supervisors.
Methods for getting data -- interviews, di:cot
observations, unobtrusive measures, accidents,
evaluate materials used, other products.

3. The evaluators program description should
reflect his perception of what the program is

all about. (not necessarily what the proposal
states) It should look at the program with
fresh eyes, new insights. Often proposals/
programs are changed. Your first question to
the director should be: Are you revamping in
any way from the original objectives?

4. Look for alternative methods (should have been
defined, stated in planning stages) when aspects
of program are not working.

5. Frank Stevens, Title II-B Program Manager, will
communicate with Institute Directors suggestinc;
early negotiation between the director and
evaluator as to contract arrangements, evaluator's
role in program, working relationships, etc.

6. Since budgets/time are limited, evaluators
are advised not to attempt to cover everythinq.
Focus on priority areas as agreed wit:
Director and/or key staff members. Utilize
the LTI (ie. field coordinator site visits) for
additional information.

7. To help retain objectivity when involved
formative evaluation, utilize committces,
second part of the evaluation team (if it cxi.,$).
OE staff, LTI and Regional Program Officers.
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8. In providin.: daLa, u::e a re: IreoentaLivv
Avoid stitv.wnts l.ke: "Sow participants
said "

9. As a beginning, each institute evaluator should
have copies of the following documents:

a. Federal guidelines, FY 73-74
b. original institute proposal
c. Plan of operation plus any subsequent

modifications

__4,IEwertstrolja4LEREEEE . . . informal notes on
The Human Side of Evaluation" (see agenda)

"No matter how objective one may try to iae,
evaluation is always subjective, because people ore
involved . . . one is dealing with ego involvement,
anxieties, vested interests evaluator floods LO
establish rapport early with the director (a two-way
process) . . . present yourself and your biases to
director, staff and students . . . even tension
(difference in perceptions) can be creative. Proceed
on basis of clear agreement between you and director . .

on priorities for evaluation considering constraints of
time and money . . . how you will spend your time.
We can't evaluate everything. Get involved early as
part of institute team (rather than as outside judge).
Meet the people you'll be gathering data from
sometimes an evaluator can be useful as liaison between
erector and students if there are gaps in internal

communications . . . see yourself as an advocate . . .

raise questions . . . provide feedback. . . Document
your efforts -- tape record (with permission); film,
photos; ask for copies of materials used . . .

communicate often . . . notify of visits in ac:vancv . . .

tell the director who you're talking with in qatherinq
information . . . provide alternatives . . . not answer., . . .

let the director make decisions . . . don't be afraid LO
ra11737615=-1NOMUMED7-7-7-7-Ei a resource, not a judcje."
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4,1(1,1, ";1c.;:.ted another ..et iii,, tt

each (.,ther as resources. This may not be practical or
possible (fl , national basis but might be more easily
worked out in small groups of similar types of institutes
or on a regional basis.

Training Director's note: Those evaluators present
represented a highly diverse range of training progrilL.
differing in length, subject matter, and level of train-
ing. Five participants said they would have welcomed a
structured time to talk in small groups according to
institute type. If another meeting is planned, thesc
comments, along with any other suggestions forthcoming
from evaluators, directors, or staffs, will be con-
sidered.
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LLADLX)hiP TRAINING INSTITWL
1;L:1ninar for Lvaluators of Library Institutes

Denver, Colorado
October 4-5, 1973

PARTICIPANT LIST

Evaluator

* Melvin Allerhand
REM Associates
4032 Mayfield Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44124
216/381-6633

Bruce Chadwick
Department of Sociology
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84602
801/373-1211 X-2036

Margaret Chisholm
College of Library and

Information Services
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland 24702
301/454-3016

Eugene Emory
Psychology Department
University of Florida
Gainsville, Florida 32601
904/373-8320

Jo Ellen Flagg, Librarian
Forest Park Community College
3600 Oakland Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63110
314/644-3300 X-337

Olivia Frost
Olivia Frost Community Research

Service, Inc.
1550 York Avenue
New York, New York 10021
212/UN1-5815

Institute being evaluated

Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio
Director: Alvin Goldwyn

University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
Director: Donald Dickinson

Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona
Director: Norman Higgins

Board of Education, City of
New York

New York, New York
Director: James Megivern

Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana
Director: Charles Hale

Columbia University
New York, New York
Director: Miriam Braverman
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Evaluator

Margaret Leibowitz
Alaska State Library
Pouch G, State Capitol
Juneau, Alaska 99801
907/586-5242

James Martin
Voorhees College
Box 27
Denmark, South Carolina 29042
803/793-3346

Wesley Meierhenry
105 Henzlik Hall
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508
402/472-2868

Bill Neely
1020 Loring Road
Apartment D
Columbus, Ohio43229
614/422-0871

Beverly Rawles
Appalachian Adult Education

Center
Morehead State University
Morehead, Kentucky 40351
606/784-9229

* Frank Sanchez
Montal Educational Association
601 South Brand Boulevard
San Fernando, California 91340
213/361-7309

Joseph Stauss
Department of Sociology
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721
602/884-1883 X-3532

Institute being evaluated

University of Alaska
College, Alaska
Director: Theodore Ryberg

Voorhees College
Denmark, South Carolina
Director: Claude Green

Nebraska Public Library
Commission

Lincoln, Nebraska
Asst. Director; John Schere

Coahoma Junior College
Clarkesdale, Mississippi
Director: McKinley Martin

Morehead State University
Morehead, Kentucky
Director: Ann Hayes

California State University
Fullerton, California
Director: Patrick Sanchez

University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
Director: Donald Dickinson
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Evaluator

Gerald Torkelson
408 Miller Hall
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98105
206/543-1877

* David Warren
Research and Cultural Studies
Development Section
Institute of American Indian Arts
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Cerrillos Road
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
505/982-3801 X-486

Douglas Zweizig
Department of Library and

Information Services
1905 Upton Avenue
University of Toledo
Toledo, Ohio 43607
419/537-2803

Institute being evaluateu

University of Washington
Seattle, Washington
Director: Eleanor Ahlers

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Director: Lotsee Smith

University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin
Director: Margaret Monroe

CONSULTANT

Donald P. Ely (Center for the Study of Information and Education)

704 Hamilton Parkway
Dewitt, New York 13214
315/476-5541 X-2153

* unable to attend
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Tnlinio Institute Site Visit Report
":nstit--te to train Veterans for A.A. degree

Library Science"
Vccrhee:7, College -- Denmark, South Carolina

October 23-25, 1973

PROBLEM:

The returning veteran faces two major problems:

1) readjustment to civilian life
21 employment

These problems, along with the demand for trained
library paraprofessionals and the need for improving
library services in colleges and communities, provided
the rationale for this institute.

PEOPLE:

From approximately 45 applicants, 20 Black veterans
were selected for training. Recruitment was conducted
with the aid of librarians from the Triangle Association
of. Colleges of South Carolina and Georgia, a consortium
of six private, predominantly Black coeducational
institutions. Each applicant was interviewed by Claude
Green, institute director, in order to determine their
interest in, and eligibility for, the institute. All
of the students are high school Iraduate: and meet both
college and institute entrance requirements. Some
have had previous college training, but most are first
time collcae students. Of the 20 students enrolled,
there are 19 males and 1 female. The female was formerly
a psychiatric aide in the Women's Army Corps and is
now married and the mother of a 2 month old daughter.
(I was especially interested in meeting her because I
tend to equate "veLran" with "male"!)

Another interesting student is a man who has lost
an Arm and is wearing a prosthesis. He, along with the
other students, is learning to type. There is another
disabled veteran in the institute, but I did not have
a chance to meet him. For additional information on the
students, see attached Opening Day Repoxt.
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PLAN:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The instructional plan is the basic 2 year library
science A.A. degree curriculuir with one exception --
specially designed courses for veterans entit:.ed
rsychology, Careers and Interpersonal Relationships.
"These courses are designed to deal with those veterans
who will be encountering adjustment problems as they
seek to reestablish themselves in civilian life.
Mreov3r, these courses should have some bearing on
any veteran who has had to operate under strict or
rigid discipline. These courses are concerned with
treatment through the problem solving techniques on
adjustment and should have a great deal to do with the
success or failure of veterans involved in thee course."
Cornelius Peoples, Dean of Students at Voorhees,
designed and teaches the courses. His experience as

veteran, a counselor, and as Dean of Students makes
him especially qualified for this position.

In the Seminar, lecturers and consultants in the
field of librarianship as well as campus leaders and
administrators, address the students and answer pertinent
questions. During my visit the Seminar speaker was
Hillis Davis, Director of the Cooperative College
Library Center in Atlanta, Georgia. In the question-
answer period following his talk, Mr. Davis was be-
sieged with questions covering a broad ramie of topics --
from a detailed description of a computer terriinal to

a plea for help in finding a job in Atlanta.

A field work component is planned for the last
semester of the second year. Students will work in
Either college or school libraries, under the super-
vision of a trained librarian.

Thus far, the institute is following the original
plan of operation with no major modifications.

PERCEPTIONS:

In talking with Claude Green and his staff, the
consensus is that the students show an interest in their
work, and, for the most part, are academicall ;.repared

14t volleite level training.
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Instru.:tor: (Cornelius Peoples) There are 3 or 4
ser:ous readjustment problellis; others have
mane a smooth transition from military to
civilian to campus life.

-- (veterans) "more mature than regular
students"

- - students show no hesitation in explaining
their problems to faculty members

- - problems are of an individual nature;
no problem with the group as a whole

Student: (disabled veteran) not really interested
in library work but feels he is a much better
student now (had previous college training)

-- "overall outlook on life has changed"
feels he is more adaptable as a result
of his military experience

Student: Foundations course and Library Techniques
course tend to overlap.

RESULTS:

In speaking of results, attitudinal changes are
as important as, if not more so than, good grades and/
or the attainment of a degree. Several of these students
were in a state of limbo prior to entering the institute --
idle, unemployed, no definite plans for the future.
Now, many of these students are interested in careers
and high incomes, and have exhibited an interest in
furthering their education beyond the A.A. degree.
The institute director plans to work closely with these
students and their prospective major advisors in planning
a sequence of courses leading to the B.A. degree.

All students who snccessfully complete the institute
will receive an A.A. degree in Library Science 'nd will
be eligible for employment as trained library para-
professionals.
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PwomM:WATIONS:

Students are paying for rooms on campus even
though they live off cam us. They have been tote that
it is "government pol cy for institute students to
pay for on-campus housing. The students as a group,
as well as Mr. Peoples, voiced concern over this.

i intend to discuss this with Frank Stevens and/or
the appropriate person in the Office of Education for
further clarification. The students need to know why.
they are required to pay this fee, if in fact they
must continue to pay it.

Bend L. Durant
Field Coordinator
Leadership Training Institute
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Leadership Training Institute Site Visit
Information Report

District *12, Board of Education, City of New York
"Institute for training of paraprofessionals"

PROBLEM:

District 12 (South Bronx) is an impoverished area
characterized by high crime, heavy drug use, and in-
adequate facilities. Consequently, the quality of
education is adversely affected. This Institute is
designed to help improve the quality of education by
training paraprofessionals in library skills.

PEOPLE:

This Institute is a continuation of a Plan "B"
Public Service Careers Program which was begun in 1970.
The PSC Program was an interagency program funded by
the U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration
and administered and monitored by the U.S. Office of
Education, Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources.
For additional information on the PSC program, see
attachment.

Forty female students are currently enrolled.
Unfortunately, only about twelve of these have been
in the program since its inception. Others have entered
at various times in the past 3 years and some had dropped
out and have now returned. Under the PSC guidelines,
students had to be already employed as paraprofessionals
in the District schools and had to be certified as
below poverty level. All of them are employed as
Educational Assistants and are certified by the local
Manpower Agency. (Approximate annual family income:
$3,000.)

The initial recruiting in 1970 was conducted by
Mrs. Veazy, former Director, through contacts with
District school principals.

Their ages range from 23 to 61 with the majority
of them over 30; most are married and have several
dependent children. The ethnic composition is Black,



White, awl Puerco Rican, with the majority of them
:Tht' T.oning Day Report has yet to be submitted,

there fore speelfic details on the students are riot
available at tlij.s time.)

PLAN:

PSC guidelines provided for part time counseling
and instruction leading to the A.A. degree and the
LTA certificate. Students are released from work one
day a week to take LTA classes at the District 12
Community Education Center. In addition, college course
(A.A.) are taught at Bronx Community College at night.
Because of the part time nature of the plan, students
only average six credits a semester. Six of the students
have been selected to pursue their college work at
Pace College rather than Bronx Community for the following
reasons:
1. "to take advantage of the unique program and facilities

recently set up there as the Board of Education's
Audio-Visual Training Center;

2. to have one representative from each group who will
thus be able to provide a full picture to the other
enrollees of the activities, services, advantages,
and training available in this program, thereby
opening the door to a wealth of practical infor-
mation for all;

3. to enable the six who are in a position to under-
take the greater burdens of this plan (especially
travel from the Bronx to lower ManhdLtan two after-
noons and all lay Saturday each week) to acquire
their college credits at a more rapid pace than is
possible otherwise."

Ms. Judith Hodges, Institute Counselor, and Mr.
Joseph Bacote, Counselor at Bronx Community College,
both work closely with the students to solvtng personal,
as well as academic, problems.

MODIFICATIONS:

The original HEA Title II-B proposal provided
for non-credit workshops on Library Skills and
Counseling to be offered at the Center by Dr. Megivern
(Library Skills) and Ms. Hodges (Counseling). In lieu
of the workshops, Assistant Dean Patricia Breivik, of



the Graduate School of Library and Information Science
at Pratt Institute, has agreed to send two of her
faculty members to the Center to teach LTA credit
courses. The students are presently enrolled in two
such courses: introduction to Library Services, and
Introduction to Audio-Visual Services.

Dr. Megivern, Institute Director, is currently
negotiating with Bronx Community College to accept
the 15 LTA credits from Pratt Institute.

PERCEPTIONS:

Director: -- He views the Institute as a "salvage
operation"

-- Has had to deal with budget, and other,
problems left by the former Director

-- Functioning within the bureaucratic
structure of the Board of Education has
been the biggest problem.

-- Support and cooperation from Pratt
Institute is excellent.

Counselor: Ms. Hodges gave me examples of the many
frustrations and hardships -- personal,
familial, medical, financial, and otherwise --
facing the students. They are too con-
fidential to relate here but they illustrate
and emphasize the fact that these students
are really earning their degrees.
(I met one stuaent who had broken he: foot
and was on crutches. She not only has to
climb steep stairs to get to her class at
the Center, bur she also climbs two flights
of stairs to her class at Bronx Community
college. When I asked her if that was hard
on her, she replied, "Yes, but I don't
want to miss my classes.")

Pratt
Instructor: -- students have tremendous amount of self-

respect
"highly motivated group"
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Students: -- Although they liked the workshops and
learned from them, they prefer the
library courses (workshops -- non-credit;
courses -- 3 hours credit).

-- Dr. Megivern, Ms. Hodges, and the two
instructors from Pratt are all extremely
helpful people.

-- Support services (child care and trans-
portation) are a BIG help.

RESULTS:

1. Three students completed their GED while enrolled
in the Institute.

2. Two students have left the Institute in order to
pursue full time college work.

3. Salaries are raised commensurate with the number of
credits earned. Students who have earned 15 credits
have received raises.

4. Upon completion of the A.A. degree, students will
have the title Educational Associate with the
commensurate raise in salary.

5. The six students in the Pace program will be qualified
for certification by the Board of Education for their
new career title Audi^-Visual Equipment Operator
Trainee.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Director

Pvosal should have contained a stronger commitment
from the school principals to place these students in

the libraries. Very few work in libraries -- most are
classroom assistants. There also should have been a
stronger commitment from the District concerning students
release time to attend classes.

Bend L. Durant
Field Coordinator
Leadership Training Institute



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

WASHINGTON. D C 20.!02

PUBLIC SERVICE CAREERS PROGRAM

Library Training

The Office of Education, Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources,

Library Training and Resources Branch is the coordination center of 36

month innovative library technical assistants (LTA) training program

funded by the U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration.

Innovative in concept and in Federal agency interaction, the PUBLIC

SERVICE CAREERS PROGRAM is designed to promote permanent employment and

job position upgrading for disadvantaged persons, and to overcome

individual, institutional, and environmental barriers which now prevent

the most effective and efficient use of human resoruces in public service.

The PSC Program assists public personnel in increase capabilities for

structuring merit systems to meet program goals and needs.

Four different approaches or plans have been established in order

to achieve the objecrives of the PUBLIC SERVICE CAREERS PROGRAM:

Plan "A" - Employment and upgrading in state, county, and local

governments.

PLAN "B" - Employment and upgrading in agencies receiving Federal

grants-in-aid.

Plan "C" - New Careers in Human Service.

Plan "D" - Employment and upgrading in the Federal Service.
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Another distinct facet of the overall PSC Program is the status of

each participant as either an ENTRY or an UPGRADE-level enrollee. All

4 ENTRY-level persons must be certified as being disadvantaged; whereas

UPGRADE-level enrollees are those persons (not requiring certification)

employed by the sponsor at the time the contract is signed.

Approximately 5600,000 has been awarded to the Office of Education

for implementing its Plan "C" library training projects at:

New York City Board of Education 40 Entry

Brooklyn. flew York

St. Louis Public Library 12 Entry

St. Louis, Missouri 23 Upgrade

CoahofTa Junior College 12 Entry

Clarkseale, Miss.ssippi 6 Upgrade

Florida A & M University 20 Entry

Tallahassee, Florida

I

Community Development Board
Living and Learning Library
Avon Park, Florida

University of North Florida
Jacksonville, Florida

Monroe County Library System
Rochester, slew York

10-15 Entry

6 Entry
12 Upgrade

6 Entry
8 Upgrade

At each location, salaries of the project staff; education and

training fees; child care, and transportation of the enrollees; release

time; and miscellaneous medical and dental fees; materials ard supplies are

budgeted in each grant award; with training accomplished through a nearby

junior community college and/or through in-service workshops conducted

by the institution staff. In addition, the Library Resources Branch

employee or National Grant Agency employee acts as coordinator, traveling

monitor, and liaison with the Department of Labor personnel in reporting

progresses and problems of each project.



The Projects
BEST farf AVIMAILE

The PUBLIC SERVICE CAREERS project as the Bronx, New York

City is administered through the decentralized District #12

Community School Board of the New York City Board of Education.

Since September, 1970, forty ENTRY-level participants have been

involved in course work at Bronx Community College, in weekly counseling

and library skills workshop sessions, and in on-the-job library

training in public schools and facilities within District #12.

The St. Louis Public Library of St. Louis, Missouri is the

site of the second Office of Education PSC Project which enrollees

both entry and upgrade-level participants in the library training

curriculum at Florissant Valley Community College, with on-the-job

training in various departments and brarches of the St. Louis Public

Library.

In Missouri, as in New York, PSC enrollees express satisfaction

and achievement in relevant job skills as their training correlates

with specific tasks in library operatinn. Upon completion of training,

the enrollees shall be assisting librarians in various tasks for a more

total expansion of individual and community library services.

In the fall of 1972 we were able to fund five additional projects

directed toward training and upgrading enrollees in the Library field.

The Coahoma Junior College project located in Clarksdale, Mississippi is

designed to educate and employ approximately 18 library paraprofessionals

TrOr Para-Media Specialists to work in public and school libraries,

Community Action Agencies and hospitals. The education int counseling

rr ponolt provides:
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(1) Training for persons who are unemployed or underemployed;

(2) Train manpuwers for cooperating agencies and institutions and;

(3) Career r'ibility pattern to increase training capacity and

individual usefulness.

The Community Cevelopment Board Inc. Project is located at the

Living and Learning Library Center of Frostproof, Florida, a unique

library for migrant workers both Blacks and Chicanos. The program is

designed to train seven unskilled and previously unemployed disadvantaged

enrollees in library skills. The training component provides the

necessary skills for the enrollees to perform duties as library aides

at the Living and Learning Library Center.

The Florida A and M University Project located in Tallahassee,

Florida is designed to educate and employ twnety library paraprofessionals.

The project trains economically disadvantaged library employees of local

School Districts and the university in library skills and other necessary

coup which will insure job advancement. The education and counseling

compnncnts are devoted to job placement, upgrade training (courses for

credit or graduate equivalence) and on the job training.

The Monroe County Library Systems Project located in Rochester, New

York is designed to train 14 paraprofessionals in library skills. Emphasis

are placed on recruitment and training of the underemployed minority person

with additional attention given to the recently discharged veteran. Within

the project design is provisions for scheduled enteracticu with other local

government agencies to investigate the relevance of Civil Service

examinations for particular positions, and to facilitate interagency

transfer, training and upgrading of as many persons as possible.
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The University of North Florida Project located in Jacksonville,

Florida is designed to train 18 enrollees in library skills. The

program prcposcs to offer an experimental venture in curriculum develop-

mentfor library education. This is a two part venture, placing emphasis

on training persons interested in librarianship as a profession and

upgrading the skills of the paraprofessionals who are working with

librarians. The Public Service Careers Project will have a definite

impact on the cormunity, the school system, the University and most

important, the library profession.

The Future

During the current period of "fiscal constraints", Federal programs

have been operating with an unknown funding future. The area of employ-

ment in the public services lost needed impetus when the Manpower Bill

of 1971 was vetoed during December, 1970.

The future of the PUBLIC SERVICE CAREERS PROGRAM depends upon the

Department of Labor budget; but most importantly, the library training

Plan "B" projects (ongoing and proposed) depend upon a sponsor guarantee-

ing employment for all enrollees during the following program training.

It may be hoped, as libraries realize the potential of trained

library paraprofessionals that total library service to communities

and recongition of the paraprofessional may be accomplished to the benefit

of all Americans.
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Leadership Training Institute
Site Visit Report

Columbia University - School of Library Service
"Training Media Specialists

for Inner-City Public Libraries"

PROBLEM:

The problem is best stated by Miriam Braverman,
Institute Director: "The great potential for the use
of media as an information tool exists in the inner-
city. Visual and audio communications, provided by
media experts in public libraries, can be crucial in
bridging the information gap which exists between
inner-city social and educational programs and the people.
The inner-city is visually and orally oriented. The
public libraries, with branches located in the areas,
and as institutions committed to service, are in a
unique position to respond to the information needs of
the communities. Personnel trained in the media is
sorely needed in public libraries to set up the necessary
linkages between the people and agencies in the
communities."

PEOPLE:

The original proposal provided for twenty students
from a nationwide selection. Budget cuts reduced the
total number to fifteen. By transferring funds within
the existing budget, a sixteenth student was added.
They were recruited by Geraldine Clark, Assistant
Director of the Bureau of Libraries, New York City
Board of Education, through her contacts with librarians
and from recruiting trips. Through her efforts, ninety-
nine applications were submitted, forty-one peopXe
were interviewed and sixteen students were selerzted.
There are eight men and eight women; most are single
and only a few have dependents; their ages range from
22 - 30. The ethnic composition is twelve Black,
Three white, and one Plerto Rican. Five have had
previous experience in working in libraries. Time
constraints prevented a broad nationwide recruitment
effort, hence eleven of them are from New York City.
For more detailed information on the students, see
attached Opening Day Report.
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PLAN:

The plan of this Institute is a direct result (It

a one year planning grant from the Bureau of Libraries.
The planning grant (1972-73) was awarded for the purpose
of designing a special curriculum for the training of
media librarians for service in inner-city public
libraries. The core course of the Institute is the
Community Information Seminar, taught vi Major Owens,
Commissioner of New York City's Community Development
Agency, and part time Institute instructor. The seminar
is designed to assist the students in achieving a
thorough understanding in three basic areas:

1. "Knowledge of the sources of vital information
needed by inner-city residents and the skills nec-
essary to establish linkages with such sources;

2. Knowledge of how to match the message with the
appropriate medium so that information which is use-
ful is also dramatically presented and easily under-
stood by inner-city residents;

3. Skills in assisting inner-city residents in the
utilization of all media to communicate their
responses and information needtl."

Institute staff,
Seminar. While I was
Ms. Evelyn Geller and
at the Seminar.

as well as students, attend the
on site, both outside evaluators,
Dr. Olivia Frost, were in attendance

The other special Institute course is the media
course taught by Dr. George Stoney of the New York
University Alternate Media Center. He and his staff
are teaching the students photography, slide and video
taping, and how these may be used for informational
purposes in the inner-city. Some of the Seminar sessions
have been videotaped and are used by students in re-
viewing for exams.

All other courses are regular Library School or
University courses; students are encouraged to select
courses from a broad range of electives.
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Students assist in curriculum planning. They are
currently working on plans for the field work component
which will begin in the Spring semester.

A unique feature is that each student will take
a "personal/professional" trip to a library or community
information center of his/her choice.

MODIFICATIONS:

The basic instructional plan is being implemented
with no major modifications. The only change is in
the position of Director. Ms. Jean Coleman was
scheduled to direct the Institute and counsel the
students but has left the University to take a job
at ALA. Mrs. Miriam Braverman, the director of the
planning phase, is now also directing this phase of
the Institute.

PERCEPTIONS:

Director: -- The School of Library Service and Columbia
University have been very cooperative --
two of the students lack bachelors degrees,
but there was no problem in admitting them
to the University.

-- Wishes there were more Spanish-speaking
students -- only one Puerto Rican student
in Institute;

-- Students lack cohesiveness; feels Ms.
Coleman would have been helpful in pulling
them together as a group;

-- Pleased with the individual characteristics
of the students -- background, experiences,
and intelligence are superior;

-- "Fantastic" recruiting job done by Geraldine
Clark (late notification of funding from
the Office of Education; only a week and a
half to recruit).

Students: (While on site, my time with the students was
limited. One of the students was in Washington
recently and I had a long talk with him. The
following perceptions are derived from both
the conversation and the visit.)



- - The majority of the students are community,
rather than library, oriented -- ;17;7
Institute as "a means to an end";

-- The Seminar and the media course show
evidence of planning and are related tv
inner-city service; the library courses,
however, have no relevance to inner-city
problems or services;

-- Library courses are"too traditional and
dull" (see above);

- - Anticipate future employment with mixed
emotions -- eager and enthusiastic to
effect change but leery of the political,
financial, and bureaucratic constraints;

- - Some would have preferred that all courses
be separate Institute courses -- "too
scattered" around the University;

- - Present a united front in matters relating
to the Institute and the curriculum, but
they each have many and varied outside
interests.

RESULTS:

Students who successfully complete the Institute
(Summer, 1974) will earn a Masters degree in Library
Service.

The Seminar will be incorporated into the regular
Library School curriculum.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Students: Library courses should be revised and made
more relevant to service in inner-city public
libraries.

Bene L. Durant
Field Coordinator
Leadership Training Institute
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Leadership Training Institute
Site Visit Report

"Library Improvement and Skill Training (LIST)"
Coahoma Junior College
Clarksdale, Mississippi

PROBLEM:

In the words of the Director, Dr. McKinley Martin,
"Coahoma Junior College is located in the Mississippi
Delta. This area has been historically characterized
by racial prejudice; outmigration of its youth,
plantation type control of all agencies and institutions;
hard working poorly paid Black people; high percent
of women heads of house; an ill-proportionate percentage
of underemployment and unemployment resulting in a high
number of welfare and related types of dependencies;
submarginal education system; and generally lack of
hope for the masses of its Black citizens."

"The local school systems have been so impoverished
that most of the elementary schools were without any
type of organized library. They had neither the funds
nor the trained talent to set up libraries with any
degree of sophistication. Therefore, this institute
will have a dual role of assisting and providing
hope for individuals while simultaneously providing
hope for an impoverished area."

PEOPLE:

The plan of operation provided for eighteen women
students who were either unemployed or underemployed.
The current enrollment is twenty-one Black under-
employed women ranging in age from 23 to 52. They are
all employed in either the school systems of the four
counties which the junior college serves, or local
Head Start programs. All the participants possess
either a high school diploma or a GED certificate, but
neither is an entrance requirement. Some have had
previous college training and are classified as either
advanced freshmen or sophomores, but the majority of
them are at the beginning freshman level. Post are
married and have several dependent children. They were
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recruited by tho Director through contacts with loval
school principals and }k ad Start officials. For
additional information on the students, see attached
Opening Day Report.

PLAN:

This instructional program was first implemented
at Coahoma in 1972 under the Public Service Careers
Program. The PSC program was a cooperative effort
between the U.S. Department of Labor (funding) and the
U.S. Office of Education (administration and monitoring)
to train and upgrade employed library paraprofessionals
on a part-time work release basis. Fifteen Black
women successfully completed that program. Based on the
success of the PSC program and the still unmet need for
more trained library technicians, funding was received
from HEA Title /I-B to continue training. Although
three of the current students were enrolled in the PSC
program, this is not a continuation of that program.

Students attend classes on a part-time work release
basis. Classes are from 2:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Monday
through Thursday with no classes on Friday. Coahoma is
on the quarter system; students can earn 18 hours per
quarter (6 hours Skills Training and 12 hours General
Education courses). Because of the emphasis on skills
(typing, processing, clerical, etc.) and the fact that
they are employed, skills training begins in the first
quarter and typing classes are required each semester.
There are no classes in cataloging or reference. (Note:
other A.A. level training programs have taught reference
and catologing. Within the library profession there is
a major controversy concerning the suitability of teaching
these courses to technicians.)

An internship is nlanned for the Winter and Spring
quarters. Individual plans will be worked out for each
student and they will receive three hours credit per
quarter.

Three one-day library related workshops are scheduled
during the year. While on site I attended, and partici-
pated in, a workshop on "Inter-Group Relations for
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Library Technician Traines and Trainers." The inMituto
outside evaluator, conslltants in Adult Education, and
institute staff and students were in attendance.

The institute is following the original plan of
operation with no modifications.

PERCEPTIONS:

Director: He sees the institute as a model for the state;
this is the only Library Technical Assistant
training site in Mississippi; has held
planning meetings with the Academic Dean in

order to incorporate this program into the
established junior college curriculum; plans
to go into degree program next year.

Academic
Dean: Lends full support to the institute and is

workina closely with the Director to get
library technician training established as
a degree program; also would like to see
Coahoma Junior College become the LTA
training site in the state.

Coach
53-11ielor: Currently conducting employment survey

throughout the state; survey is not yet
completed but initial response has been
favorable; jobs are, or will be, available.

Students: The students, though not very vocal, were
unanimous in their praise of the academic
program, the faculty, and the Director.
Despite the hardships of time and travel
(one student drives 76 miles each way to and
from the college) and the many roles they have
to play each day (wife, mother, employee,
student) they are faring well.
One student said she was getting "education
at a discount price."
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PFSULTS:

An interesting feature of this institute is that
the Director has taken into consideration the probability
of zero federal funding to continue the second year of
the program. The program is so designed that at the end
of one year students can earn an LTA certificate and will
be qualified library technicians even though they do not
possess the two year degree.

PECOMPENDATIONS:

There were no recommendations made by students,
faculty, Director, or LTI staff.

Ben4 L. Durant
Field Coordinator
Leadership Training Institute
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Leadership Training Institute
Site Visit Report

Education of Librarianship
in Urban Community Colleges

Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana
Site Visit Dates - January 29-31, 1974

PROBLEM:

Dr. Shirley Edsall, author of this institute pro-
posal, surveyed 428 community college librarians, with
324 usable returns received (75.7%). Dr. Edsall found
the following data:

"A majority of the community college librarians
expressed a need for special knowledge, in addition to
that required of other academic librarians, in the
areas of the history and philosophy of the community
college, the variety of its occupational and transfer
programs, and the diversity of the student body it
serves. In other particular fields of education they
mentioned curriculum development, educational psychology,
adult education, vocational education, and educational
technology. Library schools should assume the respon-
sibility of making this special knowledge available to
present and future students by means of a special
course or seminar relative to the unique features of
community education and the library service required
to meet the needs of this educational venture. Over
90% of the librarians suggested that special knowledge,
competencies, and attitudes are needed for community
college librarianship."

With this stated need, the institute was funded
focusing on a nationwide selection of ethnic minorities
interested in becoming community college librarians.

PEOPLE:

Due to the late notification of funding, recruit-
ment posed a serious, though not insurmountable, problem.
From telephone calls made to librarians throuahout the
country, ads in national newspapers cleared to specific
ethnic groups, and contacts with applicants for the
tolluIar vrAduate library proaram, 38 appltc.itions

w,to received. These applications were then reviewed



by committee consisting of the Institute nirector,
the Associate Dean of the Library School, and throe
members of the Library School faculty in order to
select eighteen students.

The foreign language requirement was waived for
all institute students, but in all other areas they
met standard University entrance requirements.

The ethnic composition is thirteen Blacks, four
Mexican-Americans, and one South American. There are
eleven women and seven men with their ages ranging
from 22 to 43; six of them are married and five of them
have dependent children. They represent nine states
and the District of Columbia. For additional informa-
tion, see attached Opening Day Report.

PLAN:

The original proposal was written by Ds. Shirley
Edsall, who has since left the University to accept
other employment. The new Director, Charles Hale, is
basically following the original proposal with a few
modifications. It is a Masters degree program con-
sisting of one academic year and two summer sessions.
The institute is using the interdisciplinary approach
with students taking electives from the Department of
Higher Education as well as the School of Library
Science. They are enrolled in regularly scheduled
courses at the University with the Seminar being the
only separate institute course. It is designed largely
to deal with the special features and problems of a
community college and the learning resource center in
the college. This is accomplished through field trips,
guest speakers and lecturers, and group discussions.
Each summer session will consist of the seminar and an
elective. The Director taught the Seminar in the first
semester, is currently counseling the students, and
will again teach the seminar in both summer sessions.
Due to the fact that there are no community colleges
near the University, there is no practicum or field
work component in this institute.
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MoD1PICATIoNS:

The summot sessions, as originally planntid, con-

sisted ot a six hour seminar. From student input and
conferences with the outside evaluator, it has been
changed to a three hour problem solving format.

The program objectives have been more clearly
defined and delineated by the students and the new
director.

PERCEPTIONS:

Director: Institute has had positive impact on the
Graduate Library School

1. more concern for materials for minorities;
2. new foundations course on community college

librarianship will be incorporated into the
regular Masters curriculum;

3. interaction of institute students with the
faculty and regular Masters students;

4. a new awareness of people relating to each
other and responding to needs.

Faculty.
Member: Students in the institute have brought a

variety of experiences and backgrounds to

Indiana University.

From formal and informal discussions with other
faculty members, the Dean, and the Associate Dean, it
was obvious that the institute is receiving full support

from the Graduate Library School. Those faculty members
who had taught institute students, with one exception,
found them to be highly capable and welcomed the
opportunity of having them in their classes.

I had the same general impression after talking
with two members of the Advisory Committee, one of
whom had also taught the students. They follow the
students progress closely and are committed to assist-

ing in their successful completion of the institute.
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Students: The usual student complaints were aired:
"Not enough money"; "I was told too little
about the program in the beginning"; "Noti-
fication about acceptance came too late."
But they conceded that these were minor in-
conveniences. The major complaint from the
majority of the students was the format and
the method of instruction of the current
seminar. They feel the present instructor
is not as well prepared or as knowledgeable
as Mr. Hale (taught first semester) and that
the material they are receiving is extraneous
to basic library skills such as acquisitions.
They want more basic, practical, material.

They felt they learned more from Mr.
Hale and several expressed a desire for him
to take over the course the remainder of
this semester. Others said the instructor is
not the problem, it's the formatTTEriG3
loosely structured and needs be revised
and given more substance. At any rate, there
is much dissatisfaction with the Seminar as
it is presently taught. Another comment,
though not as frequent, was the lack of
opportunity for field work or some type of
practical work experience as part of the
instructional program.

On the positive side, the students have no
regrets from entering the institute; they are
realizing personal, as well as professional,
goals; feel no sense of isolation within the
Library School or the University; and have
good rapport with the director. They appre-
ciate his genuine concern for them as indivi-
duals.

I might add that the Afro-American Affairs Depart-
ment of the University and its many services, both
academic and social, has played a major role in helping
Black students adjust to a large Midwestern university.
The Vice-Chancellor for Afro-American Affairs is a
member of the Institute Advisory Committee and his
personal concern for the students' general well-being
was clearly evident.
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PESULTr.:

Approximately one third of the students earned

4.00 averages (on a 4.00 scale) for the first semester.

Students are compiling several bibliographies on

occupational/career materials for use in community

colleges.

Initial job contacts have yielded approximately

10% positive response. Resilm4s of all students were

taken to the job registry at ALA Midwinter and over

a thousand letters of inquiry have been mailed.

Students who successfully complete the Institute

will earn an MLS degree and will be qualified for

employment in community college libraries.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

The Seminar, which is the focal point of the

Institute, needs to be restructured. I discussed this

with the Director and selected members of the Library

School faculty. They in turn, with input from the

students and possibly the outside evaluator, will modify

this semester's course and revamp the course for the

summer session.

Bene L. Durant
Field Coordinator
Leadership Training Institute
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Trainiru Institute Site Visit Report
"Training Library Aides in Pueblo Indian Schools"
University of New Mexico - Albuquerque, New Mexico

Site Visit Dates: rebruary 25-26, 1974

PROBLEM:

It is a sad historical fact that the Bureau of
Indian Affairs day schools in the Pueblos (reserva-
tions) have lacked adequate libraries and library
services. This is due in part to the lack of trained
library personnel. College level educational oppor-
tunities for Pueblo residents have been limited due
to the low level of previous education, geographic
isolation, economic, and other prohibitive factors.
(See attached descriptions of four Pueblos.) This
institute is designed to help alleviate this problem
by providing on-site library-media training to eight
Indians.

PEOPLE:

The students selected for this institute are
employed as teacher aides in the BIA schools. In
addition, they have all completed or are currently
enrolled in general education courses and/or electives
through the University Extension Division. They are
women ranging in age from 19 to 60; only one is single -
the others are married and have dependent children.
(See attached opening day report.)

PLAN:

The eight Pueblos represented are geographically
divided into the Northern and Southern Agencies (four
aides each) of the BIA. Classes for students in the
Northern Pueblos are taught at each school on a rotating
basis. Part of each class period is spent in cata-
loging and classifying the collection at that parti-
cular school. The instructor, Janet Naumer, and the
students snare in this activity which has a two fold
effect -- it serves as a practical learning experience
and also expedites time in the processing and acces-
sibility of library materials. Students from the
Southern Pueblos are taught on Saturdays (also by
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Ms. Naumer) at the University in Albuquerque. In

addition to her formal teaching duties (two courses

per semester) Ms. Naumer also spends time during the

week at the schools with each student. In this ca-

pacity she gives individualized instruction, helps
in organizing the library, and when necessary, con-
ferring with the principal. The library-media training
consists of nine credit hours each for the spring
and fall semester and six for the summer session, for

a total cf 24 credit hours.

MODIFICATIONS:

During the past fall semester classes were held

once a week. Due to the energy crisis and the dis-

tance to be traveled by the students and Ms. Naumer,
classes are now held every other week for one full
day instead of a half day.

Ms. Naumer will not be available nor the summer

session. It is crucial that a new instructor with
her expertise be hired to complete this phase of the

training.

PERCEPTIONS:

Director: (Lotsee Smith) Major concern is the lack
of professional superv4.sion for the stu-
dents after the institute is completed.
Although their training is for library
aides, they will function as librarians.

Inatructor: (Janet Naumer) Main problem is cooperation
from the Pueblo school principals in
supplying necessary equipment and materi-
als to support the training program and
the school library.

-- Use of a
helpful but
campus each
own car.)

University car would have been
it has to be returned to the
night. (Ms. Naumer uses her

-- Students, on the whole, are doing a
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(food job -- both in their course work

and in organizing their libraries.

Students: Most of the student comments were support-
ive of the institute in general, the in-
structor, and the director. There were
a few specific comments, however:

Several of the students from the Southern
Pueblos expressed a desire to attend
classes at their Pueblos (like students
in the Northern Pueblos) instead of at

the University. They don't particularly
like having to give up their Saturdays
since they all have family responsibilities.
Also, by meeting at the Pueblos, they can
help each other in problem solving.

Another comment was that Ms. Naumer is

"spreading herself too thin" -- the time
she spends on site often is not long
enough to accomplish very much.

LTI Field Coordinator:

All of the students I met were interesting
people but one in particular is especially
noteworthy. She is 60 years old. After
I observed her in class, talked with her,
and briefly visited her library, her interest,
enthusiasm, energy, and creativity belied her
chronological years. She was rea]ly a joy
to behold!

RESULTS:

1. Students are already organizing library-media
collections in their schools and are providing

related services.

2. In some Pueblos, community libraries are being
developed. Some already exist; others are in

the planning stages.
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3. Students who complete the training will have earned

the AA degree (all credits are transferable to a
BA degree).

4. Upon completion of the degree, students will be
eligible for state certification.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Instructor: If on-site training programs like this
are to continue, a media van equipped with
all the necessary reference and teaching
materials, would be useful. Although the
University gives full support to the
institute in theory, in fact there are
many problems with the use of University
equipment for on-site training.

Director: Like the University, the BIA lends support
to the institute, but that varies widely
among the individuals involved. Within
the organizational structure of the BIA
there is no library specialist. There
should be such a person at either the
national or agency level with full respon-
sibility and authority for the organization
of libraries in the Pueblo schools.

Bene L. Durant
Field Coordinator
Leadership Training Institute
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Leadership Training Institute Site Visit Report
"Indian Graduate Librarianship Institute"
University of Arizona - Tucson, Arizona

Site Visit Dates - February 28 - March 1, 1974

PFOBLEM:

The best problem statement comes from Velma
Rumley, a Navajo enrolled in this institute. The
following is excerpted from a paper she wrote for a
class in Library Service to Ethnic Minorities:

"My feelings about libraries in the past tend
to be more negative than favorable. My experiences
with libraries make me thihk of them as forboding,
unfriendly places that charge for the least delay in
book returns. A feeble attempt at having bookmobile
service on the reservation fell through, since it spent
more time in the mud than it did giving service. I

say this with frustration and resentment. I am frus-
trated because I have been one of the fortunate few
who has been exposed to a new breed of librarians and
I wonder how long it will take my people back on the
reservation to have this experience. I resent the
fact that my people have not been turned on to the li-
brary world and its many benefits."

PEOPLE:

Thirteen Indian students are currently enrolled
in this one year masters level institute. Eight of
them entered the program in September; the other five
in January. At least two of the students possess
masters degrees. There are seven females and six
males with ages ranging from 22 to 40. Al but two
of the students are married and most of these have
several dependent children. They represent the
following states: Arizona (5), California (2), and
one each from Mississippi, Utah, Oklahoma, New Mexico,
Colorado, and South Dakota. Recruitment was a some-
what harried affair due to the late notification of
funding and the paucity of Indians with the interests
and qualifications for graduate study in librarianship.
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MODIFICATIONS:

The original proposal provided for fifteen

students: twelve to receive undergraduate instruction

and three to receive graduate instruction. Also the

institute was to cover a two year period. Now the

institute is a one year graduate program with thirteen

instead of fifteen students.

PLAN:

in addition to regularly scheduled courses in the

Graduate Library School and electives, students are
enrolled in three separate specialized courses: Ad-
ministration of a Cultural Center, Social Science
Information for Indian Communities, and "Museology".
I sat in on the first two classes but was not able to

observe the course in "Museoloay". It is a course in

museum techniques (Indian emphasis) cataloging and

classifying of artifacts. Each course is evaluated at

mid-term in order to modify or re-structure. Students

contributed in planning and scheduling courses for the

second semester. Most are carrying a full course load

of 15-16 semester hours. The field work comporent will

be implemented in the summer session. Students will

work in different types of libraries serving Indians.

They are not restricted to the Tucson area; some plan

to return to their home sites for the field work ex-

perience. In all cases, the on-site supervisor will
maintain communication with the institute director or

appropriate faculty member. Field wozkvits six credit

hours and will be graded "pass/fail".

When the need arises, informal rap sessions are

held with students and faculty.

PERCEPTIONS:

Students: -- more support from Dickinson is needed
(his role in the institute is strictly
administrative)

-- would prefer to have an Indian instructor
(the secretary is the only Indian staff
member)



-- no concentrated effort from institute net
Graduate Library School in loratino jobs;
"job outlook is bleak"; students are look-
ing for jobs on their own

-- "Courses too hard; stipends too low"

At the time of my visit the low stipends were the
most immediate problem. Since that time, Frank Stevens,
Program Director, USOE, has approved budget changes
which provide increased stipends to those students with
past library experience. Unfortunately two of the men
with large families (one of whom regularly gives blood
to receive money) were among those who did not qualify
for an increase.

In summary, the students comments were: We need
"money now and jobs in the future."

Director: (Dr. Donald Dickinson) Many students had
severe academic problems the first semester
resulting in a number of E's (Failure), I's
(Incomplete) and C's. The courses were
Cataloging and Reference which we-e taught
by regular GLS faculty members. Although
tutoring sessions were made available to the
students last semester, very few of them took
advantage of this service.

Ms. Deas Campbell, institute instructor, is
presently tutoring atudents and conferring
with faculty members on the necessary re-
quirements to make up the Incompletes.

-- attributes the academic problems to the
"rush" recruiting job-necessitated by the
late notification of funding; had there
been more time it might have been possible
to recruit a higher calibre of student

-- A case to illustrate that point is the
five students who entered in January.
Thus far. they have had no academic dif-
ficulties and seem to be better prepared
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fol .it actuate study. (Two of these have
earned masters degrees.)

-- Starting to make inquiries about employ-
ment possibilities.

RESULTS:

Students who successfully complete the institute
will have earned an MLS degree. (The Graduate School
of Library Science was recently accredited by the
American Library Association.) The five new students
will have federal support through December 1974.

These thirteen students will increase the small
number of Indian librarians and add another much needed
dimension and point of view to the profession.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Student: The planners should find out about living
costs, housing, schooling for children, and
other practical aspects of living in advance.

Bene L. Durant
Field Coordinator
Leadership Training Institute
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LeadvIt:htt. Tr.tinitiq Iwititute Site Vi!;it Report
Faucational Media Te4linLeian Institute

Rurlington County Co l leqe - Pemberton, New Jersey
Site Visit Dates: March 12-13, 1974

This report will depart from the usual format
because this was a return trip to this institute. Basic
background information was gathered and reported last
year (see attached report).

In this visit I had only two main questions:
"What did you learn from last year's institute experi-
ence? Based on what you learned, what changes and
modifications have been made this year?"

At the time of my visit last year (April 10-12,
1973, second semester) it was already apparent to Mr.
Gude and Mr. Thomas that the most immediate need was
for a full time counselor, preferably an ex-offender,
who would be uniquely qualified to deal with the special
counseling needs of the corrections-related students and
to also serve as a positive role model for these students.
This need has been met in the person of Mr. James Meyers
who was hired in July for the second and last year of
this institute. He and Mr. Gude both counsel students
but Mr. Meyers main areas of responsibility are the non-
academic problems such as negotiating with parole
officers and correctional authorities, helping to
secure local housing and veteran benefits, transportation,
and generally assisting the students in adjusting to
the transition from their previous life styles of urban
life, drugs, crime, and incarceration to a small rural
college environment.

It was also apparent last year that this institute
would probably have a high drop-out rate due to the
following factors:

1. With only a few exceptions, most of them have had
no previous positive educational experience and con-
sequently place little value on education in general
and the institute in particular.

2. They were selected for this institute rather than
applying to it because they were among a small number
of incarcerated men legally eligible for the program.
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1. The limitod scow of thin institute (Educational
Media Technology) and the job market -- most of them
"have often earned substantially more money, legally
as well as illegally, than they can expect to re-
ceive as a library or media paraprofessional"
(Lorenz Cude).

4. Students who entered the program as inmates and were later
paroled encountered a host of other problems:

a. most returned to their home sites (Camden,
Trenton, and other neighboring cities) and trans-
portation to the campus became time consuming and
difficult -- some students lacked cars or rides
to the campus;

b. the temptations in their home environments to
return to drug use and crime;

c. family problems -- some are married and have
dependent children to support, others are es-
tranged from their wives and families and have
neither moral nor financial support from them.

Through extensive personal and academic counseling
and enrollment in college developmental classes, students
have been sufficiently oriented to an academic en-
vironment and many are motivated enough to at least try
to "stick it out", even though their interests may be
in areas other than educational media technology. Some
of the special problems of the new parolees have been
alleviated by locating housing near the campus. This
has had the two fold effect of drastically reducing the
transportation problem and lessening the odds of re-
turning to drugs and crime by placing them in a new
semi-rural environment. This was not easily accomplished,
however; many had to receive permission from their
parole officers to transfer jurisdiction to Bordentown.
This often involved many phone calls, letters, and a lot

of time and energy before the transfers were finally
approved.

Despite these efforts there has still been a high
drop-out rate. The institute is to train fourteen
students. At all times there have been fourteen students
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enrolled -- Ag studoHts dropped out, flunked out, were
asked to leave, others were added. Approximately four
of the corrections-related students from last year are
still enrolled. Of these, one is interested in photo-
journalism and has had an article published in a national
magazine. Another is making plans to continue study
towards a bachelors degree.

It is still too early to tell whether any of them
will actually be employed as educational media techni-
cians, but they realize that they are acquiring market-
able skills that give them an alternative to the way
of life that caused them to be previously incarcerated.
Also, employment as technicians can be a stepping stone
to another career, or to help finance further education.
At any rate, the main objective for the corrections-
related students is "that as a consequence of their
involvement with the program they will find some viable
alternative to the way of life that has put them in
jail in the past." (Lorenz Gude)

The highlight of this trip was a visit to Bordentown
Reformatory. I was only allowed to see the educational
areas of the prison -- the Right to Read program, the
college level classes taught by instructors from
Burlington County College, and the library. Needless
to say, this was a very educational experience for me.
I met inmates who had completed college degrees while
incarcerated, other who had either learned to read or
increased their reading levels through the Right to
Read program, and some who tutor their fellow inmates.
The most remarkable part of these facilities was the
library. I was taken to the prison by two men who had
been previously incarcerated there. They pointed ,mt
the vast changes in the collection since they had left.
Part of the collection is to support the educational
program, there is a separate law collection, and the
remainder is recreational reading. It was in this area
that the changes were noted. Books, periodicals, and
newspapers reflect the interests of the largely Black
prison population. Censorship is at a minimum -- many
of the books reflect radical political thought and
ideology.
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In summary, this institute may or may not produce
fourteen educational media technicians, but what it has

done is make an attempt at reducing the recidivism rate
in New Jersey by providing the opportunity and support
for a new way of life for a small number of inmates
and parolees. To this end this institute is meeting
its objectives.

Bend L. Durant
Field Coordinator
Leadership Training Institute
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Personal notes from Milwaukee meeting, February 21-22, 1974
(Defining Community Information Needs and Designing Library
Training Programs to Meet These Needs)

1. Librarians should
user, rather than

2. If librarians are
through community

Dorothy J. Anderson

look at the library in the life of the
the user in the life of the library.

to be change agents, they must work
opinion leaders (for credibility).

3. The librarian as "street artist" -- living, feeling,
hearing, and to some extent experiencing both the hopeso
and survival, andanformation for living needs of the
economically impoverished.

4. The librarian as "street artist" must be flexible, coura-
geous, tough, independent.

5. He must be where the community is -- meetings, clubs,
churches, hang-outs.

6. The librarian, or library institution, must assume respon-
sibility for the lack of response on the part of the
community.

7. we have come and gone, impelled by some brief liberal
instinct and federal funds, leaving a legacy of depen-
dency and despair.

8. The poor have constant suspicion-producing contact with
many government institutions, and are accustomed to getting
shortchanged and hearing hollow promises.

9. Remember that poor neighborhoods have their leaders,
their value systems, their pride of community.

10. Society has recently regressed in its application of in-
terest and money to the problems of the poor.

11. Delivering information needs must be preceded by a sys-
tematic gathering of available data -- statistics, studies,
figures, a community profile on unemployment, housing,
future projections -- before plunging into the scene as a
provider of services.
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12. Question raised: Whom arc we serving -- ourselves or

others? Suagestion: We can't know other's needs until

we know our own.

13. If community residents REALLY define their own informa-

tion needs and if librarians really listen and become

willing to provide this information, there is an un-

spoken fear that we might be used or regarded as servants

of the people.. In contrast to our present roles as
teachers, missionaries and enlighteners, which bring us

warm good feelings, self-esteem, even though our programs

are ineffective.

14. Information is political.
Information molds minds.
Information is used to suppress and oppress.
Information CAN be used to free people. The realities of

the relationship between politics and information is
ignored in library schools.

15. All librarians will not be change agents. But all should

be exposed to political significance of information.

16. Why discuss training at all unless we face facts of

oppression and manipulation.

17. These are not radical ideas. They are the heart of ALA
library stigaards which we ignore at our peril.

18. Terms like "outreach program", "target group", "special

Clientele", etc., are fads. It's PEOPLE service we're

after. All people. (Whoever needs what we can provide.)

19. Planning with people -- what they define as needs.

20. If public libraries can't and won't use our graduates,

we'll send our graduates to agencies who will. If public

libraries aren't producing services, let them die. If

library schools won't train for service to all, let them

die.

21. Other agencies are just as bureaucratic (or more) than

libraries. Better stick with the ship. All educational
institutions and social agencies become cumbersome and
self-serving eventually.

Note of Optimism: Any agency requiring an information specialist

can use our graduates -- try them all. The object -- to
link with the people who are reaching for knowledge.



22. rt,IY that new networking priorities of ALA and National
Cimmission acioin exclude the poor and "underestimated".

23. It seems that hospitals are in the business to serve
doctors; schools to serve teachers; libraries to serve
librarians. Who will civeUFF7iFid money to serve the
people.

24. On Field Work -- Students need opportunity to sift choices --
experience frustrations -- encounter red tape, indifference,
apathy, hostility -- learn the games -- survival mechan-
isms and techniques and the hostile challenge that dis-
guises the need for a way out of oppression and circles
of defeat, despair, pessimism.

25. Since the demise of the Poverty Program, the residue in
communities has been indigenous leadership -- self-styled,
L,upported, and directed programs for neighborhood people.
Talking, thinking, believing, and a few are still DOING.

26. It is up to tho city librarian to inform the library
board of community realities and needs, press for budget
and priority activities, demonstrate to board the flavor
of the community by use of video, open board meetings
to the public. ems.

27. Entrenched library systems and library education programs
are "running scared." They have nothing to show -- funds
reduced. Now is the time to let them save themselves by
serving people -- by at last serving people, they could
preserve their own institutions.

Advocate Counseling Model 4.&Ite, eforu..1 uli1/4141

1. Community selects interns.

2. Bend regulations on academic degrees.

3. Pesearch -- key to documenting (backing) political snit-
eqies.

4. To assert control over one's own life, by knowing con-
sequences of his or others actions (under the law).
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S. Society now has primary value on passive behavior by low
income groups -- keeps them powerless.

Steps in Advocate Counseling

1. Counselor emphasizes accurate information -- expand options --
educational phase;

2. Force choice content -- "make a choice or choices will be
made for you";

3. counselor as facilitator (helps client make decision);

4. develop together an affirmative format -- working FOR
sometaing, rather than against -- emphasis on education
and information rather than confrontation;

5. consolidates decision -- client tells his family, etc.;

6. implementation -- planning strategy to deal with institu-
tion;

a. put everything in writing -- make copies,

b. file everything in chronological file,

c. send all mail certified -- return receipt requested,

d. counselor never does actual advocating,

e. if client can't write, get family
writing and reading skills,

f. client learns techniques of being
assertive,

g. client should be able to practice advocacy on his own,

h. client becomes independent,

help -- reinforce

affirmatively

i. client maximizes self control and minimizes other
control.

S.
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1. b(Vel::',1a: 0,61tIVO aSSet:Ave bOhaVill ig the kfv.

2. NotiAno builds trust like ACCURATE information (clatvd) .

(Noto when it will be revised and signed.)

3. In morrNs the counselor uses understandable lanquaqe, ruby
paraphrase, taut cites primary source.

4. Knowledfle as a means of prevention of frustration, apathy,

ztc.

5. To help people, be effectively assertive -- you have to
know the law.

6. Indigenous clients have more energy and ce'fidence as
they become more assertive -- become leaders in the

community.

7. This program is working because it is NOT generating
dependence.

8. Paper will be available -- write to Milwaukee c/o Mike
Brophy.

Library_trainin rograms for American Indians must focus on
the training of oca peop e or oca obs in non-degree
programs or paraprofessional programs.

It is not feasible to expect small isolated groups or tribes
of Indians to be able to attract or support the services of
a (MLS) professional librarian, yet library services are
almost non-existent.
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Report on Micro-Workshop
Sponsored by Leadership Training Institute,

Florida State University

Participants: California State University, Fullerton
Case Western Reserve University

University of Toledo

Prepared by: Patrick S. Sanchez, Director
Graduate Institute for Mexican Americans
California State University, Fullerton

Submitted to: Ms. Dorthy Anderson
Program Coordinator

June 1974



Purpose:

The purpose of the Micro-Workshops with Case Western Reserve

University and the University of Toledo was to examine the alternatives

for training librarians to serve the minority ccmunities in the large

urban areas. This included an examination of how students were able

to function in an intern program designed to operate within the community.

The workshop also gave us the opportunity to share our experiences

gained during the past year. Length of program, curriculum, internships,

etcetera were areas of greatest cont'ern to all of us.

Program: Cleveland, Case Western Reserve

Our meeting at Case Western Reserve on May 29 and 30, lost some

effectivensss due to graduation of students and the closure of the

campus. However, through the efforts of Al Goldwyn and members of his

staff we were able to accomplish a great deal.

Visitation to the library involved In the Case Western Reserve

Program gave us the opportunity to consider developing an intern

program where a total library program operation is developed, operated

and manned by students. The practical experience was good but the

academics wero considered lengthy. Students felt that two years was

far too long, considering that students in the regular Library Science

Program were able to complete their studies and find placement in one year.

However, their practical experience was far better than others. It was

also felt that the academic preparation did not seam to fit the practical

as well as it should have. One must remember however that this was based

on the opinion of only one student that we were able to interview.

-1-



In our discussions with the Director and Staff I had the feeling

that a great deal of restrictions and /Imitations were placed on the

Program by the Institution. The 11:k of control over their own funds

seemed to impare the program.

While the internship was the strong point of the program, we

were also made aware of the difficulty of the Staff to op'rate the

program as effectively as they had anticipated. This was ) fault of

the Institute but that of the library system and its methtus of financing

its branch libraries.

An example of this problem was brought into clearer focus during

our visit to the Latino Library branch housed in the basement of a

branch library in Cleveland's Spanish community.

The Staff was composed of one Spanish Speaking para-professional

position. Because this person had no other assistance he was unable to

leave the library to make contact with the community. There was also

no one available "upstairs" in the library that could speak Spanish to

direct the community people to the collection "downstairs".

The experience that was provided through this Micro - Workshop in

Cleveland made us more aware of what must be done to be more effective

in serving the minority communities in our large urban areas. It also

has reinforced my belief that greater contact and communication between

special library education programs is necessary to insure each program

success and support.

Program:'Toledo, University of Toledo

Our meeting with Staff and students at Toledo on May 30 and 31

was quite productive.



Their non-conventional approach to the traditional work-study

program war; tit .treat interest to our students.

our meeting with Miles Martin, his faculty and students on

Thursday afternoon was for the purpose of orientation to each program.

Goals and objectives of our program were discussed in terms of organi-

zational structure, curriculum, and field work or intern programs.

This was followed by visitation to two agencies to observe students

involved in intern work.

On Thursday evening we joined the students and Staff at Toledo in

an informal seminar at which time student progress and problems in the

intern setting were discussed. A great deal of open discussion

between our students and the Toledo students took place.

Friday morning was spent visiting the Guadalupe Center Project

in Toledo's Chicano section. Here we were able to discuss the

possib_lity of a cooperative program with University of Toledo,

California State Unviersity, Fullerton and the Toledo Chicano

community. This project is now being considered for implementation.

The Toledo program had several aspects which we at Fullerton have

considered for some time. This Micro Workshop enabled us to critically

observe these alternatives for possible implementation into our own

program:

a) Student volunteer work at an "alien" agency gives students
an excellent perspective of areas generally not included in
the library professional field.

b) Salaried jobs in "other" social agencies normally not included
in the profession but in need of an information system.
Salaried intern positions with possible future full time
employment.
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c) Total development of alternative information needs for thp
communities through social agencies.

d) more purposeful related academics to community needs.

The value of these micro-workshops cannot be measured in the

traditional sense. 't has given us the opportunity to observe

alternatives to serie our minority communities which have been neglected

through the traditional approach of library service.

There is a greacer need now to support and continue programs which

do offer alternatives to the people in this country which are literally

ommitted from information services.

We can only hope that organizations and programs such as Leadership

Training Institute can continue to support such activities as Micro-

Workshops to aid in the elimination of these problems that exist in the

library profession.

Sincerely,

(7- 4444
PATRICK S. ANCHEZ
Director, Graduate Institute
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Report on Micro-Workshop

CWRU at Columbia

April 18,19,20 1974

On Thursday, April 18, 1974 three students and two faculty

members* of the CM) Title II fl Instit went to New York to

share a special three-day seminar seri...s with the Columbia Institute.

The attached program describes the topics discussed and the media-

presentations viewed.

The CWRU visitors were extremely interested in participating

in discussions about advocacy and about the .brary and politics

since these were issues that had been covered in the CWRU Urban

Library Service Seminar. We were anxious to hear comments from

another perspective and compare our thinking with the views of

people from other parts of the country. The CWRU group was also

interested in the discussions and presentations of media because

it had had less extensive experience with non-print media and

wished to learn more about its potential.

The visit was very successful is: allowing the individual

visitors to follow Lhrough on their interests. (See questionnaires

attached). Three people felt the personal' student-to-student or

faculty-to-faculty were most helpful in learning what they wanted

to know; two thought the formal seminar sessions most important.

Of the seminar sessions, two thought Bihnie Tate's discussion on

politics vas the most important; two found Mike Brophy on advocacy

counselling most valuable, and one thought Don Robert's presents-

*Those attending were: Alvin J. Goldwyn, Director; Rae Rohfeld,

Associate Director; Rebecca Cooper, Jacqueline Wagner, and

Zonald Walter.
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tiou on the use of media and tin studentW media presentations were

the most helpful. Everyone discovered new ways of working with

non-print material.

In the area of library education, it was useful to discover

that Columbia had the same kinds of problems with field work

arrangements that CWRU had: communications difficulties with

libraries and some resistance on-the part of library supervisors.

Actual visits to field sites could not be arranged because of the

seminar schedule, but these were replaced by the Columbia student's

videotape presentations which were community surveys of their

field work areas.

Upon the group's return, a session of the Urban Library Service

Seminar was devoted to a discussion of the learning that took place

in New York, so that the entire Institute derived at least some

I t.'

benefit. Discussion has also taken place with otherifaculty and

students covering parts of the N.Y. program which were of parti-

cular interest to then.

This micro-workshop WPM an extremely rewarding experience and

is the kind of opportunity for learning which should be encouraged.

It allows people to set their own educational objectives and to lo-

cate situations in which to achieve them. This makes for effective

and rewarding learning experiences.



DOCUMENTATION
Apendix C-3

G-,vernment Grant

Inzititute for Training in Librarianship under Title II-8
Higher Education Act of 1965 as amended.
"Developing Awareness of Community Resources"

DATE: April 160 1974
Bridgeport Public Library Classroom
9 - 12 DACRI I

CONVENOR:

DOCUNENTOR:

June Csoltko, Assistant Project Director

Gladys Croom

ATTENDING: Harriette Brown June Csoltko Tom Sargent
Bernadette Daldino Janice B. Fader° Mary -Ann Skopp
Alrena Buttery Kathy Gleason Janet Toplaneky
Brenda Claflin Marjory Harkins Anne Walsh
Gladys Croom James Natheny Lois Weatherbee

ABSEN: Phyllis Cummings 11 Dud Jones Doris Naedele
Jennie Hargrove TAO Kozerowitz (At Nebraska

Institute)

PURPOSE OP
METING: Review and Evaluation of DACRI I

taTECDOLOGY
USED:

MRIN ISSUES
AND CONCERNS:

(1) Announcements
(2) Discussion in smaller groups
(3) Summary

June Csoltko announced that Nr. Denis Lorenz is working on a
grant for personnel and money UN compile an information
directory.

Also we can expect to read something about DACRI in the Wilson
Library Balletin, at this time we don't know *Leh issues

June opened the session by giving her personal evaluation of
the program. She enjoyed the experience and Stele she will
be better able to evaluate the effects of the program in the
future.

Tom Sargent, Resource person and Brenda Claflin, project
evaluator gave their evaluations of the program.

We were divided into two groups. Each group was assigned a
participant moderator and a reporter. Each individual was given
time to express his or her feelings about participating in the
program.

After a meaningful discussion by the two groups, a summary was
presented by each moderator.
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Alrena Buttery, moderator for one of the groups, summarized
her groqp's discussion. They felt DACRI has brought the
:staff closer together. The tours were interesting and
communicaticn between the directors of the various ageneics
and DACRI wac good.
Some members felt that the session on communications did the
most for them.
Others found the video-taping experience an opportunity which
would not have been possible had it not been for DACRI.
The Hartford Feting was considered the highlight of the pro-
gram by the people who were privil;;; d to jo.

Everyone in this group want ''c work DACRI initiated with
the agencies to continue. Mast of us would also like to
visit other libraries and share our experiences with them.

Marjory Harkins, moderator of the second group, summarized
her groups' feelings, "We have experienced greater under-
standing of one another. We have learned to develop our skills
in communicating with each other. We should try to develop
these skills further and apply them to our daily lives."

We all agreed that we have been affected by our involvement
in DACRI, and hope that the community will feel the effects of
our involvement. Everyone agreed that this particular meet-
ing was exceptionally meaningful to us.

After returning to our general group there was a final
summarization of both sides and it was interesting to note
that most of us agreed on the sane things.

It was generally agreed that:
1. Relations between staff members improved since DACRI.
2. :le learned to communicate and to celebrate ourselves.
3. The tours were a great learning experience, it was

good for us as well as the community.
4. DACRI SHOULD CCMPTINUE!

There is still strong feeling about the lack of communication
between the wiministration and the staff.

PROCESS
COMMENT: This Documentor considers the whole DACRI experience the

greatest and most satisfying happening in my entire library
work.

I've enjoyed the w.rmth that it has projected from one member
to another and 7've learned more about some of our inner
feelings about ourselves and each other. i.e. Our likes,
dislikes, prejudices etc.

It is my hope that the DACRI concept will not die.



TITLE:

DATE:

Apkendi x 3

fi treE.:1rgA:a

lovernement Grant
Institkaoe ftr Training in Librarianship ander Title lI -B of

Edurati...4 Act of 1965 amended
Awarcut.; of Community Rebourcee"

Oat have we learned, what would we like to :see happen.

April Ilp 1/(4

Holiday Inn, ColumbuJ, Nebraska

I - 4:30 p.m.

CONVENOR AND
DOCUMENTOR: Elizabeth Long

ATTENDING: Cell Smith Rosetta Edwards Doris Naedele

Elizabeth Loup; Part time: Rene Durant of LTI

ABSENT: Invited Nebraska participants and staff from Empathetic Library

Service Institute.

PURPOSE: View DACRI video tape
Share DACRI with Nebraska people

Identify learnings from DACRI components.

MAIN ISSUES
AND CONCERNS: DACRI tape was viewed for component review, Nebraska sharing,

and Rene's information. Each component was discussed in turn,

with participants stating learnings and assuming a listening

attitude when not speaking unless someone needed help in

phrasing.

DECISIONS MADE
LEARNINGS --TOURS

Learned there is a difference in quality of agency services

given to minority community compared to overall community.

Learned to look at user and staff view of agency.

Learned that somewhere in the city are resources of information

available that the library doesn't know about.

Learned that serving the disadvantaged involves politics.

Hems aware of services available that 1 didn't know about.

- -MINI -COURSES
Learned that a lecturers expertise is not a guarantee of learn-

ing nor that he will lecture on the announced topic.

Learned empathy and that a person must feel self-worth.

Re-learned that political structure is not good - government

does not consiaer those they govern as human beings but as

statistics.
Learned that it minority cultures do not join mainstream of

Bridgeport .nature on their own, they'll never join it.

--COMMUNICATIONS - with people
Gained self-worth, awareness and tolerance: I'm me!

Gained insight and understanding of other's personalities.

Learned that communication skills can break down barriers.

Learned that trust level can be raised within a group.

Learned that changes are possible within a system and/or a

community through group power.
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--CON PUNICATIONS - video
Learned it's a fascinating, fantastic tool with potentialities
in traininc, teaching, self-analysis.

WHAT WE'D LIKE TO HAVE HAPPEN - "I would like....
tu have the opportunity for more library training courses.
to tale a course in self awareness or group dynamics with small
group.
to develop a plan which would keep alive the climate generated
by DACRI.
to see the branches become a department of Burroughs instead of
an after thought.
to have power in decision making, opportunity for independent
action.
to see more pride in jobs, more thank you's from the office,
more reward opportunities.
library to be more community involved - staff representation in
community involvement.

NEXT STEPS: Meshing these ideas with ideas that were voiced in Bridgeport
DACRI sessions on April 16.
Further evaluation in Nay.
Planning what can happen, and how to do it.

FAJOR PROBLEMS
'MEG LNG: Each person used her best process and communication skills.

The meeting was exciting.

EVALUATION OF NY
PARTICIPATICY: Leadership of this training session was and best to date.



TITS:

DATE:

Appendix C-3

DOCUMENTATION

Government Grant
Iu3titute for Training in Librarianship under Title II-B of

HipAer Education Act of 1965 amended
"Developing Awareness of Community Resources"

April 15 - 12, 1974
Leaderbhip Training Institute sponsored visit of DACRI to

Nebraska Empathetic Library Service Institute, session III

PROJECT DIRECTOR'S
DOCUMENTATION: Elizabeth Long

ATTENDING: Elizabeth Long, Doris Nardele Cell Smith, Rosetta Edwards, of DACRI

Nebraska Institute Participants and staff and Evaluators, Rene

Durant of LTI.

PURPOSE OF
SESSION: Purpose of DACRI Project Director differed from that of NEM

participants and DACRI participants. Project Director's pur-

pose wns to learn a different approach to interpersonal skills

in order tc facilitate the follow-up phase of DACRI. Also to

share and discuss common institute components: weaknesses,

strengths, and problem solving methods with Nebraska director

and staff, before evaluating DACRI. Project Director planned

to observe Institute participation and staff meetings. DACRI

was to share its Institute by verbal and video synopsis.

14S`1'RCOOILVI

03B):
Tues.

Wed.

'burs.

Project Director lunched with Neb. participants, net Nancy

Wiederspan, editor,, OVERTONES, project publicity newsletter.

Beth was briefly introduced at siternem session. It was

stated that there would be a time to hear more about DACRI.

Beth observed Elmer Miller's core group discussion and the

feedback session. The evening was spent with DACRI partici-

pants, a NELSI participant, and Larry Allen, 7.7.7.= evaluator -

talk included leadership styles and evaluation.

Project Director observed morning sessions: "Looking again at

Community Resources" and "Evaluation and Emphathetic Library

Service". She attended Trading Post - "Working through the

Evaluation Process" with two different NELSI groups, then

spoke several moments with Robert Whim= about the evaluation

he was preparing. She attended the feedback session. That

evening, Beth interrupted and joined a closed meeting of

Nebraska Institute staff and their evaluators.

Projector Director attended "Understanding the Special Needs of

the Physically Limited" and a session on "Unmet Needs of City

Librarian Institute Participants." At 1:00 the DACRI video tape

was scheduled for sharing. Viewers were Rene Durant of 1421 and

DACRI people. A 7 'RI evaluation of LACE' "What BWme We Learned,

What Would We Like to See Happen" subseqvently lasted until

4:30. (See separate documentation). Evening banquet companions

for Institute Diploma Awards were Jane Geske, *breaks Library
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C44141.. 4 , i iiebruilta PattiAla/It:. and Larry Allen,

It4troom with Ilene Durant, MI, Jahn

:;chere, NebrNKu Director, Rod Wagner, Administrative A:Alit:twit,

weu focused u personal, not Institute interests.

PROCESS
COMTE. Nebraska participants were welcoming and sharing with DAM

people. DACR1 people really practiced communication and listen-
ing skills at the Institute. They learned what was going on,

asked why, identified "Parent, Child, and Adult" communications,
were honest and open, and shared decision making. Nebraska

staff made decisions without involving participants (almost to
the point of non-empathy). Communication among their peers
was: "Adult to Adult"; communication with their participants
was "Parent to Child"; relationships with DACRI people were
friendly but non-communicative. Nebraska Staff and Nebraska
Evaluators appreared to have basic opinion difference about
the role of an evaluator. Because Nebraska operation style
differed from DACRI, DACRI people concentrated on communications
skills more cohesively than they would have if NELSI's style
had been participative.

FRO= DIRECTORS
EVALUATION: Learned evaluation planning techniques to use in the follow -up

DACRI phase. Observed interpersonal skills of varying degrees,
but found skills presented only to one base group, which Cell
Smith observed. DACRI Institute sharing occured with. Nebraska
participants. I was unable to discuss problem - solving or

strengths and weaknesses with Nebraska staff, although these
were apparent through observation. Nebraska staff did not
appear interested in DACRI video. My purpose was achieved
by different methods than specified in micro-workshop proposal.
The experience showed that DACRI people are competent, made
each of us ask why one has to go away to realize it.
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Appendix_C-4

BEST COPY IIMIABLE

I &FORMAL, IRREGULAR NEWSNOTLS FROM j.ArjC

(1?Woad You Selieve . . .

./
CA

,in. C.

that HEA Title II-B Institute participants Lnelude:

-- a femalf veteran (Voorhees)

a free-lance journalist (Colombia)

-- two energetic 60-year-olds (New Mexico and Bronx, New York)

a professional dancer (Indiana)

-- a stra:6aL-A student who is a former correctional instituiou
(Burlington)

a :V /radio actor/producer (Columbia)

-- a married couple (Case Western keserve)

a published photo - journalist w%o is ei ";,entwatx"

of 18 years in correctional institution,,

(Burlington)

MARCH 1974
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Ahti 1 i r,. r;;;i0;4Chia

ietter an example of
"client response" from the 1973
annual report of the Appalachian
Adult Education Center.

Septembet 7, 1913

Dealt MI. Way,

Filst 1 want to as you
would have to be in my shoes to
undetstaad how I Sett about my
not having an education. A6 tong

as 1 can hemeben 1 always wanted
to be a nuhae oh a vetet(nwtian.
Coming 4hom a below aveAage in-
come 4amity, as 1 got oldet I
know this was next to imposaibie.
The Second Won.4'd Wan was on and
my motheh and I moved to Columbia,
Ohio because 6he had a job. Liv-

ing in a Lange city cc' so much
move than she expected, and I
6MW heh wohhy as to how 6he ftvz

going to make ends meet. At aix-

teen I quit 6chool (I did't tike
in a tahge achoot) and went

4) wonk with heft, at the aame
daetoly, and making the dame pay.
we had it made.

New, 6elty-six yeaA's old
and being toed Ooh the Si/st
time in my tiSe that I cannot
have a job because o4 no high
achoot diploma made me hunt,
anoy, diaguated, btue and 1 Sett
tike a penny waiting Ph change.
1 knew 1 had to do aomething,
but what?

I had heand about AduCt
&laic Education, but 1 thought
it would be a vocationat type
tkainig 60 1 went to Piketon
High School to see you about

page two

getf(n.; in Some kicd

Sett sng,fested &the; lists (t' Idheatten

and epeaci:ed it 10 me, and I en-

4e4'eed ta the rtoglam. I had Some-

th(H9 to Cook 4ohwand to 6iNCC
know 1 cvaid wont, towand my G.E.D.
equivalency. I Sett good because 1

knew 1 would do aomething to help
my6e14 towand a job.

My kmatify and a060.4 (I/fiends

noticed a change in me. They said
it toad Aoh the bettel and to keep tit
up. The molts 1 wat, in the Imteoam
the moke I want to tutu. 1 was

COW in Math and rgeiah and 1 a.6

a vehy stow headeh. I at6 uch a
stow headeh, that I had neven nead
a compeete book in my eiie. My

Inatueton a6k me one data i4 1
would like. to head a gothic mystony
book. She told me the mote I 'wad
the Sastek 1 would be able to head.
To my 6mptae, I 4ound the book
inteitedting and now 1 can head a book
in one 04 two evening's. 1 became
detehmined to get ahead in ti6e. I

want to do something conAthuctive with
my ti4e. I want to help pcopee and
Zike the Hanes commended on teee-
viaion, "Gee, 1 Seel good all oveh."

My i6thuctoh, Mato. Cuteip, ha6
tad me time and time again that I
have the ability but I tack seC4-
con4idence in my seii. In Athol t

Basic Education 1 gained coniidence
and took by G.E.D. Test and passed it.
(May 9, 1913) I have now taken the
LPN enthance cvamination and ;.lassed

it atao. 1 wilt begin my tlaining
Septemben 19, 1973. I know to CC

hiwe to wonk haltd, but 1 tea( make
16 1 can be in the tiecow per,-

centite at the top e4 my ceass 1 can

go Soh R.N. 14 it had not been ,fah

the Adutt Basic Education clasaea
and the people that un the phogham,



/14.0 is: CaW
A "?;;..s.k f ti, tt'it.11 ttt :

kluqu uen expea (;, b.,. :siatk

aou and ate Gi1+4e (6e ;mac (t

pv66iie. 604 me 4.e Jo what I hat....

1 want to heip Peopee a6 aiZ you

have helped me.

Sincendy,

Nara Moatjomeky
Pideton, OH

A few weeks ago an LTT st.ff

member participated in a meeting

of adult educators, library educa-

tors, public and state librarians,

called by the AAEC to review its

programs and provide input to im-

prove current activities, materials,

and suggest future directions.

The Adult Education Center,

Morehead State University, Kentucky,

currently has underway 104 demon-

stration projects, has trained more

than 3,000 Adult Basic Education

teachers and while the focal point

La eastern Kentucky, projects are

conducted throughout Appalachia, and

the effect on the efficiency and

quality of adult education programs

is national (even international!)

in scope.

We learned about the Adult

Basic Education projects, the Right

to Read Centers, the Home Study

programs, looked at the materials

being produced by the Center (ABE-

Public Library Student Orientation

tovi podukb-

0(oe

kit, saLole al1 i1 tea

planes ....A 'it' Oa atlja I 0
library services to
adults, community agency veteli.it

handbook, etc.).

Ann Hayes, who is Evaluation

Specialist and Chief 'investigator

for the Library Project, presented

an overview of the eodel for (rain-

ing in Public Library Services

which included a step-yste plan

for introducing such cooperative

activity in a state/local libiary.

Forty public library staffs In four

states (Alabama, Kentucky, Sonia
Carolina and West Virginia) are

now reviewing this training. The

model places great emphasis on

involvement of library hoarda in

the decision-making proceaa.

Other highlights of the meeting:

a chance to preview segments of an

exciting new ETU series designed to

provide classwnrk necessary for

passing the G.E.D. (General Educa-

tional Development, or High School

Equivalency) test; meet Adult Basic

Education teachers who are them-

selves graduates of an ABE program;

review the evaluation process being

used, the emphasis on "process"
evaluation, so apparent in the way

this meeting was structured for

maximum input from the advisory

group, and other participants.

The entire project iq e0,-

plex it is not fair to atten,pt Lo

do justice to it via tlie licwsit.tter.

Suffice it to say that anyone who

has a serious concern wii
public library services to the

under-educated should take a very

close look at the work of the

Appalachian Adult Education Center.
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That more and more in ;titutes are
getting down to tackling basic
problems of communications. At

the Empathetic Library Services
institute, run by the Nebraska Li-
brary Commission, the concept of
"Active Listening" was presented.
In order to actively listen, one
must discard the following
"Dirty Dozen":

1. Ondeling, di,reet"44g, commaadinfl

2. Wakning, thkeaten:nj, p4cmi.Sing
3. Mokatizi.ng, wrenching, Ahouid.s

and vught4
4. Advising, giving betati.on6

suawstions
5. leaching, tectuing,

io!iieae wipments
6. Judjig, dis-

noeeing, Lqamio
1. Pnaising, agueing
8. Nae-eattig, tabeiing, steuo-

yping
9. intorputing, anatvzing, diag-

1u-sing

10. Reassuning, sympathizing, con-
ooting, auppotrting

11. Nobing, questi.onicg, intet-
,tegatg

12. WithAmeiol, dist/meting,
baacab, hnmeting

The institute at the
Bridgeport (Connecticut) Public
Library, "Developing Awareness of
Community Resources " ", iv also con-
cerned with "listening" as an
essential part of comoinixation.
Participants are iinding ways co
deal with feelings, relate to
others, and break out of patterns
that cause one to stop listening
and stop ccmmunicating.

pnje

At the recent n 1. -1.wn1 Ave wrvt-

irw. devoted to "Oefiniui; Community
Information Needs and Designing
Library Training Programs to Meet
These Needs", LTI staff learned
.about a fascinating pro]ect called
Advocate Counsel ing, conducted by
ex-police officer Mike Brophy.

Mike left the police department
because he felt caught between a
"legal system that is corrupt anti
a penal system that is barbaric."
He has now developed a prop,ram at
U.W.M. which assists students (two
year interns selected by the
community) to asNert control over
their own lives through aecu rate
information. Tlu counselor ncIps
the "client" (student) develop a
strategy for persomil . oe

making which mitxlmir.es self-control
and minimizes "other" control.
Mike says "the program works because
it is not generating dependence or
passivity" but develops positive
assertive behavior in people who
have felt powerless when up against
the "system".

D.J.A.

"121.:. .

. . .

=110

I'M WORAte..0 AE:Ctrr MY osteWt Vitari4

erNe. 1.11BIRARY ONE

MAN AGAINST AN INraTrrUTION
THE.RU,'S ALWAYS Pk N Dahl CaY

FOR 1114S INSTVIMATION TO WIN.



Speaking of CommunIc.,:ea BEST COPY MAUI"

aan now distributed ii;teen copies of
Cm.,-PAC, the new traininA .togram "de-
signed to help increase understanding of
the communications process as It relates to
library training and library service."

The complete package includes a l72-page
Gnfde, slide/tape presentation, a 16 mm
color film, video tape and transparencies.
You can conduct a one, two, or three-
day workshop, using these materials in
various combinations to fit your goads,
time and participants needs.

Let us know (202/554-1230 if you'd like
to reserve Com-PAC for your use.
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tfl LLtalIC MlnoritieS:

An Indian Viewpoint

Yellow Wolf of the Nez Perces
once said, "The whites told only
one side. Told it to please them-
selves. Told much that is not true.
Only his own best deeds, only the
worst deeds of the Indians, has the
white man told."

I feel that this is the single,
most relevant quote in our study of
the Indians. Books are weapons
that can be used to protect or to
deaden. in the case of depicting
Indian history, books have been
used to injure and kill the spirit,
life ways, and heart of the Indian.
It is very disheartening to have
to go through school, learning
about your own people as savages
and renegades. What I live and
what I read are two completely
different things; many written
"scholarly works" left me with a
negative self image. I grew up
knowing the way of the Navajo, but
like many other tribes, the once
proud Navajo heritage became ex-
ploited. This only served to in-
crease personal inner turmoil.

The history of the good ole
u.s.a. is given the glorious
picture of an emerging young coun-
try holding good promises to all.
As Hagen states, "Where cultural
values conflicted, the superiority
of the Bible, the primer, and the
plow were never questioned by the
whites and no attempt was made to
compromise with Indian tradition.
The Indians thus seem nothing
more than sand in the smoothly
oiled gears of American Progress."
Dee Brown's luryaly Heart At

Wounded Keee gave the grueq01
of the Indians' fight for suivival
and the whiteman's greed for land.
Although this book may seem bloody,
it filled in the gaps in American
history people just seem to con-
veniently overlook.

Many young people have gone
through an educational process de-
signed to acculturate our Indianness
enough to disappear in the white
world. We were given negative
feeling about our culture, our
language, our history. We were
termed "culturally deprived."
Today, we laugh at this Libel,
because we have a rich culture
that is still very much alive and
in use. The emphasis is now on bi-
lingual/bicultural education for
our Indian youth. People who are
knowledgeable in the old ways are
sought to preserve traditions and
to instill in our youth a sense of
Indian pride and self-identity.
Yet, there are feelings of hate,
of frustration, of helplessness, of
lost identity among the Indian pop-
ulation. This is where the librarian
can help bridge the gaps between two
worlds. Indian people need informa-
tion but even more so, they need to
know just how much libraries of
today can help.

My feelings about libraries in
the past tend to he more ne.lative
than favorable. My experiences with
libraries make me think of them as
forboding, unfriendly places that
charge for the least delay in book
returns. A feeble attempt at having
bookmobile service on the reservation
fell through, since it spent more
time in the mud than it did giving
service. I say this with frustration
and resentment. I am frustrated
because I have been one of the



to a flew breed 0;

woader lo.g it will L4ke
people back oa the rehervation to
have this experience. th

fact that my people have not been
turned on to Lae library world ant:
its many benefits. 1 a shame
that we could not get an Indiaa
librarian to speak to the cias,.

During our study, we
that tile. is hot a waol 1.,t of
110.211 Indian material but with tile

society heeeming wore el'oci, 0f
its minorities, we way have more of

to aelect.104 irom which to lsow,e,
liecause most Indians have h'111"

throueh a mi4die claNs etIncational
nystem, I feel that we hhouid be
allowed to have culturally and
historically blamed material one
our side, of course). Newspapers
like Akwesa.ine Notes and the'..............-

magizines like t4e
Wl.:1A, Tree and reference books
like the Ilif.xclopedia of the
American Indian are good mourcs
from which to get a decent, rele-
vant Indian collection. Indians

need to see strong, positive
figures in the literature; figures
representing success.

One of the greatest contra -
hutions a library can make to :n

Indian community would be in the
UaC Of non-bok materials, leanin3
strongly towar0 AudioVisuaI ma-
Certain. aecause Navajo, a.; wvli
as other Native 1ang6aws, Is
written in textbooks and because
many Native Americans have yet to
learn to read either Navajo or
English, it would be beneficial to
reach the general Indian public
through AV materials.

BEST COPY AVPOLPPI F

oay

7 a..1 as iadian and i loud
of my culture rich heritage. I

have lived the Way of the Navajo
but by reading Vairy Mv Ileart At_..
Wounded Knee, The New indian:.,
Custer Died _for Your Sins. and by
being exposed to reference materials,
t have renewed pride in being a
%ative American. Vine Delria says,
"nue reason t wanted to write it
(c *'.t 'lied for Your Sins) wam to

raise HOW AWilivh for youiwer
Indians wbich they nave not bee.%
raising for themselves." it made
me dank find J ape It helped u'..-
Indians think in a different light.

*00 0

op

Othr novo' ea

"100i....;e..". a

krizvaa; i974

voe. 3, Ne'. 5)

e Indian 0q4(1,4ate.

Libkaitiana ;tip taut



In case you missed it 0

page

The media presentatiou by %J.aduating students in the Columbia and
Case Western Reservo Institutes at the ALA Midwinter meeting in Chicago was
an exciting informative experience. Both presentations were student pro-
duced and focused on their training and experiences in inner-city library
services. The Case presentation specifically focused on their current unique
field work experience in which the institute students have "taken over" and
are operating a branch cf the Cleveland Public Library! As I Rlanced around
the natked room of invited library administrators (prospective employers)
their rapt attention and pleased expressions were a tribute to the students,
directors, and staffs of these institutes -- but especially to the students
who are ready to tackle the problems of urban library services with knowl-
edge, technology, and soul.

For further information about the presentation and copies of
student resumes, please contact:

Mrs. Miriam Braverman, Director
Community Media Librarian Program
Columbia University
School of Library Service
516 Butler Library
New York, New York 10027

Mr. Alvin Goldwyn, Director
Urban Library Service Program
School of Library Science
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106

- B. L.D.

1) Note to Institute Directors (HEA Title II-B)

There is still time to apply for an LTI-
sponsored Micro-Workshop (new deadline,
April 15, 1974). Call us for details.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CI (I 0 0 0 0 0

Leaden lip Tkaining Institute
(Ftotida state Univemity)
201 "Eye" Stkeet, S.W.
Room V-142
waahington, D.C. 20024
202/554-1238

t1aAoid Gadstein, Dixectok
Done thy J. Andemon, P4ogkam Coolainatok
send L. DuAaat, Fied Cooadinaton
Smoke E. Sheldon, Taaining Viactoa
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THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY TA 1.1.AIIASSIO: :12306

LLADltS11111 'RAINING iNsururE. SCHOOL 01 I INKARY

(hooded by the Humus of Libraries& Izarning Resources, llSOIE/

TRAINING FOR LIBRARY SERVICE IN THE 70's

THE ROLE OF LIBRARY ASSOCIATIONS

LEADERSHIP TRAINING INSTITUTE SEMINAR
November 29 - 30, 1973

PROCEEDINGS

How can library leaders anticipate the social, political,

and technological forces bringing change to the profession in

the next five years and provide updated and appropriate con-
tinuing education programs? What is the role of the library
associations in exchanging information, designing training
programs, and creating incentives?

These issues were identified and explored in depth at

a first-of-its-kind meeting of twenty national, regional,
and state Library Associction Executive Directors held in
Washington, D.C., November 29 and 30, 1973.

Sponsored by the Leadership Training Institute (HEA
Title II-B), Florida State University, in response to requests
from association leaders, the group was charged with:

1. Sharing information on current concerns, activities,

and research;

2. Isolating common priorities for the future, and be-
ginning development of continuing channels of
communication;

3. Drafting policy/action statements on the role of the
associations for consideration and implementation by

association memberships.
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The need for Association Executives to nrovide input
for a National Plan for ciNntinuing education was clearly
evident in view of the extensive work being done by the
Study Committee of the Association of American Library
Schools on its role in continuing education and in view of
the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science
continuing education study now being conducted at Catholic
University. (see summary, attached) Both Dr. Elizabeth
Stone, Director of the NCLIS study and Chairman of the AALS
study committee, and Dr. Ruth Patrick, Assistant Director

the NCLIS project, participated in the meeting.

An opening dialogue between Dr. Harold Goldstein,
Director of the Leadership Training Institute, and Dr.
Peggy Sullivan, Director of the Office of Library Personnel
Resources, American Library Association, threw out some
fundamental questions for group consideration, i.e., How
do we get people into the process of continuing education?
What makes it useful to the individual? Is job relatedness
enough, or are incentives needed?

This dialogue, combined with group discussion, and sub-
sequent three minute presentations by each of the participants
(see summary of presentations, attached) reflected deep
concern for both the coordination and support of library
training.

In summarizing the presentations and discussion, Dr.
Don Ely, LTI Evaluator/Facilitator, noted the group's spirit
of optimism; that much is being done, but it is uncoordinated
and this is a matter of national concern. He observed that
the professional associations are active in continuing educa-
tion, including a whole spectrum from annual convention
programs to rather sophisticated plans, but efforts are
spasmodic. Responses to continuing education opportunities
has been enthusiastic. Needs analyses have been done in
several areas. More could be done. Training emphasis is
on the new rather than on improvement of current skills.
Some states have made excellent headway in provision of
rewards and incentives. There is little evidence of formal
relationships between professional associations, continuing
education activity, and the library schools.

Having summarized the discussion, Dr. Ely then pin-
pointed the issues as follows:
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I. (',,rfinnino Pducat ion is perceived ff. he the trainino

priority. Is it What else has been for ought to
be) considered?

2. What can associations do to create incentive systems?

3. Who should initiate continuing education programs?
Who should operate them?
Who should evaluate them?

4. What are the agreed upon priority needs of library
professionals? Is there evidence of congruence from

state to state?

5. Is nationztl coordination for continuing education
needed? Desirable? Feasible? Who should do it?
What are roles of state, regional, and special

associations?

6. Is it possible to look at continuing education needs
in terms of competencies to be acquired rather than
courses, hours of effort, time in residence?

7. What are the social, political, and technological
forces which are bringing about changes which impinge
on the role of professional librarians? How can these
be monitored?

8. What can be done to obtain information, exchange
information, make available spSbific training materials?

9. How can change be brought about? What conditions
facilitate change?

From this spectrum of issues, the group elected to ex-
plore in depth the following continuing education priorities:

1. Dynamic Information Exchange

2. Program Design

3. Incentives

Each participant chose one of the three areastand three
group leaders were assigned. Following is the summary of
the reports from the group leaders:
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croWl. 1

Dynamic Infw-r.tinn Exchange
Mr. Dick Wilt, Catholic Library Association -- Croup leader

This croup addressed itself to the question of what
needs a ;..ynarlic) Information Exchange should be expected to
fulfill. In planning for a centralized agency and/or clearing-
house, it would be well to look at the already functioning
mechanisms of other professional associations, e.g., American
Aslocintion of Association Executives, Law, Architects, etc.

1. The oroup cutlined major content and functions of the
proposed Information Exchange as follows:

a. Roster of continuing education ploarams;
b. Evaluation of programs;
c. Distribution of human and material resources:
d. Assessment and determinatiErFriaticipated needs for

additional programs;
e. Promotion and publicity of programs.

2. Who wo!Ild administer the exchange? After consideration of
federal government, ALA, academic, and commercial agencies,
the group favored a private non-profit corporation funded
initially through a grant, but also charging membership
dues, and "use" fees from members.

3. Who would belong? National, regicnal, state associations;
Library systems;
State Libraries;
"Friends" groups;
Allied associations.

4. The relationship of the members to the exchange would be
thdt. of:

a. Consumers of information;
b. Distribution of information to own members;
c. Feeder to the exchange.
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GROUP 2

Program Design
Dr. Irene Hoadley, rep. Ohio Library Association -- Group leader

This group explored the elements essential to the design

of effective continuing education programb. These elements

were seen as:

1. Assessment of Needs

-- can be determined by survey. administrative decision, etc.

(If survey is used, develop at the national level, use

at lower levels)
- - consider current needs; future needs

(If future needs, act as an agent of change)

2. Implementation development

- - all programs should be aimed at a particular level

- - topics help determine level and format
Possible formats:

Conferences Informal, individual exchange

Packaged prcgrams College without walls

Workshops Cable TV
Institutes Professional exchange
Building Block Prot:in:fins

3. Sources of Expertise

Members Library School personnel

Outside consultants Academic resources

4. Evaluation

-- participant follow-up
-- self-evaluation
-- outside evaluation
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. cw)rdination*

This group felt that a sinille agency should be (liven

r,oponsibility for consolidating and coordinating con-
tinuinq education efforts and recommended that ALA be
given a chance to assume this tole, but if this was not
foasible, that the National Commission of Libraries and
Information Science be requested to consider the respon-
sibility or recommend a suitable agency.

GROUP 3

Incentives -- motivation
Mrs. Marion Mitchell, Southwestern Library Association -- Group

leader

This group called for different kinds of incentives at
different levels beyond the basic MLS. It was suggested that
library associations:

1. Encourage educators to give credit and recognition for
relevant in-the-field activities, for informal education
projects. Press for more institutes (courses) for credit
that can be taken to consumers, and show educators the
number of potential consumers for short term credit courses.

2. Sponsor state and regional awards (recognition for
accomplishments) which might be carried to the national
level. Certificates of recognition for attendance and
participation in continuil*g education activities ("something
to show the boss") could be awarded. Urge library systems
to set up merit increases, and reward systems with such
programs.

* Note: that Group 1 (Dynamic Information Exchange) recommended
that the coordinating agency be a "private non-profit corpora-
tion" primarily supported by members. Group 2, in its con-
sideration of Program Design, suggested ALA or NCLIS as suitable
coordinating agencies. In discussion following the small group
presentations, the entire group agreed to await the soon-to-be
released final results of the Continuing Education study being
done at Catholic University under the auspices of NCLIS.
Preliminary data from that study suggest that continuing ed-
ucation should be coordinated at the national level, and final
data will include recommendations of a suitable agency to
handle the job.



3. Provide incentives for those who produce programs and

allow them to be shared cooperatively.

4. Encourage employing institutions to cooperate in, sponsor,

and support employee participation in training activities.

5. Ask library schools to encourage graduates to inquire of
potential employees about opportunities for continuing
education. (Note: Subsequent discussions on incentives
noted the need for library administrators to provide new
opportunities for people who have acquired new skills through
continuing education. Such job enrichment and increased
challenge can be a greater incentive to some individual
than salary increase or title change, etc.)

The deliberative efforts of the three groups were dis-
cussed at length at the final monring session, and it was
agreed that while the sense of urgency was great, it would
not be advisable to take immediate action in areas such as
national coordination before review of the findings of the
NCLIS/CU study, Which will be available about February, 1974.

For the interim period, Don Ely and the group made the
following action recommendations:

1. Each professional association (if there is no existing
mechanism) should appoint an individual to chair a committee
or section on continuing education.

2. The first charge to this committee should be to review the
products of this meeting.

3. the committee should review the NCLIS - Stone report to
determine its relationship to a national plan and coordi-
nate with the recommendations of this meeting. We should
press for a national plan, probably through ALA as the
focal point.

And, in the Ci ht a the NCLIS $tlidt Pte vott . . . tecoth tooethek te:

4. Develop an information center or information handling
system for continuing education. (Emphasize self-
instructional modules/remote units.)
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. :e*,elop a needs Einalygis instrument foi membership heinq
served. This should be in relation to national needs,
i.e., develop and test a national instrument. (Elizabeth
Stone has collected survey instruments used in other
disciplines as well as librarianship.)

6. Lobby for a coordinated recognition system (probably
through ALA) credit for work accomplished, remembering
that the hallmark of a profession is self-control of
its training.

7. Implementation should be carried out using a variety of
approaches (topic determines format) with a wide spectrum
of resources. There is no "one way."

Before the meeting concluded, the State Association
Directors invited LTI staff to send a representative to their
meeting at ALA midwinter. LTI was also urged to disseminate
the products of this meeting to concerned professional groups,
in particular Library School Deans, library administrators,
etc. Participants asked LTI to send photographs taken at the
meeting for use in their respective Association publications.

Previously prepared reports by association executives
as presented in the meeting were collected by staff for
distribution with these proceedings. Participants pointed
out that the "assignment of preparing a presentation on the
interests and activities of their associations in the areas
of continuing education and training" provided an incentive
to examine and assess the current situation in their regions
or states.

The meeting adjourned with an affirmation of the groun's
sense of solidarity and urgency concerning improved training,
and continuing education for librarians in the 70's.



LUAllEkSHIP TRAINING INSTITUTE

3eminar
Trainiiing for Librar Service in the 70's

The Role Y TTi rary Associations

Channel Inn
650 Water Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20024
phone: 202/554-2400
November 29. 30, 1973

FINAL REVISED AGENDA

Wednesday evening, November 28th

8 - 10:30 optional social hour with staff and
participants in LT/ Suite
(Harold Goldstein's room)

Thursday, November 29th

8:30 a.m. Coffee

9:00 Wettom: and ItudimM:ion6
Harold Goldstein, Director
Leadership Training Institute

9:10 Opening Remaitia
Harold Goldstein
Dick Hays, Acting Associate Commissioner
BLLR/USOE
Frank Stevens, Program Manager, Library

Training
BLLR/USOE

9:30 Dialogue: Peggy Sullivan, ALA, and Harold
Goldstein

What area the paobtezz in taaining jolt
6e)tvices in the 10's? (What braining

kequi)ted 4o4 new aeitvice6?)
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Group discussion
In view o6 diminkating Fedviat aupportfi

tibtaity tuining pkognam6, what attemative
meant. et; auppokt au avaitabte and what 4C-
6poroibititie6 must the Awciatienos aaaume?

10:30 Break

10:45 Participant presentations: What's being
done nail

Participants describe current interests
and activities associated with training,
continuing education, etc. -- three
minutes each

12:00 noon LUNCH

1:30 p.m.

2:00

2:45

Culotent Re6eanch -- A kepokt en the NCIISICU
Continuing Education Study

Ruth Patrick
Catholic University

What tie4 ,A att togethe0
Group discussion to identify major
training priorities for coordinated
action.

Break

3:00 Development o4 dAagatatementA on aes.seciation4'
Ito& in add4e64ing tnaining pkiokitiea identigied
above.

Small work groups will draft state-
ments for review, consideration and
possible implementation by respective
associations.

4:00 Summary

4:30 Adjourn

6 - 8

Thursday Evening

LTI wine and cheese party-

324 9th Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003



8:30 a.M.

9 - 11

11:00
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Friday. November 30th

Coffee

Group representatives present statements
on the Associations' role in meeting needs
in priority training areas, with specific
consideration being given to.types of
information and perspectives whic% could
be meaningfully shared with those directly
engaged in library training -- Deans of
library schools, library school faculty, etc.

Synthesis Waya Ao6odationa iduatty and

jcintty, can take action NOW on pubtema di6cua.sed
hum.

11:45 Summmy and closing ftemanko
Harold Goldstein and staff

12:00 noon Adjournment
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PARTICIPANTS

Association Executive

ALA

ARL

CLA

CLA

ILA

Peggy Sullivan, Director
Office of Library Personnel Resources
American Library Association
17 East Huron Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611
312/WH4-6780

Eileen Cooke, Director, Washington Office
American Library Association
110 Maryland Avenue, N.E., Suite 101
Washington, D.C. 20002
202/547-4440

Stephen McCarthy, Executive Director
Association of Research Libraries
1527 New ffampshire Avenue, NM=
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/232-2466

Stefan B. Moses, Executive Director
California Library Association
717 K Street
Sacramento, California 95814
916/447-8541

M. Richard Wilt, Executive Director
Catholic Library Association
461 West Lancaster
Haverford, Pennsylvania 19041
215/MI9-5250

James A. Harvey, Executive Secretary
Illinois Library Association
716 North Rush Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611
312/266-0333
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Association Executive

MLA Frances H. Pletz, Executive Secretary

Michigan Library Association
/26 West Washtenaw
Lansing, Michigan 48933

517/484-7274

MPLA Daniel A. Seager, Executive Secretary
Mountain Plains Library Association
c/o Library Services
University of Northern Colorado
Greeley, Colorado 80639
303/351-2601

NELA Nan Berg, Executive Secretary

New England Library Association
P.O. Box (II
Mattapoisett, Massachusetts 01739

617/758-4571

NYLA Margaret E. Martignoni, Executive Secretary

New York Library Association
P.O. Box 641
Radio City Station
New York, New York 10019
212/582-7460

OLA Irene Hoadley, Assistant Director of Libraries

Ohio State University
(reprIsnting Ohio Library Association)
1858 Wcil Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210
614/422-6151

PLA

SWLA

Nancy L. Blundon, Executive Secretary

Penns lvania Library Association
South Cra g Street

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

412/687-6664

Marion Mitchell, Executive Secretary
Southwestern Librar Association
P.O. Box 3 6

Airlawn Station
Dallas, Texas 75235
214/631-1272
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Association Executive

SLA Frank E. McKenna, Executive Director
Special Library Association
235 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10003
212/777-e136

TLA Jerre Hetherington, Executive Secretary
Texas Library Association
/91e Fairdale Lane
Houston, Texas 77042
713/674-7251

Other Agent Executive

BLLR Dick Hays, Acting Associate Commissioner
Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources
Mited-States Of ice of Education
7th and D Streets, S.W.
Room 5901
Washington, D.C. 20202

Frank Stevens, Program Manager, Library Training
Training and Resources Branch
Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources
United States Office of aucatlon
7th and D Streets, S.W.
Room 5929
Washington, D.C. 20202
202/245-9530

CU Elizabeth Stone, Chairman
Department of Library Science
Catholic University of America
Washington, D.C. 20017
202/635-5000

Ruth Patrick, Continuing Education Study
Department of Library Science
Catholic University of America
Washington, D.C. 200n
202/635-5000
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Charles Stevens, Director
National Commission on Libraries and Information

Sc iREW
1717-II-Meet, N.W., Suite 601
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/382-6595

Harold Goldstein, Director
Leadership Training Institute
School of Library Science, 43 Library
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306
904/599-4145

Dorothy J. Anderson, Associate Director for
Program Coordination

Leadership Training Institute
201 "Eye" Street, S.W., CV-742
Washington, D.C. 20024
202/554-1238

brooxe E. Sheldon, Associate Director for Training

Leadership Training Institute
(use Washington Office address)

LTI Evaluator/Facilitator

Donald P. Ely, Director
Center for the Study of Information and Education

Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13210
315/423-2153
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crf? art i cipant Presen

American Librar Association
1151.61CHT-06141ilbctiadtViii Director

(represented by Peggy Sullivan, Director, Office of Library
Personnel Resources)
Robert Wedgeworth prepared the following presentation.

Robert Wedgeworth is very much interested in conveying
the idea that continuing education ea other areas should
evolve from perceptions of need. That these perceptions of
needs should emerge from identification of problem areas
which we presently face or which we can project that we will
be facing within the near future. Three problem areas which
he would consider to be priority for the next five to ten
years would be the areas of management and financial control,
staff development, and the utilization of technology. He
thinks it is fair to project that over the next five years
we can expect little change in the environment of libraries
with respect to increasing costs and stabilized or decreasing
incomes. Within this environment a premium is placed upon
the ability of librarians to control budgets and to do finan-
cial planning in such a manner as to maximize the resources
available to meet Remands (In the services of the libraries
they administer. Tnese talents have not been developed to the
extent that they will be needed in the five years ahead of
us.

In the second area, that of staff development, we have
seen a rather dramatic shift in the interests on the part of
the profession to focus on the problems of the individual
practitioner as distinct from those problems of libraries as
organizations. These interests manifest themselves in the
concepts of shared decision-making, participatory management
and the like. On a very basic level,our experience here at
ALA demonstrates to us that many library administrators lack
basic information and guidance as to what constitutes fair
and equitable treatment of staff in various circumstances.
On the other hand, many staff members develop unrealistic
expectations as to what information should be shared with
the staff at large and what kinds of decisions should be
shared with the staff at large. Since these concepts are at
variance with the kind of management training which most
librarians received in library school, there will obviously



American Library Associltion (cont.)- M.ONO

be a need Inr further study and training in management skills.

These developments place a great deal of pressure on library

administrators specifically because this is our topic and

not because the pressures are coming to library managers

alone. This climate exists across the board in management
circles of all kinds of enterprises.

The need to update our knowledge about technological
developments is a continuing one. This has been a traditional
role for continuing education and we foresee that this is

likely to be one that will be of importance in the future.

The technological innovations that we might project are not
necessarily extremely sophisticated ones such as computer
applications but may be ones that relate to the reproduction
of materials on more complicated equipment than the tradi-

tional Xerox. Certainly the advent of cable TV will affect

the lives of many librarians just to mention a couple of

technological innovations that face us. In a broader general

area we can expect that there will be an increasing need to

focus our definition of user services upon identifiable client

groups based upon some kind of study or survey previously

done. Detailed knowledge as to how to carry out such surveys

or studies as well as how to extract from the results that
information which is important in defining the use of services
is a skill which will be increasingly in demand.

These are just a few problem areas which we can agree
will be facing us in the near future. The importance of them
for continuing education is that we come to some agreement.'

as to what are the priority areas of need and in turn develor

our concepts of continuing education based on those needs
regardless as to whether the continuing education programs

are conducted in classrooms, workshops, seminars, or by

cassette.



Association of Research Libraries
Stephen McCarthy, Executive Dfrector

The ARL is an organization of institutions, not in-
dividuals, and thus the focus of the organization is on the
institution. However, since institutions function torough
individuals, the ARL is concerned about personnel and staff
development. In the ARL this activity falls within the scope
of the management office. This concern is expressed in two
ways:

1. Stimulating the library organization to enhance opportunities
for career development of staff members, and improvement of
library services;

2. Developing programs, modules, and guides for "home" or
"in-house" study and use, designed to improve the individual,
his performance on the job and the services of the library.

In working towards these objectives the ARL has engaged
in the following activities:

1. studies and surveys
2. publications
3. preparation of program materials and guides
4. initiating and conducting experimental programs
5. training sessions for team leaders
6. visits to participating libraries
7. workshops
8. program elements presented at semi-annual meetings



California Library Association
Stefan B. Moses, Executive Director

I. There is a concern for qualifications for certain
positions or for promotions. Examples are:

Need to re-examine the present County Librarian
Certification program and the new Personnel Plan
issued by the California State University and
Colleges which would :.equire a second Master's
degree for promotion to middle and upper librarian
levels.

II. CLA's role in continuing education:

During the past conference, we provided three pre-
conferences: The Effective Woman Executive (two
days); Continuing Education for Library Trustees
(1 1/2) ; and a Pre-conference on "Teaching the
Library" presented by the CLA Reference Librarians
Chapter.

Excellent written materials were prepared for each
of these programs.

III. Future plans include (1) a continuing program of
pre-conferences; (2) development of mid-year
programs of one to two days on specific topics;
and (3) further use and implementation of state-
ments on professional standards prepared by our
Professional Standards Committee, which suggests
that time and funds be made available on a regular
and equitable basis so that library staff members
may attend conferences and other training sessions.

In my estimation, the trend is away from the
"informal" workshop that has been commonly on the scene
in library sessions over the past years. Librarians are
more sophisticated, more critical and more specific in
recognizing their needs, wants and goals insofar as any
educational experiences are concerned.



Catholic Library Association
M. Richard Wilt, Executive Director

One of our goals: betterment of libraries and librarians
through information, education, publications, and cooperation.

CLA has been affected by:

1. changes in the Church following Vitican II,
2. changes within the library profession.

Changes:

1. Decline in the number of Catholic schools;
2. Increase in public librarians in membership;
3. Increase in number of professionals in membership;
4. Growth of Religious Education Centers replacing;

formal academic institutions.

Continuing Education Projects:

1. Funded a chapter coordinator position to visit U.S.
chapters to assess needs of members.

2. Joining with U.S. Catholic Conference to identify religious
education center concept.

3. Cooperating with National Catholic Educational Association
in planning joint convention in 1975.

4. Developing themes for CLA monthly journal, The Catholic
Library World to provide concentrated coverage to major
education concerns.

5. Negotiating for an incentive program ft.- attendees at
national convention.



Illinois Library Association
James A. Harvey, Executive Secrotary

Prior to 1973, continuing education for librarianship was
the underlying rationale for the bulk of the Illinois Library
Association's programs -- its conferences, publications,
workshops, and other activities. However, it was not until
this year that the integral role of continuing education was
formally recognized. In January, an ad hoc committee on
Continuing Education for Librarianship was created, with the
responsibility for research and program development for the
Association in this area. The Committee was appointed as ad
hoc for five years at which time a decision will be made on
whether to establish it as a Standing Committee of the
Association.

From its inception, the Committee has had basic and healthy
division between advocates of formal and informal continuing
education. The Committee has been very active this past year.
Its major accomplishments have been the compilation of a list
of sources pertaini-- continuing education for librarian-
ship, the developmel.- of an extensive survey project, and the
organization of a series of workshops with the theme: "The
City as a Resource." The Committee's survey will identify
subject area preferences of Illinois librarians for continuing
education activities; and it will attempt to identify the
best source for particular continuing education projects: the
state association; the state library; the formal educational
structure; or other sources. The Committee is currently
seeking funding for the survey, which will be conducted by
Allen Knox of the University of Illinois.

The Committee also cosponsored a conference program on
librarians in the legislative process.

In addition to the Continuing Education Committee's
projects, the Association also revised its scholarship program
in 1973 to take into consideration the changes in the library
job market. In 1974, ILA will offer two continuing education
grants of $1,000.00 each, rather than its usual scholarships
for library school students. TI-1 grants are available to
anyone employed in a library in Illinois. The applicant must
submit a creative project proposal, to be judged by our
Recruitment/Scholarship Committee, designed for furtherance of
his or her career aspirations. Poster/applications were
recently distributed throughout the state.



Illinois Library Association (cont.)

ILA also plans to develop its entire 1974 Annual Con-
ference around a theme related to continuing education.
Our currant president has designated continuing education as
an ILA priority for 1974. Her emphasis for conference
programming is intended to focus on personal development
through self-analysis and evaluation.

As part of our 1974 program, the Association is planning
workshops on library automation, audioiisual materials and
equipment, hospital and institutional library services,
children's librarianship, public library standards implementa-
tion, and intellectual freedom. Each of these is considered
a means of pursuing our continuing education priority.

The ILA Office has been requested to serve as a clear-
inghouse and/or repository for information about financial
assistance and continuing education opportunities -- formal
and informal -- for librarians in Tllinois. While I am not
certain this can be achieved during 1974, I hope to be able
to do so within the next two years.

Sectional meetings with focus on new concerns or refocus
on old concerns are also planned for 1974. The past year
was one of the most active for ILA's various Sections, with
our college librarians presenting a program on cooperation
with other kinds of libraries; our trustees presenting a
program with emphasis on the trustee's role in the legislative
process, and our children's librarians helping to sponsor a
class at Rosary College.



Michigar. oion
Prances H.770t7, rxeclitiVgecretary

The technique of "brainpickinq" past, present, and future
presidents of the MLA was used to arrive at a representative
story of the Michigan Library Association.

There is concern with identification -- Michigan Library
Association members need to decide whether the Association
exists to provide an arena in which members are to enhance
the interests of individual libraries, and the local govern-
ments which support them, or whether it exists to provide
an arena in which members can make a contribution to all
residents of the state.

In the hope that the Association exists for the latter
reason, what kind of programs should the Association undertake
on a state, regional, and national level.

We participated in a regional library conference in
1971, and plans are underway for another state conference in
October of 1975,in Detroit. In these, and in state conferences,
a conscious effort was made to offer continuing education
programs with a view to major needs of all librarians. But
interestingly enough, when a subject was not labeled "school,"
"academic," or "public," the librarians felt there was nothing
in the program for them.

Our reports indicated that the Association needs to train
librarians in terms of larger units of service -- Regionalism,
inter-library cooperation, and eventual consolidation into
community service libraries. NCLIS indicates that network
bibliographic data base will be important to the profession
in the next several years. Statewide development and coordi-
nation of network programs will be necessary. Therefore,
associations need to give guidance, counsel, direction, and
leadership in statewide networks, eventually leading to pro-
grams for regional associations and services that transcend
state boundary lines. There is need for consolidation of
efforts for wiser use of library support funds. Associations
and association executives need to be the guiding force that
makes librarians get out of their local rut -- that makes them
talk, not just to other librarians, i.e., public, school,
academic. And above all, we need to help librarians talk and
listen to other people, instead of always talking to each other.
If we could perform one service for them in the next five years,
it would be to help them think beyond their parochialism --
to the wider plateau of cooperation.



tETV4112211iELIP2172112aiation
Dance A. Seager, Executive secretary

MPLA is a regional organization involvina a concerned
membership from eight states. Much concern is with improve-
ment of library services, bettering of collections, and raising
the status of librarians and libraries. Continuing education
is a recognized need, not only for patrons (every library is
involved in this:) but also for library personnel. This
was one concern that was voiced at the Peaceful Valley
Conference last May, 7973, in which we were seeking new
directions which we might take as an association.

Presently, we are working with the Federation of Rocky
Mountain States (Denver office) on a proposal for participation
in the communications Satellite as a vehicle for promotion
of libraries and learning. Perhaps we can include library
training programs. We should and do use the MPT.7% quarterly
to advertise institute seminars and workshops in the region
(and outside, if possible). Workshops have been a part of
annual conferences, together with other learning situations
that take place in almost all conventions, including so-
called bull sessions that take place in exhibitor's hos-
pitality suites and coffee shops.

We long ago justified our existence as a regional
association. What we are now seeking are ideas and ways to
accomplish more and in better ways. Perhaps we should
discontinue spending funds on scholarships and other things,
and instead put more into, say, continuing education and
research. We are not sure. But we do know that we need
a broader income base. We have expertise, talent, ability
in our midst, but we can bring in what we don't have at
some cost. I want to hear from you in regard to your fund
raising projects and sources of income other than dues.
Help!



Ohio Library Pssociation
Chapman Parsons, Executive Director

(represented by Irene Hoadley, Past President)

Over the past several years the role of the Ohio Library
Association in continuing education has been one of leadership
and consultation. Since 1969 OLA has cooperated with the
State Library of Ohio in sponsoring a series of management
workshops. At a somewhat lower level, OLA has conducted
in-service training workshops for both professionals and non-
professionals covering a wide range of topics. These are
both individually conducted staff development workshops and
pre- and post-conference programs. We have also worked with
other associations in fostering staff development opportunities
in Ohio and in the midwest.

As to priorities of OLA, these have been clearly laid
out in our Long Range Goals adopted by OLA this past year.
These objectives express the aspirations of OLA for the career
development of our members and for the satisfaction of the
needs and interests of Ohio citizens through effective library
service. Goal No. 3 specifically states:

To assure a membership informed concerning Association
policies and programs through publications, statements,
workshops and conferences in order to d-velop more fully
the potential of members both in their Association
activities and in their working environment.

Although much has been done, a lot remains undone. For
this year, 1973-74, there are already four staff development
workshops planned. They cover the topics of financial man-
agement. personnel development, intellectual freedom and
media selection. Perhaps our goals have been modest, but it
has been felt that that quality rather than quantity was
our aim.



Pennsylvania Librory Assoiat.ion
Nancy L. BTundon, Fxecuave Secretary

PLA works cooperatively with, but independent of, the
Pennsylvania State Library on programs. In a 1970 needs
assessment, Pennsylvania Librarians expressed need for
continuing education in management, library and the community,
non-print and educational media, public relations, financing,
program budgeting, communication, group process, and inter-
library cooperation.

They wanted basic refresher courses in reference and
building collections; programs involving city officials;
expressed a need to learn how to get more money from local
governments and how to "recognize and use effective political
blackmail." They wanted professional meetings planned in
cooperation with other disciplines i.e., sociology, business,
education. Wanted library administrators to allow time and
expenses for participation in continuing education programs.
A strong need was noted for those over 50 whose formal educa-
tion was out of date.

PLA holds large ducational meetings annually on state
and regional levels as well as smaller geographic chapter
and division meetings throughout the year often bringing
larger program content down to grass roots.

As a follow-up to the 1970 survey, a three-day workshop
entitled "New School for Librarians" was conducted by a
management training group.

This year PLA's scholarship program was expanded from
a single $1500 grant for study at the Masiets level to include
five $140 grants offered to members for formal course work
or tnstitutes.

PLA helps promote new programs in continuing education
at Drexe' and the University of Pittsburgh, State Library
has in- service training and certification programs for public
librarians These programs are well received but there is
current fund shortage, and PLA is considering cooperative
activity.

PLA has a leadership training workshop each year to
orient new board members. This two-day meeting was the focal
point for ALA's initial legislative workshop this year.



Pennsylvania Library Ast;ociJoi. (cont.)

At the recompvnIdation of the PLA, the Governor's
Advisory Council established a committee to develop a com-
prehensive master plan to Pennsylvania libraries which is
now in the "hearings" stage. One of its major recommendations
is that a Pennsylvania Council on Library Education be es-.
tablished. This council would be composed of representative:.
from library education programs of all levels, from professional
associations, state agencies .ind from professional librarians
in the state. The proposed Council would be charged with
advising state officials on the approval of new programs,
the expansion of existing programs, the elimination of
marginal programs, the development of a plan for improving
opportunities for library education throughout the Common-
wealth and with making recommendations on appropriate cer-
tification procedures for library personnel. Undergraduate
Library media programs which do not receive state program
approval by their second evaluation visit would be discontinued.
Library education programs at the masters level would be
limited to those which have achieved or are committed to
to achieving accreditation by ALA and any not accredited by
1980 would be discontinued. Pennsylvania is striving for the
development of a coordinated statewide system of library
education at all levels including continuing education for
library professional and supportive staff.

PLA is currently studying the Technical Assistants
programs in the state. Several programs have been terminated
and many personnel officers and directors believe it is more
economical to train and individual to the library system and
they are unwilling to add a job classification schedule for

technicians.

The American Society of Association Executive's recent
survey entitled MANAGING ASSOCIATION IN THE 1980's confirms
what we all know that government relations will and must grow
substantially; that educational activities will grow and thesi,
may require long-term contracts with specialists and con-
sultants -- an area where we are all very weak; and that
association programs should probably take on the building-
block concept and lead to some form of continuing education
certification -- this certainly could raise the professional
standards and improve practices while giving special recognit on
to those who participate in voluntary certification programs.



Southwest ern I bra! y As s, i It i

Marion MitchelT716Tfiiro '(.(-rotAry

At the present time the SLIc Project of SWLA is involved
in two major projects:

1. Planning a six state reoional bibliographic net-
work -- working toward the development of a systeratic
regional plan for increasing and stimulating the
sharing of library resources, services and expertise
among all types of libraries in the six SWLA states
including an analysis of legal aspects of interstate
networks.

2. Continuing Education for Library Staffs in the
Southwest -- the CELS Project.
This project is funded by the six state library agencies
and is a direct outgrowth of the "six Flags" meeting.

A carefully prepared survey of continuing education
needs and offerings in the six SWLA states was completed by
the project director, Allie Beth Martin, in early storing,
1973. Mrs. Martin's study was designed to determine the pat-
terns of existing continuing education activities, to identify
the major perceived needs, and to develop a practical program
to meet regional needs. The study was made in three parts:
Part 1. a survey questionnaire based on an instrument developed
by Elizabeth Stone in her study of continuing education in the
Association of American Library Schools; Part 2. a strategy
meeting of the SLICE Advisory Council, representatives of
graduate library schools in the six SWLA states, and the CELS
Project consultants. This meeting was concerned with regional
planning as a follow-up to the collection of data by the
questionnaire. It reviewed the information collected and
began work on recommendations for the final CELS Report:
Part 3. the review and critique of the plan. Mrs. Martin's
first draft was distributed to twenty -foul reviewers whose
candid and substantive renlies were a valuable addition to
the Report. Quoting the Penort:

"The principal recommendation of this study is that the
Southwestern Library Association assume the responsi-
bility for developing a meaningful and viable continu-
ing education program for the library community in the
Southwest cooperatively with state, regional and nation-
al groups, library schools, employing institutions and
individuals."



So.:thwestcrn ilbrary Asso(-1,1tinn (cont.)

As Mrs. Martin stresses in the study, each facet of
librarianship -- state libraries, national agencies, liLtary
schools, state associations, individual libraries and in-
dividual persons -- has its responsibility to continuino
education in the field.

"The regional association, SWLA, provides the loqical
vehicle for maximizing these contributions and minimi-
zing the barriers inherent in each. Tt can assume the
central role and incorporate the best of all suggested
alternatives and agency efforts."

On October 5, 1973, the Executive Board of SWLA accepter)
the recommendationE, of the CELS Report and voted initial
funding of $1000 to fund the expenses of the CELS Advisory
Group in preparing a specific plan for implementation. The
plan is scheduled for SWLA Board review in early spring, 1974.
The plan will include multiple sources of funding the necessary
continuind education act/7ities in the region and will involve
the graduate library shcool's participation and a SWLA staff
member responsible for coordination and implementation. It is
planned that this coordinator will work colsely with the
SLICE Office and the SWLA Executive Secretary.

The first product of the SLICE-CELS Project is an Av
packet on "Library Service for phut -Ins Through Volunteer
Help" produced by John Hinkle, Outreach Consultatn, Oklahoma
Department of Libraries. It consists of a two-part color
film strip (or 35 mm slider) with accompanying tape cassette
and hand-outs. Part 1 is directed to library trustees showing
the need and justification to reach shut-ins and the worth
of using volunteers in this task. Part 2 is an orientation
for volunteers. An informat4on packet of written materials
is included.

A SWLA preconference institute on cataloging nonprint
media is scheduled for October, 1974. The program of the
institute will be made available as an AV packet. Other
Task Forces and Interest Groups producing programs for the
1974 SWLA Biennial Conference are being asked to make an
effort to package their programs for use in workshops and
other learning situations. Additionally, several other
continuing education packages are being planned to prepare
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library staffs in the !:outhwest for automation and notwoikinq.
As the CELS Report is implemented, priority needs will he
identified and linked with those with expertise in the field.
More continuing education materials will be prepared and
packaged in ways adaptable to all types and sizes of libraries.
The content of these continuing education materials will he
graduated in difficulty in the various subject areas enabling
entry into the learning experience at the level suitable to
needs. The presentation of continuing education materials
will be developed into formats best suited to their nature --
workshops, individual learning packages, video tares, etc.
An appropriate reward system will be devised. The role of
certification will be considered. A mechanism for continuous
evaluation will be set up as well as a mechanism for meshing
the regional program with developing national programs and
activities of other regions concerned with continuing education.

The Organization of SWLA brings together on its Executive
Board the presidents of all the state associations in the
region. The SLICE Advisory Council brings together the state
librarians; the presidents-elect of the stnte associations!
the SWLA president, president-elect, and immediate past
president; the SLICE Office Director; and selected consultants
to the Council. The CELS Advisory Group provides a means for
participation of Library Educators.

This Board and Council enable regional representation in
the widest sense -- wide representation in types of library
as well as in geographic spread. qTe Southwest is a vast
geographic area, thinly populated in comparison with many
parts of the count; y. It has a diversity of peonle and needs,
of course, but it also has many common problems -- distances,
population isolation, paucity of accredited library schools
and their concentration in a few states. SWLA is a viqoroun
common denominator to aid in the solution of the problem
of continuing education.

We feel the bluprint is completed. It is time for action.
We need a clearinghouse for Programs now available.
We need for the national association to provide a vphielc
for articulation and communication between regional
associations.
It is time to consider money.
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COntinninal edwation is a responsibility (,! the protrit.i.
as a whole. It cannot be funded solely Lpy a dues increase
of the professional association although individual members
must realize theri responsibility and committment to con-
tinuing education. Fiscal responsibility for continuing
education rcsts on all involved -- educators, state associa-
tions, national agencies, individual libraries.

What is the role of the federal government in the
support of libraries? The lack of LSCA Title III funds
(inter-library cooperation) is having a disruptive effect
on SWLA-SLICE projects. In the face of the massive problems
besieging libraries today, isn't inter-library cooperation
essential if we are to be able to cope with these problems7

The regional association is uniquely situated to meet
the needs of cooperative library programs within the region.
Continuing education takes high priority. The regional
association is also the most efficient way to receive and
convey funds to support these programs. It is time for us to
realize that the regional association is a viable unit for
contributing to library development in a region. The librarians
in the Southwest believe that continuing education and library
development go hand in hand.



Texas Library Association
Jerre Hetherington, Executive Secretary

Thank you for the invitation and opportunity to partici-
pate in this meeting to discuss the role of Library Associations
in Training for Library Service in the 70's. The assignment
provided the incentive to examine and assess the current
situation in Texas.

We found many projects involving many librarians. These
activities were as unrelated as they are varied. No central
file or directory exibLs. It appears that the first problem
we will face is how to bring together practising librarians
and the opportunities for self - development and advance
training.

What is or what should be the role of the association?
Presently we can say:

1. Our Association reaches 65-70% of the membership through
the annual spring conference. The program includes
not only general sessions but from 8-12 tutorials
or seminars. Exhibits are well-attended and provide
an arena for new materials and media. Plans to secure
in-service credit for teacher-librarians who attend
the meetings are underway.

2. Fall district meetings with workshop flavor attract
about 50% of our mambers. There are 10 districts
arranged on a geographic basis. Many non-members
attend these meetings also. Most are one-day meetings
but there is a trend toward 2-day sessions.

3. Two of the TLA Standing Committees -- Legislative
and Intellectual Freedom -- are involved in pre-
senting model workshops. Hopefully, these will lead
to numerous area workshops.

Tile Handbook produced by the Intellectual Freedom
Committee has been widely distributed and well
received. The first printing was free to members.
Copies are now for sale for 501: each.
A Legislative Handbook will be available shortly.

4. The TLA committee for Continuing Education is a sub-
committee of the Library Development Committee.
At this time the emphasis for the sub-committee is the
study of the CELS Project (Southwestern Library
Association) as it relates to the member states.

5. The Recruitment Committee has produced a slide pre-
sentation. This may be borrowed from the TLA Office.
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Special Librarians are presenting a series of cont inuinq
education programs for "practisinu librarians". Certificates
of attendance are available.

Several school districts offer 7-hour mini-seminars.
Librarians who attend are given bonus time off.

The School Libraries Division of TLA is cooperatinti with
the Regional Education Service Centers to present area work-
shops for in-service credit.

The Association has a Foundation for Scholarship and

Research. Coincidentally, the Scholarship Selections Committee
requested permission to use a part of the funds available for
grants to working librarinas and the TLA Council directed that
the emphasis be shifted from scholarship to research projects.

A new Fund labeled ID for Ideas Development will be use
to stage a media fair during the '74 Conference.

Time does not permit ever the mention of the countless
in-service and staff-oriented opportunities.

Let us return to the problem we face in bringing together
the individual member and the available or potential opportunities.
Whatever plan(s) we choose must include:

1. The support or "blessing" of the library schools.
2. A built-in incentive for the individual i.e., salary

increase, time off, peer recognition, and sc or.

As a corollary there must be an incentive for the autaor
of the program or project to share it with others.

Just as librarians will he called upon to he accountable
to the public they seek to serve, library associations muss.
be accountable to their members by coordinating existing
programs and developing new ones. The role of the library
profession is even broader since it must be accountable to
both the public users and the working librarians.

As the library worlu has implode6 with technolcv
mation, and all the rest librarians will have to rush t'
catch up.

* NOTE: The report by the New York Library Association 1,at., t

yet been received by LTI and therefore cannot be inc::dr ln

this mailing.
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TABLE I. GROUPS PARTICIPATING IN talES'l TONNAIRE SURVE"eae
GROUP NA 17

NUMBEit IN 1NUMBER IN
1.1NIVEil:;E SAMPl.E

I

1. Act .....:: ...! Lib:....ry :ie::ools i 3! 51*
2. Un.:14..,c1.,.. iic,1 Library '..:cilti..A ; I 25 (?) 20

:3!: 3s*3. k;:lt:onal !.LeJrary itt::.(..,:laink,a.; i

-1. :legton::: I,C)eary 1%.;:;t.wiatit,ns ) " 7'
5. Stv,t Liturary A:zsociations 51 51*
G. ::fate Library Agencies 51 51*

3 3*
12

24,000 (?) 13
13
12

7. National Libraries
8. Academic Libraries )

9. Public Libraries )
10. School 1.,i1.)rarieu )
11. Special Libraries )

Total

* Number in Sample equals Number in Universe.

271

AI or today, 1 percent of the questionnaires have been received. Our intention iq
to complete Om tabillatien and analysis of the questionnaire data By December 1.4,
in time for Ult.! second Advisory Board meeting. We Alai have already brsgun t!.e
analysis of the last question, an open-ended one.-you may remember it, entiti.2,1
" Your Wong and prepoF;als for action" We asked three sinivie questions: (11 1'.1171
do you think is needy!'" (21 flow do you think it can best be provided for? an.1
(3) Who do yen think :hoold do it? report on the answer to this question vrtur
discussing the other two :limey instruments.

The second stn.ttiIintrnmel)t was the interview. We have interviewed or plan to

eit?ter person or !iv telepbonq, of leant
fifty educators, adminht ral ors, v..orking professionals, research we..:Iters
nrd noted authorities in tile area of continuina. education (either in library
ccicnco or in °the.; (11:-.;ein1in2:;). Participant.; were celeste'{ who, through
their writings. profcysioaa issoriations an reputations, rive evidence that
they can provid? inferineri opinions' and comments on the subject of continuing
education.

As of today, 54 persons have responded that they would be willing to be interviewed, and
35 (70 percent) or thew inierview bave been condneted.
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ft,,,04..,.mt the prgresm of the project, additional names of persont ro
lntPryiew have been summated by Advisory Board members, by persons
Intipvtowed, by personq Interested in the Project and by our reading of
the literature. We initially proposed interviewing SO+ persons; we
anticipate no problem in Leaching that number. But we would like to
interview as many people as are recommended to us, to the extent that
(1) the project funds and schedule will allow, and (2) we feel we will
obtain beneficial data from interviewing them.

1.....1i.E T,) filTiawnw
of ,oveklibel: 23, 197n)

......1...
1)1,11 CENT OT.'

TOTAL

1.
..

3,
at.

refttir?s$7-;
-;

Willing to Participati,
urr.mirn.; to Participate

vis c onducted

51

11
35

53

100%
-2811

(70% of the original
ortimate of 50 it t(..r-
views)

trby third stirvoy instillment is a mini-charette.

tqrm "ctla-ette" imolit1 the creation a "chin ate of creative
cotro3ustinn" in -vhich nil orts of i(1(:a5 are freely tested in '.n informal
etmnspiocre. A typical charette n.1 infrIsnive clay v.nd niCIt effort Pf

r..3ek or mo,.!, !n term "mini-ettarette" Is nee., 'oere to

sug!;est ore or more daytime or evroin., sessions.

--

"C'$n-e.i.tte" is a term borrowed from arehiteetursl and art tisane Literally it
mrrir: "chnlot" or a 'little cart." The little farts were tired by art rty'rni1 f; to
enr -; their paintings to narin. An they moved along the eonntry roads, tlu farmin,
1'..e butcher, the baker. the wasIrvoman and everyone oir.c would sii=est improvo-
rients -- a little more r(1 here, a little less green there. In other words, everollm.
rot into the act. in architecture, the trnin ha: hen mrilif..1 to 3 mar111nn
session .."i" chariot conpt implying the rp..ed in a race) ,sr
inftnis 91.T.,1 with rintiliol; a prflit1 in; !Tiling vie .41.. Iht 111"1'n!-'4.11-":
proPens.

llaettem rt! 1101 III; limed incroastop.ly to open rojetta a.; wtII as 11$ ," ir
finishing touches. In cdswation, the vharttc is being used to desinti :uu i tnt'IC wilt
innovations involving a wide cross section of the community.
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Tig) Piolor:"nat. ,:.iff,(1 to inelue4: -1:Lit..-c:larettes ter,meque in ordor
r ; i ibr;..!, Education Netwe.,r; (C I. EN) ni1v ca..1e..

E.. ;t' I -rforts Cie Association of An:erian 1,ibr.lry :;,.. .1

I

(1^,

inft;r:
u..n. the fr,I;

I .1! tit :

it ; ..r po!.

A. Stan.din,, Cnini:littc.. On Continuinr Library Education,
rc7iat i.:a (:f.inicrican Li:ovary Schools: 7::72 to date.

B. A Repres.ntative from each ALA Accredited Library School: 1973.

C. Representatives of Departments and Schools of Library Science,
which are not Membc:s of the ilssociation of American Library
Schools: 1r,*73 (still in the process of formation).

D. A P.epretentative from each of the Major National Library
Associations.

E. Coilcil of Nation,' Libr:,.y Associations - Task Force on Education

T. yroviAtal Lihrtrians concerned pith Continuing Library Education
W!') :Ire :01enab-ra of the Notwork.

G. representatives of rato and 'Regional Library Associations
(in process of fortnition).

H. Roposentatives 'f.ate Libraries (in process of formation).

An invitation to participate in a mini-charefte, a1on with instructions r.nfl a rcriortin*:
form was mailed to members of the (len. inch member is asked to get togtir
others interested in CI' both within librarianship and in other profession -me cs.
of library staffs, students, trustees, teacher, business men, eduentore-- explore
ideas for improving access to CE,

Our inteneded cut-off date wry: December 1,5 but if any of you here are inf.:rester' in.

experimenting with this novel technique, we have copies of the tiiini-char,fto
package here, and we would be delighted to you have join us in this venture, To
be honest, we really have been surprised at the enthusiast l^ comments r! have been
recieving on the min-charette. It seems to Ile getting more people involved in thinking
nbout how all the relevant groups--library schiols, as:;00:1'10n, librarieg, ::1f1

individual librarians-» ran best contribute to cF programs fr,r the profession.
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One innovative approach to the mini -charette exercise was conducted in
the State of Wisconsin by Muriel Fuller, Chairman, Department of Communi-

cation Arta, University of Wisconsin Extension. Her group used the

University Extension's Educational Telephone Network which has listening
locations around the state and two-way communication. They invited about

25 people from the Wisconsin Library Association -- Education Committee;
Division, Section and association officers; library educators and
librarians; as well as professionals from other fields. Dr. Stone and
Dr. Patrick also participated in this exercise via telephone from
Catholic University.

Thbae then briefly are our survey instruments.

Initiation of Data Analysis and Integration

The Project team has begun the analysis and integration of data from the question-
naires and Interviews. Although not all tie data have been collected and
analyzed, certain patterns are emerging. A most important emergence is the .

emphasis on the urgency of continuing education as a vital issue facing the library
profession. Also, there appears to be a major consensus regarding (1) the
requirements that a nationwide plan for continuing library and information solence
education would need in order to ensure success, and (2) the functions that need
to be enveloped by any national plan for continuing education.

The meter requirements emphasized are:

1. All relevant groups -- individuals, library schools, state library agencies,
library associations (state, regional, national), employing libraries
should share in the planning, responsibility, finr.noial support, and
implementation of any plan for continuing education.

2. Guidelines should be developed to suggest possible revs for each of the
above groups.

3. Organization is needed at the national level to utilize extent*, c"^"lbviing
education resources -- people, as well as programs -- end to initiate
the development and implementation of new resources.

4. Although programming for continuing library education should be nationally
coordinated, it may be developed and should be made available on a regional
and local selective basis.

5. A plan for continuing education should incorporate flitch concepts nn;

the use of systems design
the behavioral approach to learning
conditions necessary for adult learning

-- the use of learning needs ac a basis for programming
-- the use of multi-media and communication technology
-- principles of instructional technology
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Ariv n sistaild have a trueture that will meet the individualizted Britt'!,
pra, titioners for eontinuing education proityams, Filch as divknlity,

quality, continuity, convenience, accessibility, a nd personal

7. Participation at the rrass roots level is vital.

Tlic fwiction:.; einihasizecl are:

I. Needs :15:1e3.;nient
2. Deteri.::ilation of priorities
3. Identification, acquisition and exchange of continuing education

resotuc:c.,s.
4. Profirrani, products and sort ice development
5. Evaluation of programs, products and services
6. Distribution and dissemination
7. Ilcsciroh in areas of continuing education and professional grrwth.

utilizing ()tinning research in other disciplines
9. Identification of critical issues such as certification, the contintiloq

education trait, and recognition and award system; and the tlevelopm"nt
of gelrielines on these issues

Once all the data have been collected, andlyzed and integrated, the Project
team, in conitinction with the Advisory Board, will begin t) constructs
then nIotrile models for continuing library and information science rIlttratioa
that will. rlefst the stated requirements and design twelficitions. A
consideration will be given to possible funding alternatives. These ?Mstill form the basis for the final recommendations than will. be preset',..-1 4e
tio Nation"; Commission upon completion of the project.

T.T.ATTON r.r.Tv.FE EN THE CE PROTECT ANT) TTITs

The nggencln item that follows this presentation is to he a dbleussion to identt 1'7
motor training priorities for coordinated action. Tn the cplw-ttionnaire, the r.,..-fro,m11.
have been as17ed to identify Antinuing education needs they thougth were evil, r.4. -4r;
met or are being met poorly currently, and (2) the specific content n.re;r: o' .7:: i':^7.
felt have the highest priority over the next three to five . ttn,
answers to these questions have not yet been ten:late(' yot, we are ite:t in-. ..n
of what these areas might tin on the basis of our intervivws, and i'l!lo
by Dr. Stone: Thc!le areas are (1) Management. st:ilin, anti (2) 110..? ) tr-Ifyr
and apply what's now in the fiedd, for example, av, automation, (.0,1,mi! in .

Another question we ask that should provide valimbel dosirn data is, for rsnkiill or
target groups in order of the priority for CE the respondent ".:
reclaim on a nntionniclo hni:ts over the nest 3-5 years, Th :-:0 itioilp.;
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The second major aggenth item is the Associations' role in aciilressing traini
Vint have bet,ailontifed. Part of our task is to explore what the library afire -' :r' %.
hnvo been doing about CE rIld also to look at what other professional ne-4. ; `
have accomplished to scot what we might learn from them.

We arc cliqcovering that tho library associations are taking a vital and active role'
this issue, and e some thing have been accomplished and set into motionn that
thought wo should inform you about.

The. Association of Mperican Library Schools has prepared a report on the role
AAls be& This report dlsew'nos:
I. Basic questions that must ho answered in the °read of CLE,
2. 011eatives and criteria of C LE
:;. Possible ways these criteria might bo met.

A re.cond Important sept is that A Ills has prepared a position paper on C1.1.; '
stifirttfte.d this paper to momhers of the Council of National Library Assefil t)-;

date, this paper has been accepted in principle by SLA and MLA. I
this paper for you, it you care to pick them up at the end of this present :,'

Tt appears them that the efforts of there other library sclsw.iations aro en' ,v

pqhifir where other associations are attempting to define their roles .

ercorts of all the reldvant groups can be corrdinateci achicie mamimum e!if%

A few br'lf words about the work being done v othplInre"essions. Dr. -
rilcontiv completed a revier, for Ellie, CT.!: r.:: view-cl rolatio,1 to 011
erinfinolg rtrofession iovements. Tilii cut pronent; t-n:..'
rologi tor opitioivtIonm, :,,l hnve
tllo fifer:0nm I hutf of 110 ei ilrt ir '0"

PI contusion, ft nilncnr; flint flit, charg... of our pniiret rnfliing flu! efi,e'
Iihr:try aseociation: and the planners of this seminar. 1101101y. Ihrotml% I' ,f

t-MMin and an Ini::(91 on IN) .11.r0111:111(01: ti : "' III:11141111; : tl
il111) 1 (11711:1!1.10(1 ty) I I:I; , will II+ ;daft :t) ittomtligil I III 1411.:.:bi.i 1,'

l", stimorted flit, rrotilki u,11 haw, ntli.iiiiilss1 Ifs Inv.slt ' p :1111b

..



Pfamung/d(icuss(ce wtes plcpaYted by hoohe Sheedon, LTI

Some Observations on the Role of the Professional

Associations in Continuing Education for Librarians

and Information Specialists

"Not only is everyone somewhat out of date, but
not enough good new library ideas are being produced.
Much of librarianship produces good ideas laboriously,
and then it treats them with bureaucratic complexity,
complacency, and inflexibility. Better ideas are needed
for continuing education, and better problem solutions
must be derived through organized or private brain-
storming or experimentation."1

This commentary on the state of the art in li-
brarianship was made in 1971, and as we rapidly approach
1974, the situation is about the same, complicated by
a chancre in federal policy which would appear to elim-
inate, at least as categorical grants, the major source
of funding for continuing education.

The responsibility of the professional association
to create a structure that will provide for the pro-
fessional development of its membership is well
established and documented and it would be redundant
here to cite houle, McGlothlin, Stone, Hiatt and others
in this regard; to examine the objectives and policies
of our organizations, and to look at other professional
organizations to note the depth of their involvement in

continuing education. We can assume that this respon-
sibility is accepted by association boards, and our
purpose here is to address ourselves to the constraints
and problems with a "vision that sees the possibilities

1Harvey, John F. and Lambert, Bettina; "The Educational
Third Dimension: II Programs for Continuing Library
Education"; Library Trends, 20:146, July, 1971.
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of the future in the difficulties of the present."2

But, recognizing that any decisions made by
executives of professional associations are only useful
insofar as they relate to individual members' perceived
needs, and perceived role of the association in ful-
filling them, we lc..ced for some up-to-date data on
what librarians are looking for in improving compe-
tencies, from their associations.

The most recent published data specifically
related to the association role was located in the
Stone study Factors Related to the Professional Devel-
opment of Librarians T1969) in which 806 working
librarians were asked to make action recommendations
("wayout ideas as well as those which seem practical
for present conditions") to the following seven groups:
library administrators, profeslional library associations,
graduate library schools, library planners in the U.S.
Office of Education, state library agencies, publishers
of library literature, and individual librarians.
160 recommendations (the second largest following
administrators) were directed to the professional
associations.

The biggest concern was with --

UPGRADING OF CONTENT OF PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS
THROUGH FOLLOWUP REINPORCEMENT, INTERDISCIPLINARY
APPROACH THROUGH AFFILIATIONS WITH OTHER PRO-
FESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS;

USING CREATIVE WAYS TO KEEP THE PROFESSION UP TO
DATE ON CHANGE . . . ACTIVITIES EVALUATED REGU-
LARLY (BY MEMBERSHIP) TO UPGRADE CONTENT . . .

BROADER MEMBERSHIP INVOLVEMENT . . . REDISTRIBUTE
GOOD PROGRAMS TO SMALLER, MORE ISOLATED AREAS;

TWO LEVEL PROGRAMS WITHIN ASSOCIATIONS SO THAT AT
EVERY MEETING MEMBERS COULD BE CHALLENGED AT BOTH
PROFESSIONAL AND SUBPROFESSIONAL LEVELS;

2McGlothlin, William J.; "Continuing Education in the
Professions"; speech given at the AALS Conference,
January 22, 1972, and printed in The Journal of
Education for Librarianship, Summer, 1972, p. 15.
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CO0PEPATU WITH LIBRARY si:HOOLS . . . PAISF FuNfln

FOR INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS TO ENGACE IN RESEAlvH . .

DO RESEARCH;

TOO MANY ASSOCIATIONS . . . EXECUTIVE COUNCILS OF
ALL LIBRARY ORGANIZATIONS SHOULD CONCENTRATE ON
COORDINATION.3

None of these suggestions are revolutionary, and
perhaps a similar questionnaire would elicit a very
different response in 1973. Perhaps more recent
membership input from each of the half dozen organizations
represented at this meeting would present a different
shopping list (if so, we need to share this information).

The associations represented here do work in
isolation to some degree, and if we are to plan, to
coordinate, we must begin by finding out, in the
current phrase, where we are coming from.

Is it possible for this leadership group to find
areas of agreement on:

1. What new services are required to meet changing
needs in continuing education?

2. What new directions in training are the associations
prepared to take?

3. Who does what? Can we accept or even assign areas
of responsibility?

4. Is there a way of tying it all together -- coordinating
efforts so that there is continuum of EDUCATIONAL
OFFERINGS (in and out of field) that individuals may
tap and relate to specific educational objectives.

3Stone, Elizabeth; Professional Development of Li-
brarians; Metuchen, N.J., Scarecrow, 1969,
170-196.
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5. And if so (or if not) -- what are the implications
for, and can we reach general agreement on, and
make specific recommendations as to the Associations'
role in a National Plan for continuing education
(now being assembled by NCt.IS).
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LEADERSHIP TRAINING INSTITUTE, SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCIENCE

(Funded by the Bureau of Libraries & Learning Resources, USOE)

TRAINING FOR LIBRARY SERVICE IN THE 70's

THE ROLE OF LIBRARY EDUCATORS AND ADMINISTRATORS

LEADERSHIP TRAINING INSTITUTE SEMINAR
April 29-30, 1974

PROCEEDINGS

At a meeting of library educators and administra-
tors held in Washington, 0.C., April 29 and 30, 1974,
the group agreed that continuing education for all li-
brary and information science personnel is vital to the
provision of effective service. The concept of nation-
wide planning ros continuing education was endorsed
along with major recommendations contained in the
final draft of the Catholic University Study on con-
tinuing education recently completed for NCLIS.

Sponsored by the Leadership Training Institute
(AEA Title II-B), Florida State University, the invita-
tional meeting followed an earlier LTI seminar for
Library Association Executives focused on the role of
the professional library association in continuing
education.

Representatives from the earlier meeting along
with library school deans, public and school library
administrators, and other distinguished members of
the profession were brought together to: "review the
recommendations and consider the implications of the
NCLIS study on continuing education . . . present
information on selected new concepts, priorities and
products from current programs . . describe the



separate and joint responsibilities of library ad-
ministrators and educators in implementing non-tradi-
tional as well as familiar approaches to continuing
education . . . describe and delineate potential
patterns of interaction between library administrators
which will accomplish their joint goals "

As background for the discussion, Harold Goldstein
moderated a panel composed of Kathleen Nola, Research
Associate, University of Houston, Howard Hitchens,
Director, AECT, Joshua Smith, Executive Director, ASIS,
and Rod Swartz, Deputy Director, NCLIS, which tossed out
a potpourri of the current issues in education both
global and narrow including the following:

(Nola)

"I have found no professional group that is happy
with their professional education . . . we need more
paraprofessionals . . the field seems to be sponsoring
two entirely different sets of training programs, one
of which has no knowledge or relationship to the other .
administrators tell me that usually the person who is
below the middle management level has most need for
continuing education I don't think educators in
this country really deep down feel that society values
what they're doing. And in a country that doesn't really
value education, the problems are much bigger than the
problems that we usually talk about."

(Hitchens)

"In direct response to the paraprofessional area
we feel there should be differentiated staffing
(that's just a conundrum) but it is possible to so
arrange human work that there are some things that
are done by some people and other things that are done
by other people, and we have to reexamine in these
days the way in which we assemble the tasks that one
person does; whether he's called a professional, a
paraprofessional or whatever you'll have more
electronic manipulation of information but / don't
think the actuality is anywhere near what the enthu-
siasts had led us to believe it would be by this point
in time . . . "
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(Smith)

"I think it's the delivery of information to meet
the needs of the people that we neglect very seriously.
20% of the national income goes for information products
and services -- that's over 160 billion dollars a year . .

I don't think the "library" is important . . . I think
information is important . . . so I hope that in these
two days that we talk about our roles as information
&professionals and forget the labels of librarian or
information scientist or educational technologies.
It doesn't matter what you label yourself . . until
the marketplace recognizes us as information professionals,
I think we're going to suffer."

(Swartz)

"This hands-off attitude that we have with tech-
nology is a rather frightening phenomenon . . . our lack
of new management techniques dealing with human relation-
ships on the job . . . our lack of ability to indicate
the information needs of the people we serve . . . the
lack of interrelationship between library administrators
and library school faculty each one saying to the
other 'You're wrong and we're right' there needs
to be better interchange in analyzing the needs, of
not only beginning library school people, but also of people
already working in the field. The Stone study pointed
out that people still regard their professional associa-
tions as one of the main focal points of continuing
education. Yet, I find these associations, with a few
exceptions, not adopting new continuing education tech-
niques . . . while the traditional accreditation pro-
cess may work toward the improvement of beginning li-
brary education, it's my feeling that it works against
continuing education . . . "

In summarizing the panel discussion, Harold
Goldstein, LT/ Director, challenged the group and
reemphasized a concern expressed by panel members.
"What are you going to do about it when you go back,
having contributed so beautifully this morning?"



A staff presentation on selected trends and practies
in Title IT-EA institutes and Implications for library
education focused discussion on the field work experience.

(see attached diagram)

Dr. Don Ely; LTI evaluator/facilitator, summarized
the morning session and pointed out observed conver-
gencies and divergencies between the ideas and viewpoints

presented:

Convergencies:

1. It was a good first step to bring this group together,

2. There is a sense of urgency, coupled with a sense of

impotence,

3. The group must develop procedures for determining
information needs -- of professionals and of the public

being served,

4. We must emphasize the human relationship dimension
which is an important part of the information professional,

5. We must build on successes: what are they.

Divergencies:

1. Where must the impetus for change begin? (schools

say that field must request new kinds of people;
field says new kinds of people not available),

2. How can field work be made beneficial to student

and agency?

Breakthroughs:

1. New types of integrated field work;

2. Some continuing education in associations;

3. Emerging unity of information professionals (L.S.,
I.S., and E.T.);

4. Syracuse University's program to prepare professionals
to work in problem-solving and decision making situ-
ations, not jobs per se.



Issues:

1. What are promising areas of rapprochement between
library schools and the field?

2. How can library school faculty be put in closer
touch with reality -- e.g.: a PhD. requirement for
a person with no library experience?

3. What strategies for change can we propose here,
now!

4. How can we prepare people to deal with people?

5. How can we prepare people to deal with technology and
the fear of involvement with equipment and materials?

6. What can we learn (and derive) from other professions?

7. What is the role of field work (internship) in pro-
fessional education, in respect of closer relations
between libraries and library schools?

8. What competencies ought to be demonstrated by
information professionals? How can these be determined?

9. What quality control of education can be developed
through certification, accreditation, and other
standards?

10. How can more and different types of people be brought
into the information professions?

11. How can the image of the information profession be
enhanced?

Two groups were formed to discuss these items:

1. What are the problems?

2. What do we need to know before we act?

3. What can be derived from the CU/NCLIS report?
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rhv ?IAA) qroups, Library Fducators and Library
Admiristr,Aors, caucused separately and brought back
the t,7,110.,:ing points to the entire group. Dr. Ely
syntLosized the group's opinion and made some general
observations.

Library Administrators Group's Points:

1. Administrators have responsibility for staff de-
velopment, and they should reorganize their con-
cepts of staff needs;

2. Little communication between administrators and
library educators exists, and more incentives are
needed for setting a climate for improved staff
development;

3. We must move from local state regional national
levels of concern, with different priorities at these
levels for different personnel groups;.

4. Some continuing education needs can be met by dis-
ciplines other than library science;

5. The Illinois State Library will seek $50,000 from six
states to develop a National Center for Continuing
Education.

Library Educators Group's Points:

1. Are we sufficiently aware of motivation /incentives
on the job? Who pays? Who is paid? What happens?

2. There is need for better communication between
administrators and library educators to encompass
a real plan for exchange of personnel between
libraries and library education;

3. Other programs from other disciplines which can
contribute should be made available and disseminated;

4. We should implement CU/NCLIS recommendations on
continuing education;

5. Is the profession ready for a national plan for
continuing education?
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F. Ts there a market, actually, for continuing edu*.a-

tion:

7. Reported needs, as presented, are not always picked
up by respective authorities.

General observations which resulted from these
points are:

1. Current efforts of continuing education are
eclectic and opportunistic;

2. The field is anxious for action, although uncertain
as to nrocedures;

3. There is a rapprochement emerging in this group;

4. Some useful case studies were reported, and we may
need more of them to encourage greater activity;

5. There is need for improved dissemination; (What

offered and where?)

6. We should consider alternative ways to continuing
education other than courses and formal offerings;

7. There was agreement on a need for in-service
training;

8. A problem exists about information delivery to
people where they are: Why commute when you can
communicate?

9. What are concerns involving the avoidance of library
schools for promoting continuing professional
education?

10. Who can do what best: design information modules,
do formal courses, supervise and direct teachers,
etc.?
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Followino the cieneral discussion, Rod Swart:t
brouqht the group up to date on the National Commission's
study nn rduration and said, in part:

"The National Commission does not see itself as
an administrator in continuing education -- simply
as a catalyst, recognizing the need, perhaps being able
to do something as regards a report with perhaps some
follow-up to the report so that we can begin to have
some coordination at a national level. The target
audiences for the report were professionals, para-
professionals, support staff, and trustees of the
nation's libraries and information centers.

There were two parts to the charge of the in-

vestigation. One was to describe the current con-
tinuing education efforts of library schools, library
associations, national and state agencies, and in-
dividual libraries, with a view towards recommending
ways to reduce duplicate efforts, coordinate current
activities, provide more cost-effective programs, and
build new programs. At the same time, a second antic-
ipated result was a program aimed at developing a
partnership incorporating all the major reso'irces
available to the information profession.

In filling the first objective, Dr. Stone used
three devices. One was a questionnaire. 270 ques-
tionnaires were distributed to a sample made up of the
members of the library community, teachers and prati-
tioners. A 70% response was recorded, which is I
think very .00d for this kind of a questionnaire.

Secondly, the researchers developed a series of
telephone and personal interviews with educators, ad-
ministrators, researchers, working professionals, and
authorities.

And, finally, they used a device, which Betty
Stone can expound on, called a mini-charette, which I
have never heard of before: group dynamic sessions in

which they took a particular aspect of the problem
and discussed it in a manner somewhat similar to what
we're doing today.



The second objective, constructing a national
plan for continuing education, was approached thLough
the work of the project team with the advice of an
advisory committee, constituted from the various
professional associations such as ASIS, ALA, SLA, etc.
The program design specifications included some specific
charges.

one charge was that continuing education should
focus on the improvement of clientele service. Secondly,
that all library information science personnel should
have equal opportunity to continue their lifetimes of
learning toward enhancing their total job competence
and that it should touch on all relevant groups.
These groups -- individual library, library and infor-
mation science personnel, library trustees employing
libraries, libraries, library schools, etc. -- should
have the opportunity to share in the planning, the
programming, the funding, the implementation, and the
evaluative process. While there may be coordination
at the national level, the products developed should
be available at the local, regional, and state level.

Processes that we felt should be developed should
assess the needs of personnel in libraries and infor-
mation centers on an ongoing basis. Secondly, the pro-
gram should provide as wide an array of opportunities
as possible, while concentrating resources on high pri-
ority needs common to a large number of library and
information science personnel. Thirdly, encourage
awareness, interest, evaluation, and adoption by using
both mass media and interpersonal communication channels.
And finally, monitor continuing education products and
solicit feedback to assess quality.

There were several other issues and needs identi-
fied in the assessment of present continuing education
practices which I'd like to touch on very briefly, and
then let Betty describe the national program that is

recommended.

One was the whole business of a comprehensive,
universal, accepted definition of continuing education,
which does not exist at this point, and which is
discussed in some detail.

Another factor is the problem of influencing the
design of a national system for continuing education.
These were carefully considered -- the pros and cons of
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developing such a national program -- is it reaily
feasible to do such a thing? The continuing education
content needs for library and information science
personnel were identified. These needs, ranked in the
order of priority, are:

a. updating of professional knowledge;
b. management techniques;
c. human relations;
d. technology;
e. non-print material.

Different forms and techniques for provision of
education were studied. On the basis of the survey
results and the study team investigation, the most
effective current modes are:

1. workshops;
2. institutes;
3. participation in professional meetings.

The least effective were provisional materials for
home study and correspondence courses.

As a result of this investigation, a number of
design improvements are suggested in the study in the
areas of modes and methods of continuing education.
I think one of the interesting things that the study
did was to look for prototypes in other professions
and other disciplines. For example, the study team
looked at five prototypes, including a lifetime learning
plan for physicians, the National Center on Educational
Media Materials for the Handicapped, the Education
Commission of the States, the National Legislative
Network of Libraries of the American Library Association,
and the Technological Information Exchange, which is
part of Public Technology, Inc. In addition, the pro-
fessions of engineering, architecture, banking, and
education were examined, to identify trends and concepts
which had the most potential for application to the
.information field. Several of these included the
differentiated professional role concept, the increased
emphasis on specialized competencies, the use of dues
in professional associations to support professional
development activities, the teacher renewal concept,
serving all levels of library and information science
personnel, and having librarians become skilled in
ways and means of showing accountability for the steward-



ship Gf resources assigned to them. P.otty wi:1 exruld
on their recommendations for a continuing library
cation network and exchange. Betty met with the
Cc7dris:31or last wee), in San Antonio to give an oral
rep;rt to the Commission, and the Commission will
discnss and make their decision on the implementation
of the report. So what you're seeing is a summary of
the final draft of thc. report."

Dr. Eliabeth Stone then presentcd ratiimalf,
for he proposed "Continuing Libraly Fluoatior !etwork
and Fxchange", CLENF. The model provided for an en-
large d role on the part of state library agencies and
state library associations. Dr. Stopo said, in part:

"One of the things that we found people in the
field thought was most important is that something
like this should not be imposed upon them, much as we
may need it. It should be developed at the grass-
roots level. And so, what we are calling this, at
least in the proposal, is the Continuing Library
Education Network and Exchange. Some of you already
remember. the Network or know what this is. This is
a movement that started within the Association of
American Library Schools to try to make continuing
education be :ome more important, and to open up lines
of communication between those people who are already
involved in it.

f'4rst T would like to describe the network which
in tl!is proposal is built on what is already there but
it ir enlarged and somewhat more structured. The
part of this network is what we call an Assembly. We
found that in our interviews that 429 of the people
thought there should be a major input at the state-
level, for a nurber of reasons. Number one is the
new federalism and what it has to say about revenue
sharino. Another is the fact that many states, as you
well know, are having mandatory laws about professional
education. Also it's really only at the state level
that you ;et everybody who is in the library and
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infiwmat ion scionce field, in other words ROM( ()1. ii

may below/ to Al A, some may belong to ASIS, uumv way
lacy 1,nq t(1 everything, but the states include every-
body, and so this was another reason people thought
this was an important emphasis. We recommend in the
study that each state get itself organized, or have a
continuing education counsel, or committee, for long
range planning, to organize work in that state.

We found an interesting example in a publication
about two months ago in the Journal of Education for
Nursin,7 for a plan in that profession which called for
ToTEWTaommittees to be aware of what is going on in

continuing education. What the people in our survey
said was they thought that at the local level you
should not only have the personnel in the libraries
but you should have people from other professions,
you should have people from city offices and county
offices. In other words, it is recommended, though
it is not necessary as a part of the overall structure,
that at each local level there be a committee to assess
needs, and that these in turn, would be communicated
to this long range state planning committee at the
state level.

Also in this assembly, there would be represen-
tatives from the various groups identified in the
study that are concerned about continuing education.
And each state would send a group of people annually
to the assembly, or semi-annually.

The assembly would elect a steering committee.
This steering committee would have responsibility for
then deciding what the key priorities were in continuing
education for library and information sciences. They
would sugnest major policies and policy alternatives;
they would provide a means for ongoing communication
between the states and their continuing education
effort. There would be representation from the graduate
library schools, from the non-accredited programs,
the state associations, national associations, and
from all the different twelve groups t.1.1t wo ha-o

identified that have an interest and concern for

continuing education.

But we all know that big groups like this don't
accomplish all that they might wish to, and so there
would be an administrative board. This board would
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meet at least twice a year, perhaps oftener, to
establish policy guidelines. They would author;.:..

studies and research, they would identify problems
for the central staff to engage in, and they would

make recommendations for improvement in continuing

education.

The other side is the exchange part. We en-

vision four major processes we thought would need to
be goina on in order to meet the needs that were

identified.

First was continuous needs assessment. I would

say that the one thing that people emphasized the

most was this. It is suggested that in each locality

at the grass-roots level this is the process that
will be going on continuously.

While each individual has the responsibility for
his continuing education, many of us need a little
bit of help and guidance along the line. The use of
linkage agents who have some speciality in continuing
education could help the individual practitioner in

his life-long learning. One of the processes we had
in mind was program and resource development, and
another one is the exchange of materials. The present
continuing education efforts, even though they may be

great in themselves, mainly meet the need of the
individual learner. We think this is a primary reason

why we do need some nation-wide plan, because we don't
think the individual groups can put all this together

for maximum effectiveness for the individual learners."

The proposed organizational structure of a national

program for continuing education was a subject of

major discussion during all of the conference.
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President of COSLA (Chief f1:11 .et-
f Stato library Agencies) offered to takr the ChME

t!.0 Co:::. group and ask a number (5) of
state libiary a(ten..ios to join together in using LSCA
Title III money to initiate the network.

While applauding Trezza's call for immediate action,
several people expressed the fear that it may be dangerous
to move too quickly, possibly "buying" a plan which few
people have had a chance to read and discuss. The
group took two main positions: 1."This plan sounds
great, it's the best we have -- let's act to get things
going." 2."We haven't read the whole NCLIS report;
CLF.NE is just one alternative -- if we try to build too
fast, the program may fail or only address fragments of

the total problem. Let's wait."

The discussion was not pro or con CONTINUING
EDUCATION per se; rather, it was whether or not to
push, adopt and immediately begin to implement this

particular model, CLENE.

Finally, Rod Swartz, in restating the Commission's
view, said that the first choice for financing CLENE
would be broad-based foundation support (perhaps a
three year commitment) to get the overall program
started strongly. He felt this could be democratically
supported by the library profession at all levels and
would have greatest impact.

A sEzond choice would be some combination of
foundation grant and (perhaps matching) state support.
Betty Stone reminded the group that someone (or some
initial leadership) had to exist to go to foundations
for support.

Rod Swartz pointed out that the Commission cannot
legally implement its study but can make it available
so that the profession can implement it.

[Editor's note: Mr. Trezza did present the information
relating to CLENE at a COSLA meeting on May 3, 1974.
The COSLA members were responsive to Mr. Trezza's
position that this is an opportunity for state library
agencies to initiate leadership in the field of con-
tinuing education, and to ensure that they will continue
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;AY, lilies in an emeroinq its d.
Witt; vory to study or dis(7Jss the pcoposat,
the states of Wiscersin, Pennsylvania and Mississippi
actually pledged the monies. Trezza asked each of
the Chief Officers to evaluate the proposal and to
indicate the extent of commitment to it, with or with-
out funds, and indicated that NCLIS would hold a
meeting in the fall to discuss funding, organization
and program development.)

A major frustration of this group, and a concern
expressed by Dick Hays, Acting Director of the Division
of Library Programs, USOE, as he welcomed the group
was the need to "kindle some fires, bring people to-
gether so that they themselves can write the agenda
for what ought to be done in the area of library
education." The same "sense of urgency" that Don Ely
found in the earlier meeting of the Professional
Association Executive Directors, he found here. He
found a wide range of intent with implications for
both local and statewide impact. Perhaps no single
one of these actions will effect the global changes in
the profession with which this leadership group is
concerned; but the opportunity for a few library school
deans and library administrators to initiate a dialog,
explore the issues, and at least agree that continuing
education is a vital and mutual responsibility is
possibly a milestone.
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'''''
Don Ely

Accomplishments:

A unanimous agreement that continuing education for
all library and information science Personnel is vital

to the effective service of library and information
science agencies.

Also, the group supported the concept of nationwide
planning and agreed to endorse CLENE.

Agreements:

1. This conference was a useful vehicle for discussion
of issues regarding continuing education;

2. The draft of the CU/NCLIS rep-yrt on continuing
education offers a useful resource for future
planning;

3. The CU/NCLIS report, once approved by the ComirisRion,
needs to be widely disseminated and plans for im-
plementation should be developed;

4. There is a need for an information exchange -- who
is doing what and how well? -- resources, modules,
packages, etc., currently available;

5. There will have to be substantill changes in the
attitudes and behaviors of all personnel who would
be :)otentially involved in the continuing education
process;

6. There ire useful case studies (models) of ontinuinc
education currently available but many mon need to

be explored and implemented;

7. The group voiced its gratitude and admiration for
Al Trezza's action plan;

8. Cooperation between library schools and library
agencies for continuing education is one of the
most promising routes to move ahead.
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I. PIonninq 1(q cfmtinuinu edueati()!1 should evolve from
the ;ras-roots up, rather than the other way
around;

2. Uncertainty of where libraries will be 5-10 years
from now reflects the need to plan for "futures" --

known and assumed;

3. Competencies required may not be universally
accepted -- how to deal with this problem of change;

4. Uninformed support of the CU/NCLIS report may lend
to inappropriate implementation; by the same token,
stalling may lead to atrophy;

5. Who needs to endorse the CU/NCLIS report and how
will this be sought?

6. What are the priorities?

7. 7ariations exist among the states in plannLnu for
cantinuinq education, and not all are able to
participate in nationwide planning in the same way;

8. Alternatives need to be considered, but miht not
be

9. Incentives are essential for all who participate
in the continuing education process -- what are
they to be and which ones are appropriate for

which group?

10. The Continuing Education Unit (CEU) of credit
appears to be a viable vehicle for rewards to
continuing education participants, but the nature
of the CEU in library and information science is
unclear.
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AGENDA

Institute Semin.1-
Train:114 ior Librar Service in the 70's

The Role n Library Educators and Administrators

Sunday, April 28

8-11 p.m. Optional social hour -- LT? Suite (Harold
Goldstein's room)

Monday, April 29

8:15 a.m. Coffee

8-10-8:45 Ovenivg RemaArk.6

Harold Goldstein, Director
Leadership Training Institute

8:45-9

9-9.45

Tefcme
Dick flays, Acting Director
Division of Library Programs

Inttoductins

Cha!iil pattes in fibula tqaiig and
continuing education

Panel: Howard Hitchens
Kathleen Molz
Josh Smith
Rod Swartz
Harold Goldstein, modcrator

9:45-10:15 sefected fe!ends and ptactic..s in f!..-

TItte II-6 Institute Pqr9tam: lwri,cotio
fdue-tien

LT? staff

10:15-10:30 Coffee

Pelt on the NellS Vvi!t ou ient(uiy (ducaf(...,;
UTormeadations and impticaties

Pod Swartz, Acting Director, 'ICUS
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Moderator: Don Ely, Director
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and Education

11:4'.-1:15 LUNCH

1:15-1:30 Defining separate roles

p.m.

0) OUT) brrACO'

1 :10-2:30 The "oe'r, (.; Lils!etorti Adminis rr pre «-
Itnrccowl, r!,7711c7,it rest rteqh,tr

Library Administrators caucul!

'-cee LibP.aly Educat015 iarrertAtrri
imrl'orerie41 cel;tinuTTEMUtion 11.!owww.

Library Educators caucus

2:30-3:15 Group reports

3.15-3:30 Coffee

3:30-4 Group discussion

4-4:30 Synthesis and feedback

1) :10-8 : 30 ard

Tuesday, April 30

8:15 a.m. Coffee

8:30-9:30 Ea.!'ticts tt. c crrcta t be eatica rctS ,,.
.1.1tn i 5 titatwo,

Grout) discussion
Moderator: Don Ely
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10:15-10:30 Coffee

10:30 -11 :45 that must be dote VOW in Cibqam agencies en Ciionli;
schects to teet up Ael inevitabfe changes in edu-
entionaf pattelno?

11:45-1:1S LUNCH

1:15-i:t5
r.m.

leinl Action Aol eiliective cotit.ing eihcatioo
ptow!ams; natievaf, 6tate, and eveat

(two simultaneous groups of 'acith
educators and administrators)

2 :15-3 : 30 Recommendations 4on immediate ac ti
Croup reports

3:30-4 Synthesis
Don Ely

4:00 ADJOURN
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Evaluation cf the
LAdi-brship Training Institutu

Florida State University
School of Library Science

1973-197

THE PURPOSES AND PARAMETERS OF THE EVALUATION

Evaluation - a judgment ofmerit...frequently
involving the synthesis of various measurements,
critical incidents, subjective impressions, and
other kinds of evidence weighed in tho process
of carefully appraisingithe effects of an
educational experience.

Good's dictionary contains thirty derivatives of "evaluation."

Perhaps this is an indication of its ambiguity among professionals who

use the term in so many ways; or perhaps it is a sign of maturity in

that specialized refinements of the term are now possible. In any

case, for the Leadership Training Institute (LTI), evaluation has a

special significance.

One of the major emphases during the 1972-73 year was on evaluation,

with several seminars on the topic held for directors. The LTI

publication, Planning and Evaluating Library Training Programs has

become a "best seller" in the profession. Early this year, LTI spon-

sored a training session for evaluators of the library institutes and

once again reaffirmed a deep concern for evaluation. With this strong

emphasis on evaluation it appeared to be incumbent upon LTI to

demonstrate the best example of the process.

The, key word is process. The concept being advanced by the LTI

staff has been process (or formative) evaluation - the year-long

monitoring of an institute's program by an evaluator who would identify

1 Carter V. Good (ed.) Dictionary of rducation. (New York: McGraw-Hill,

1973) p. 220.
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potential barriers and remain alert to unanticipated ones. The

obi..ctiv.. of this typt, of evaluation is to predict. doi-..let:; in prtwo-

dural at it:; implementation and to maintain a record of events

and activitios in relation to the decision making process.

The emphasis on process does not deny the importance of summative

evaluation -- that assessment which takes place at the end of a

program and usually provides a discrepancy analysis between intended

and actual outcomes.

The LTI evaluator served as both a process and summative

evaluator during the year. For the process component, assistance was

given to the LTI staff in planning and running four major conferences

and seminars and assistance with several other less formal sessions.

In this role the process work was completed and assessed by the LTI

staff during the planning and operation of the programs. The LTI

staff made judgments regarding the evaluator's contribution at that

time. This aspect of the evaluator's activity, therefore, cannot be

included in this report.

This report is the compilation of the summative components of the

evaluation -- the discrepancy analysis between intended and actual

outcomes. It attempts to review all the activities and effects of the

program in relation to the goals in the original proposal which was the

basis of funding.

It is fair to ask, "How can an evaluator who has been so close to

and part of the process, be an unbiased evaluator?" The honest answer

is that he can't be, but he can take every precaution to insure minimum
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bitc.. In thy; case, familiarity with the program :Cjit:t t J i n .111% I

thy "eight" questions and identifying the people who wo:zla io nost

liktAy t.) Frovide "best" answers. Evaluative vvideneo was eli.:itod

directly from individuals for whom various program elements were

designed. Quantitative tallies are universally accepted as valid

indicators of success or failure. And, finally, the professional

reputation cf an evaluator rests on performance. Obvious bias and

gross misinterpretations of data would be judged as malpractice. In

this case, th1. evaluator has very little vested interest in the outcome

of the LTI. His professional identity is with another field and has

no future aspirations to enter the library field. With these caveats,

the evaluation proceeds.

One other component of the process is product evaluation. Since

LTI was involved in the production and distribution of products, this

element was added to the effort.

AUDIENCE

This report is written primarily for the LTI staff. For them it

is an outsider's view of how well the program functioned after another

year of operation. It is, in one sense, a continuation of last year's

evaluation since some of last year's objectives were attained during

the current year. Through an intermediary individuals who participated

in the various LTI programs can express the benefits and frustrations

without being personal. After a year's effort, the staff deserves an

indication of how well they have done. The evaluation also serves as a
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guide for next year's effort. Those procedures which have worked well

could be used. a4.11.11; those which did not make it can be dropped. The

LTI staff is the audience for this report.

A secondary audience is the staff of the Division of Library

Programs/USOE, particularly those involved in the various aspects of

library training. For them this report presents an assessment of the

return for capital invested. It is an accounting of stewardship, a

justification for an expenditure of funds, and an indication of

professional productivity.

There may be other selected audiences for parts of the report -

officer.: and executives of professional associations, deans and

faculties of library and information science schools, and other bureaus

and branches within USOE.

PROGRAM

A detailed description of the entire LTI program is provided in

the Annual Report. However, for purposes of evaluation, the LTI

activities are clustered into six major areas:

Consultation and Dissemination

Microworkshops

Product Development and Distribution

Professional Seminars

Site Visits

Technical Services

Each of these areas was treated in the evaluation process.
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ACTIVITIES OF THE EVALUATOR

An initial meeting was held with the LT/ staff on December 11, 1473

to discuss the evaluator's role during the current year. Expoctationt;

of staff were expressed; the evaluator's recommendations were received;

and agreements were reached. The design was submitted to the Director

and subsequently approved. In essence, the evaluator agreed to actively

participate in the formative for process) activities, especially in

relation to the seminars and to prepare a summative report, which would

include a review of products.

The evaluator served as the major resource person for a workshop

for institute evaluators held in Denver on Cetober 4 and S. He assisted

in the planning and implementation of seminars for professional library

association executives in Washington, D.C. on November 29 and 30 and

for library educators and library administrators in Washington, D.C.

on April 29 and 30. During those seminars he served as a "facilitator"

and "summarizer."

The evaluator attoncbdthe meeting of institute directors in

Washington, D.C. on August 1 and 2 and meetings sponsored by LTI in

Chicago at ALA's Midwinter meeting and in New York at the ALA convention.

He was in touch with the LTI staff by telephone or in person at least

twice a month during the year.

He viewed all the products developed by LTI but gave special

emphasis to the ComPAC kit. He designed a field test plan for ComPAC

and carried out extensive procedures during the year. He also prepared

the documents for a developmental copyright on ComPAC.
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SUMMATIVE EVALUATION DESIGN

The design of this report follows a basic discrepancy analysis --

a comparison of intended and actual outcomes using the original goal

statements as the basis for judgment. Data was gathered from the

following sources:

1. Review of materials, newsletters and reports sent
to directors from the LTI office;

2. Responses to questionnaires sent to all directors
of year long institutes;

3. Responses to questionnaires sent to participants in
all seminars;

4. Review of site visit and microworkshop reports;

5. Review of letters received regarding products,
site visits, microworkshops and other activities;

6. Conversations with institute directors at ALA meetings;

7. Individual interviews with each staff member; and

8. Review of responses and observations regarding the
use of ComPAC.

All of these data were used as the basis for the judgments which

follow.

EVALUATION

The goal statements as submitted in the 1973-1974 proposal (dated

March 19, 1973) are used as the basis for the evaluation.

1. To complete the assessment of Title /Ib gEograms with all reports

edited and available through ERIC.

Evaluation: One hundred fifty reports of library institutes

covering the period 1968-1972 were completed by June 30, 1974.
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Tiv were submitted to ERIC for inclusion in the system. The

goal vas achieved.

2. To preparo and disseminate short reports and/or multi-media training

packages compiled after analysis of the Title 1Tb files and other

pertinent sources, and to use such material in a variety of

training activities.

Evaluation: The most visible evidence of accomplishment in regard

to this goal is the appearance of four sound filmstrips: Building

Bridges to the Future, A New Direction for Libraries, Go People in

the Go Colleges and Helping People Cope. ("Bridges" was actually

released during 1972-73, but began to be distributed during 1973-74.)

Whether or not these media stemmed from the substance of Title IIb

institutes is questionable. And whether or not these materials are

being used "in a variety of training activities" is not certain.

The fact is that multi-media training packages were developed and

distributed but the recency of the distribution prevents the

presentation of information regarding their use. LTI files contain

grateful letters from library training personnel who say that they

will use the media in the future. The technical evaluation of the

products is found in another section of this report.

The ComPAC kit should also be mentioned in relation to this goal

even though it is discussed in some detail later on. The development

of the kit began last year in response to apparent field needs for

something to assist in improving communication skills of librarians.

As of the end of April (when field testing ended) 25 kits were sent
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to individuals at their request. Questionnaires were sent to 22

puraons, since three kits were on deposit at locations where no

immediate use was intended (ALR, FSU and UWE). Six people did

not respond. Of the remaining 16 responses, use was indicated as

follows:

7 - previewed only

4 - did not preview or use

4 - used with non-institute audiences

1 - used with an institute audience

if the goal was to use multi-media training packages in a variety

of training activities, it would have to be reported that this

purpose was accomplished only minimally. It is true that the kit

was not available until January, 1974 and that previews often lead

to use. The fulfillment of this goal will have to wait still

another year for better judgment.

3. To assist the Bureau (Division) in the implementation of new

service strategies for the library and media profession based on

new program directions with limited or no federal assistance.

Evaluation: While "new service strategies" and "new program

directions" are not spelled out, they can be extrapolated from

the agendas of the two seminars held for professional association

executives (Washington, D.C., November 29 and 30) and for library

educators and library administrators (Washington, D.C., April 29

and 30). The first seminar addressed itself to new initiatives in

continuing education by professional associations. Eighty-three
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perc.snt, of those rvsponding to the questionaaire agreed that the

lo!luainq obioctivo had boon "somewhat" achieved: "Isolate common

priuritiw; for the future: and begin to develop continuing channels

of communication." The second seminar considered new relationships

between two major sectors of the library zommunity. Half the

respondents felt that the following objective had been "somewhat"

achieved and half felt that it had been attained "to a great extent."

"To describe and delineate potential patterns of interaction between

library administrators and library educators which will ac tlish

their joint goals." The significant fact emerging from then meetings

was that "new service strategies" and "new program directions" were

creatively discussed without a single mention of federal support

being neces:;,xy to accomplish the new goals. This LTI goal was

partially achieved.

4. To provide improved technical assistance through 2i:eater emphasis on

site visits/microworkshops conducted tELTI staff teams.

Evaluation: Site visits and microworkshops were consistently

mentioned by project directors as one of the most useful LTI

services. Site visits were well-received during the previous

year, but they were perceived as being even more beneficial this

year. This goal was achieved -- and with distinction! When

directors were asked to mention only two activities which should

be continued with limited funds, site visits were mentioned most

frequently (six out of 14 responses) and microworkshops somewhat

less (three out of 14, but only ten respondents had experienced
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them). These two program elements were mentioned four times

(00mbincd) in responso to the question regarding =I's strongest

contribution.

The decision to share the site visit reports probably

enhanced the utility of this activity and lessened the feeling

that these were evaluative inspection tours. Special mention

should be made of Ms. Bane Durant whose name was mentioned often

and in glowing terms.

The staff was not in complete accord regarding the value of

site visits and microworkshops. In response to relative value of

all LTI activities, site visits registered 2.3 on a scale of 5

and microworkshops 5 on the same scale.

5. To organize and structure meetings related to coordination of

national training/involvement of the library profession in

establishment of priorities/strategies.

Evaluation: The two seminars held in Washington, D.C. for library

association executives and library educators and administrators are

directly related to this goal. The meetings were held, for the

general purpose indicated in the goal statement -- so the goal

has been attained.

But the role of an evaluator is to discover how well the goal

was achieved and the input it has had. Seven of the nine people

queried responded to a questionnaire sent to them eight months

after the November seminar. Five indicated that the seminar did

make a difference in their work as library association executives.
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In regard to the objectives for that meeting, there was an

exceptiunally hi.th a4reement on the degree to which each was

;:ems' ul tit'. free rvsponse statements express a cautious

1. Share information on current concerns, activities, and
research.

XXXXXX
Not at All Somewhat To a Large Extent Completely

2. Isolate common priorities for the future and begin to
develop continuing channels of communication.

XXXXXX
Not at All Somewhat To a Large Extent Completely

3. Draft policy action statements for consideration and
implementation by association memberships.

XX xxxx x
Not at All Somewhat To a Larga Extent Completely

approval of the sessions:

"I feel that I ..,..a aware of opportunities and needs which had gone

unnoticed. My real concern was that we needed another session for

putting on paper some of the really good ideas expressed in group

discussions."

"It added strength to all of our arguments for scrutiny of our

budgetary process so that continuing education has higher priority

in budgeting."

"The absence of other national association representatives dampened

my enthusiasm. I did not relate to the problems of the regional

groups."



"It alerted no to a common need among professionals everywhere

fur 'continuing education' and -- more important -- to a desire

for such input.... I feel that we were being 'used'.... (by E.

Stone)"

The evaluator's notes on the meeting indicate that the

participants were active, responded fully, were action oriented and

expressed good feelings about the topic, ' meeting and the

planning. Having Elizabeth Stone and Rutl Patrick there was a

positive step toward coordination of continuing education efforts.

The appearance of Dick Hayes, Frank Stevens and Robert Klassen was

a vote of confidence. The ALA presence through Peggy Sullivan

and Eileen Cook was important.

As for outcomes of the meeting, new and improved communication

links among associations and between LTI and the associations were

established. Common concerns were identified and some priorities

developed. Knowledge of the Catholic University study pointed up

the need for coordination of continuing education activities.

The April seminar considered the role of library educators and

administrators. Six of the nine persons queried responded to the

questionnaire which was sent three months after the seminar. All

respondents indicated that their attendance made a difference in

their work. There was some dispersion of the perceived attainment

of objectives as seen in the following tally:
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1. To describe the separate and joint responsibilities of
library administrators and educators in facilitating/
implementing non-traditional as well as familiar Approaches
to eontinuing education.

Not at All
XX
somewhat

xxx X
To a Large Extent Completely

2. To describe and delineate potential patterns of interaction
between library administrators and library educators which
will accomplish their joint goals.

x
Not at All Somewhat To a Large Extent Completely

Free response comments reflect the general attitude of the

respondents:

"It was refreshing to see that inservice education is important to

a wide range of library educators and administrators. It was also

frustrating not to be able to move more quickly on CLENE."

"It helped because the dialogue improved my understanding of what

library educators perceive to be their role in continuing education."

"Many points were made that rIvould be followed up by the profession

and in individual settings. In my opinion, there should be several

meetings of this sort, on the sime topic, with plans for specific

implementation of the recommendations which are made. Otherwise

the meeting is exploratory without follow-up."

6. To sponsor regional library meetings (at least three) for library

school deans based on a model SE meeting scheduled for mix; 1973

in which new-training methodologies will be examined including

certain techniques developed in Title 'lb institutes.

Evaluation: This goal was not achieved. The only attempt to reach
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librAry school aeans was through the April seminar. Apparently

othor cioaU becam more important as the year progressed and this

one was; nrNlected.

7. To issue a hi-monthly dissemination report to all funded institute

staffs and other kcamembers of the profession to provide an

informal exchange of ideas and information, and to give greater

visibility to the Institute programs.

Evaluation: Strictly interpreted, the objective was not achieved

since only two newsletters (Etcetera) were issued -- in December

and March. Broadly interpreted the means (a newsletter) should not

be assessed but rather the ends - an informal exchange of ideas.

From this viewpoint the goal was achieved with distinction. The

dissemination program was a strong component of the LTI effort.

From the questionnaire sent to 9 of the directors (year long

institutes), 6 responded, 1 did not; one was on vacation and one

was returned with no forwarding address. All 6 acknowledged receipt

of the newsletter but only 5 indicated that it "provided information

not easily available elsewhere; 6 said it "contained some useful,

some irrelevant information," and 5 said "if it didn't come, I

wouldn't miss it."

The telephone was apparently one of the major means of

communication/dissemination. The 14 directors received from 0 to 20

calls from LTI, an average of 5 calls to each director. The directors

called LTI from 0 to 15 times, an average of 4.5 calls from the

directors. Eleven directors reported that their "question was answered



accuratly" and two said that thq rvrpou3e was "!amte

Ip.lp hut not complete." No one felt that the calls ware "a Wdfe

01 time."

As far as impact of dissemination activities goes, the directors

reported on a scale of "1" (directly useful; a valuable contribution

to "4" (not useful) LTI received a "score of 2.5 (between "some help"

and "marginal").

On the same scale the more personal activities of correspondence

and consulting received a 1.5 and a 1.75 respectively. Further

checks on the value of dissemination activities showed a strong

vote of confidence. When asked to mention only two LTI activities

which ought to be continued in light of budget limitations,

"consultation" was mentioned five times and "dissemination" twice.

These items came up again with significant frequency in the item

related to LTI's "strongest contribution."

In sum. dissemination was handled well on a personal basis --

almost a custom information service to directors.

The LTI staff placed consultation in the middle of the five

activities they were asked to order in terms of their value. Yet,

when asked what they would like the world to know about LTI that

no evaluation would show, each staff person pointed out the relation-

ship established, the people helped, the individuals who were put

in touch with others, and the fact that "we cared" and "we tried."

This has been a highly personal effort which has paid off and

demtastrates the need for this type of service on a permanent basis.
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B. To conduct at least one meeting of directors/staff either on

rogional or national levels focusinq_ on a management approach to

problem-solving as related to expressed concerns of staff/students,Mal

during on-site visits.

Evaluation: A meeting for directors and/or key staff members was

held in Washington, D.C. on August 1-2, 1973. The meeting was

designed with an emphasis on management and with other inputs

(evaluation and preparation of visualized reports) which had

apparently been determined from site visits. The synthesis of the

evaluative comments were interpreted (by the LT/ staff) and the

most useful activities were the exchange of ideas with other

participants and consultants, observing and participating in the

needs assessing and problem solving process with the LTI team,

and learning evaluation concepts. The media presentation was

considered to be least useful.

From the 16 director respondents, four did not go; but four

of the ten who did indicated that they gained information directly

relevant to the institute and 8 said that the meeting was of

some help but could have been better. The value of the meeting

on the 1-4 scale was "2" -- "some help - more useful than not."

However, the director's meeting, along with site visits, was the

most frequently mentioned activity for continuation.

The goal was achieved reasonably well.

One significant event which was not directly tied to any of the

goal statements was the training session held for the evaluators of
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th" institutes in Denver on October 4 and 5. Fourteen evaluators

mut with the LT! staff for two days in an attempt to bring about

some cont:istency and improvement in the evaluation process. Six

of the nine evaluators contacted responded to a questionnaire.

The results are as follows:

1. Dovelopment of, and general agreement on, guidelines for
consistent evaluation of short and long term lxbrary institutes.

XXXX
Not at All Somewhat To a Large Extent Completely

2. Increased understanding of the role of the institute
evaluator in providing useful information to institutes,
the profession, and to the Office of Education in the
1973-74 reports (as compared with 1972-73 reports).

x XXXI
Not at All Somewhat To a Large Extent Completely

3. Evaluators who attend this meeting will be active in process
evaluation of current institutes.

X XXX XX
Not at All Somewhat To a Large Extent Completely

Four of the five respondents said this session did make a

difference in their work as evaluators. Apparently word and action

reached the directors. Three of them indicated this activity ought

to be continued even though funds are limited and several mentioned

the value of the experience as it affected this program. This

evidently was a fairly successful activity.

IMPACT

Has LTI made any difference? To whom? In what way? If LTI was not

there, would it be missed? What is the effect the dollar investment had
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on the profession? These questions -- and others like them -- haunt

the funding agency, the recipient and, yes, the evaluator.

The hard data is difficult to obtain. What is gatheLad is bettor

called "indicators" than "evidence." Like most educational activities,

the payoff comes over a period of years, not months. Immediate reaction

can be given by participants who respond to questions but impact cannot

be assigned from a recent experience. The impact question, asked of all

directors and seminar participants, was "Has this LTI - sponsored

program made a difference in your program this year?" Ten of the

sixteen directors thought that it had; nine of the eleven seminar

participants who responded said that it had. Many individuals wrote

brief narratives attempting to describe why they had answered as they

did.

The evaluator would like to take a long step back, using the

available data and adding the perceptions of an observer of the LTI

scene for almost two years to make several subjective statements about

the impact of LTI.

Impact on the profession

One of the major long range goals of LTI is to improve the education

of librarians. The direct help given to the institutes is a positive,

if limited, step in the direction of improvement.

The distribution of products is a highly visible way to contribute

to much needed resources for professional education. The materials are

generally of high quality and offer a potential contribution in the form
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of case studies of successful programs in a variety of settings.

The growing network of people and resources which has been dowlopod

by LTI over a two year period makes it a primary broker of information

about training. The personal attention and acknowledged assistance is

evidence of some impact.

The leadership seminars have attracted key people to discuss issues

and new directions in library education. Individuals attending those

seminars felt that their participation made a difference in their work.

Certainly the LTI name (along with Florida State University and the

Division of Library Programs/USOE) is much more visible and understood

by more members of the profession than ever before.

Impact on the profession? Yes, in small ways with clusters of

professionals but no major and significant changes in the profession

have been Launched as a result of LTI's effort. But then, two years is a

brief time to make any impact. The ship to impact has been launched,

but it has yet to dock at a major port.

Impact on the Division of Library Programs

The Division probably has one of the best training support units in

the USOE. LTI has helped more institutes improve various aspects of

their programs than any other vehicle for training support.

For a relatively small investment LTI has helped to maintain a USOE

presence in major associations (ALA, AECT) and in library schools

throughout the nation. Through meetings sponsored at professional

conventions (e.g., REFORMA at ALA) and through distribution of the sound
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filmstrips many professionals feel that the Division "cares" and that

they hay. tangible evidence of support.

The staff of the training section in the Division is probably

in closer touch with its directors than any other training unit in

uSOE because of LTI's liaison role.

PRODUCT EMUNT2OU

The very nature of product planning, producing, and distributing

makes it impossible to release products within a given fiscal year.

Several of the products which were begun last year were distributed

this year: Planning and Evaluating Library Training Programs; the

sound filmstrip, Building Bridges to the Future; and the ComPAC kit.

Planning and Evaluating Library Training Programs was evaluated

last year in its draft form. The only additional comment which seems

necessary is to acknowledge the attractive "package" -- the design and

format for the publication. It is attractive in appearance, well-designed,

typographically clean and consistent and easy to use. It apparently

has met with favor in the profession since the initial printing was

exhausted several months after it came off the press.

Building Bridges... was evaluated last year. It was sent to key

people in the profession without charge and now is available for $8 from

AECT.

The ComPAC kit was a long time in coming -- and announced availability

but no delivery caused some frustration among those who wished to use it.

The first complete kit was displayed at the ALA Midwinter meeting in
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Janu4ry. As evaluator and the LTI staff discussed the potential

of the ComPac kit, it was determined that no field testing of the

mAterials had ever been accomplished with the audience for which it

was designed. It was produced by knowledgeable people, with help from

participants in one institute, and the input of the LTI staff. It

contained a variety of useful elements but no one really knew how well

it would "work" because it had never been used by the defined audience.

The LTI staff and evaluator agree to conduct a six month field test of

ComPAC to determine what worked (and what didn't) and why. The basic

plan was for the evaluator (1) to design an instrument to assess the

leader's perceptions of each medium and the kit as a whole; (2) to

design an instrument to assess the participant's perception of each

medium; (3) to observe ComPAC in use at one or more sites; and (4) to

use ComPAC with an audience for which the program is designed.

The instruments were designed and reviewed with the LTI staff before

they were distributed. (Copies are in the appendix.) The ComPAC

Analysis Profile was sent to each of the 22 individuals who received

the kit between February 4, 1974 and April 10, 1974. With the Profile

were copies of the Student Evaluation of ComPAC Materials with

instructions for use of both instruments. A postage-paid self-addressed

envelope was enclosed for return of all materials.

Sixteen persons responded and six did not. Of the sixteen

respondents, the use pattern was:

7 - previewed only
4 - did not preview or use
4 - used with non-institute audiences
1 - used with institute audience

16
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Th, ovaludtion utratogy was to review individual items within the

anA then to synthesize the individual reports for an overall

t.!itimdte of Leaults. The analysis of the data which follows considers

each itom uflparately, the total package, the context of use and

recommendation.

Media. CumPAC contains a 16mm film, a slide/tape presentation, a

videotape, a set of transparencies and a manual. Each item was evaluated

by leaders and by participants. The judgments which follow are based on

the responses of the seven groups who previewed the kit and the five

groups who used it. Participant data was available only from four of

the five user groups. in general, the evaluations of the leaders,

whether previewers or users, are more favorable than those of the

participants.

The 16mm film, TRANSACTION, was uniformly rated higher than all

the other media. It was characterized as "interesting," "important"

and "well-presented." Several comments reported "an abrupt ending,"

"more examples needed" and "librarian stereotypes strengthened

unnecessarily." It was rated as technically excellent. Several

individuals requested separate distribution of the film.

The slide/tape INTRODUCTION TO TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS did not fare

so well. The technical inadequacies of the production prevented sub-

stantive impact. While the content was thought to be adequate, except

for more examples, the bulk of the comments had to do with technical

annoyances, e.g., the overuse and inappropriateness of the "2001 theme,"

the annoyance of the woman's voice, the lack of coordination between
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a :::i v1,:als, the al.rupt transitions from sequ:n%.:e to sequt:nco,

th- .7.1xlity of the production, the difficulty of coordinatinq

pictur. ::oand by a t:eript (no "advance" signal or silent pulse),

pJor elitituj and ,:onfliQt of verbal messages on the screen and in the

narration. With all these negative comments regarding technical

natters, iltro W4S almost nothing negative about the content. It was

viowed as an interesting and important presentation which was generally

'mod.

The videotape was unsatisfactory. It was termed "a disaster" and

"poor quality as an instructional device" by those who used it. About

half the users and previewers did not view or use it, presumably because

of the lack of equipment. Those who did see it felt that it was

technically poor, contrived and inappropriate. No positive statements

wore made regarding the tape. One person said it ought to be redone.

The manull came in for severe criticisms as well. It was generally

chararizel a3 "poorly organized" and several persons called for

pagination. While the content per se was not criticized, the lack of

coherent in:;tructions regarding its use was noted by several users. One

commtntud that "it seemed that several persons had worked on

various suctions of the book which were then put together without

additional tm2lanations and essential transitional materials." Also,

it did not hAve the professional appearance which other LTI materials

possess. Different type faces were used, crude drawings detracted and

the sum total was a collection of pieces, not a unified format.

The overh.-ad transparencies were well-done and useful. No particular
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muntion was male of their exceptional quality nor of their inadequacy.

All uwrq rated them as "excellent."

The total package was uneven - some media being of exceptional value

and some almost worthless. The lack of consistency fros item to item

is evident. The whole is not greater than the sum of its parts nor

is it equal to the sum of its parts. Some parts are better than others

and it is from this point of departure that the recommendations begin.

Context of Use

In the four situations in which ComPAC was actually used (a university

library science course, an institute for adult basic education resource

personnel, a group of state library officials and a library staff

development program) the participants ranged from 12 to 52 in number.

A total of 89 persons were involved. Three of the users conducted a

one day program and one used it for about two hours per week over a four

week period. In three of the four groups almost everyone knew everyone

else; one had a group in which a few persons were known to each other.

In three of the groups, a few people could describe transactional analysis

and in one, more than half of the group were familiar with TA. Three

of the leaders had some awareness but no specific knowledge of TA; one

knew more than the students and felt able to describe TA with a fair

degree of assurance.

Recommendations

1. Make the film TRANSACTION available, with a leader's guide, az a

separate Froduct.
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2. Pvise the slide/tape to make a smoother presentation; omit tht

bee inning sequence; use new narrators; revise the script so that

viteuals and verbal are coordinated; and use an "advance" signal

(or silent tone).

3. Withdraw the videotape. It contributes little to the content of

the kit and many find difficulty in locating the proper equipment.

4. The transparencies are fine as is.

5. The manual should be completely revised. Step-by-step procedures

should be detailed so that relatively inexperienced leaders can use

the materials. It should be a leader's manual with a separate

participants' manual. Perhaps a third manual (or section in the

leader's manual) should be devoted to the substantive elements of

TA. One thing was particularly clear - knowledge of TA is essential

to conduct a ComPAC session. The media themselves do not carry it.

Perhaps a prerequisite self-test on TA might be available for

potential leaders with "remedial" recommendations for those areas

in which help is needed, e.g., chapters in Berne or Harris. A

mock-up of the revised manual should be tried out with a few people

to determine whether or not it will work.

The ComPAC kit is good first draft; it now needs to be

refined to be made more directly useful Eor the designed audience

and leaders. It is a good idea to provide an abundance of resources

so that leaders can choose those which Emit his/her style, but the

quality needs to be consistent and LTI should know how well each

item can work with the specified audience. This field test offers

useful data upon which to base the next steps.
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OTHER PRODUCTS

-vlluAtion ut C2212ple in the Go Celleus, A New Direction for

1.ihrdrw.i 11:qpingyvvie Co0221aking Libraries Mbrk is based on

personal preview of the three sound filmstrips. The late distribution

did not permit more extensive tryout use with the audiences for which

they were designed. Early input was provided by the evaluator when the

presentation was in slide form.

Go People... and A New Direction... should both be useful in community

college settings as examples of what learning resource centers ought to

be. Students preparing for librarianship can observe actual case studies

of media centers in action. There is a particularly heavy emphasis on

educational technology which might cause some concern among more

traditional librarians. Both filmstrips are technically good (except

for some of the exterior shots of the Corning Community College in

A New Direction ) The narration is crisp, the pacing is appropriate,

the content is adequate, the photography is excellent and the audio is

clear.

The distribution to the LTI "network" and library schools is

appropriate and should enhance the image of LTI. These materials are

significant contributions to the audiovisual resources in librarianship.

The filmstrip, ttelintkinLibrariestotork is a

latecomer to the LTI catalog of products. It has just been completed

and has not been distributed as yet. The superb technical quality of

both the video and audio components is evident. The important content

is communicated particularly well. The presentation is a bit long, but
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it is not boring. This filmstrip should find extensive Ilse in library

with library staffs, and with community groups.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

1. Most or the LTI goals for 1973-74 were achieved to a relatively

high degree.

2. The goals were sufficiently flexible to permit additional activities

to be performed as needs emerged.

3. A useful information source for library training now exists in the

ERIC system.

4. The four sound filmstrips now completed by LTI are technically

excellent and have the potential for making significant contributions

to library training.

S. The ComPAC kit has been completed and field tested but requires

further revision before its distribution is continued.

6. Several alternative strategies for the continuing education of

librarians were developed and endorsed by library association

executives, library educators and library administrators.

7. Site visits and feedback reports continued to be one of the most

useful activities of LTI as perceived by directors.

8. The workshop for institute evaluators was a successful event which

was perceived as helpful by evaluators and directors alike.

9. Dissemination of specific information to directors was more effective

by telephone and correspondence than by newsletter.

10. The directors meeting at the beginning of the fiscal year continues

to be vielwad by the directors as a necessary event.
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I I . ur ! inertsasin4ly visible organization in the profession awl

1. ou II:: an information clearinghouse in regard to education

and tratniug of librarians.

L. An extensive network of professionals in library education has

been built through contact with institutes, library educators

(including many deans of accredited library schools), library

administrators and association executives.

13. The experience of the staff over a two year period makes them

valued assets who possess an extensive amount of information

not available elsewhere.

14. There is a very positive affect toward LTI and its staff by all

who have come in contact with it (and, hence, to its funding

source - the library training unit of the Division of Library

Programs).

15. LTI has had some impact on the profession, but it is necessarily

limited. This impact is on the ascendancy but has not reached

its zenith.

A Summary of Conclusions

Last year's conclusions stated that 1972-73 was "...a year of

transition, clarification and new direction." The current year was one

of complete independence from past ties (and, to some extent, from

dominance by the Division); a year in which roles were understood by

almost everyone who associated with LTI; and a period of new program

assertions which paid off. There were fewer false starts, less checking

with the funding source to be sure every step was appropriate and more
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efficient use of staff and resources.

If only the goals were achieved, LTI would have been a good investment.

Put much more was attained. As an adjunct to the training unit of the

Division, it served as a support service to current funded isetltutee.

to past funded institutes, to individuals preparing proposals for new

institutes and to library educators and other personnel who were not

even associated with institute programs. LTI became a recognised

national resource center for library education.

The relationships between the LTI staff and the directors were, for

the most part, warm and cordial. Directors expressed this relationship

as "excellent," " a dynamic professional relationship," "extremely

helpful," and "cooperative and very essential." There were some

reservations: "ambivalent," "quite far removed," and "pleasant but not

especial'y productive" were expressions of the relationship by three

directors.

After assessing goals, impact, products and other accomplishments,

it is fair to say this year, as it was said last year, "the whole is greater

than the sum of its parts."

Recommendations

1. Reasdess goals for 1974-75 to be sure they are important and realistic.

Use the evaluations from 1972-73 and 1973-74 as guidelines.

2. Promote the availability of library training information now in ERIC.

3. Conduct a follow-up evaluation on the use of the sound filmstrips

distributed.
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4. Perform a needs analysis and an audience specification before

produ.ing more sound filmstrips. Use data from "3" as inputs.

5. Revise the ComPAC manual.

6. Consider revision of the slide/tape An Introduction to Trans-

actional Analysis.

7. Omit the videotape from the ComPAC kit.

S. Do not promote ComPAC until the revised manual is available.

9. Announce availability of the film, TRANSACTION. Prepare a

leader's guide to accompany it.

10. Consider follow-up of seminars held this year as evidence of good

faith in the process and to gain some utility from the outputs

of the seminars.

11. Continue site visits with reports to directors.

12. Provide for assistance to institute evaluators through national

or regional workshops, perhaps associated with a director's

meeting.

13. Continue to keep in close contact with all directors of institutes.

Don't worry about infrequency of a newsletter.

14. Hold a director's meeting. There seems to be no substitute for

this. It could be configured regionally or topically, but it needs

to be held. Emphasis on management, communication and evaluation

still is paramount.

15. Maintain an active public relations campaign. Keep LTI before the

profession's eyes.

16. Formalize the network of professionals by developing a coded mailing

list noting special interests and competencies of all individuals.
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17. Me the staff from the past two years as consultants for planning,

visits, meetings and special projects. This valuable resource

should not be lost.

la. The training unit of the Division should continue to call attention

to LTI as an information clearinghouse when inquiries for help

come in.

19. Attempt at least one new activity which will have substantive impact

on the profession. (e.g., Could some arrangement be made to hold

hearings on the Conant report sponsored by LTI?)

20. Begin to formulate alternative plans for the continuation of LTI or

an LTI-like agency which may have reduced federal funding - or

none at all. The organization is established and should not be

permitted to wither.

A FINAL NOTE

All judgments made in this report are the responsibility of the

evaluator. Most statements are data-based, but, at times, have been

interpreted by the evaluator. All of the raw data from questionnaires,

notes, observations, etc. is available from the files of the evaluator.
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Center
for the Study of
Information and

Educationate
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

May 1, 1974

Dorothy Anderson has informed me that y now have a copy of the ComPAC

kit to try out with some of your people. Since the package has not been

completely field tested, I would like to ask you to help me, as evaluator

of the LTI, to assess the strength and weaknesses of this package and to

make recommendations for improvement. I expect that it will be possible

to make some changes in the materials but not to completely redo the

entire kit.

I am enclosing a copy of the "ComPAC Analysis Profile" which I would

like you to complete at the end of your use of the package. The purpose

and directions for use are contained on the profile. It should not take

longer than 10 or 15 minutes to complete this instrument.

The .seond itom is the "Student Evaluation of ComPAC Materials". I am

..11ostro 50 copies of this form in the hope that this will be sufficient.

If Pot, I hop,. you will be able to duplicate necessary additional

copies. This instrument is to be administered to the group after viewing

the nlid,z/tape Introduction to Transactional Analysis; after use of the

film Transaction; and after use of the videotape. The important thing

here is to administer the one page (less than 1 minute) instrument to

obtain immediate reactions from students. There should be no intervening

activity between the use of the material and the administration of the

form.

When you have completed your use of the ComPAC kit, would you please

return the ComPAC Analysis Profile and all copies of the student eval-

uation form to me in the enclostd envelope.

I appreciate your cooperation with me in this endeavor. Our joint. effort

:should help to produce better materials for the use in professional

education for librarianship.

Sircerely yours,

Donald P. Ely
Director

i;111mm

:-JvInsures

130 Huntington Hall Syracuse University Syracuse, New York 13210



ComPAc Analysis Profile

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

BM COPY AVAILABLE

.rurpfine

The purpose of the ComPAC Analysis Profile is to provide a relatively

-lanAmA teohnique for gathering perceptions of the potential utility of

the m4terials in the ComPAC package.

1:se

The Profile is divided into five areas, such as goals, content, etc.

'u etch area, statements are presented concerning that particular aspect

of the ComPAC materials. The evaluator should indicate agreement or dis-

Aqreement with the statement by marking SD ( Strongly Disagree); D (Disagree);

A ( Agree); SA (Strongly Agree). IF THERE IS INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION, THAT

.TATEMENT SHOULD BE LEFT BLANK.

Please note that space is left between each statement to allow for

wrl n comments. This is a vital aspect of the Profile. Following the

assessment of each area, the evaluator is asked to indicate a Summary

Kating of the materials.

Context of Use

r,r use (c.q., name of institution or organization)

ctentit: ot group (e.g., institute program, continuing education workshop,

%1.mtu. of participants

:w w401 ns ComPAC use 1 day
3 days
Other (Describe)



Acquaintance f.t eiroup: no one knew each other
a few were known to each other
almost everyone knew everyone else by virtue
of membership in a class or organization
long term acquaintance (more than 6 months)
of almost everyone in group

Previous knowledge of transactional analysis (TA) (e.g., individuals have

read Games People Play or I'm OK You're OX)

no familiarity with TA
a few people could describe the process

more than half the group were familiar with TA
almost everyone knew what it was about

Leader's knowledge of TA:

1111111110010

maomMemm

all new
some awareness, but no specific knowledge
knew more than the students; able to describe

TA with a fair degree of assurance
experienced; participated in previous workshop;

practice TA daily

Adaptations or changes from the suggested format:

Summary Evaluation (Optional)

some people prefer to evaluate programs like Canine through a narrative

evaluation which permits open-ended responses which are not covered iv a

more structured list of questions, such as those which follow. Feel free

to express your judgments, to list special problems or to describe interes-

ting "spin-offs" in the space below. You may wish to do this first, wait

until later, or omit it entirely.

2
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I. Goals

It i!.; impott.ant to both the instructor and student to understand what
the materials are trying to accomplish. This section asks you to focus
on the (main or objectives of the materials.

Objectives of ComPAC:

- to enable the participants to gain new insight into their role
as communicators

- to provide a conceptual framework within which to analyze the
communications process

tc develor skills necessary to improve interpersonal relationships

- to understand the part our past
and future actions

t.-% develop options for handling

experiences play in our present

the common interactive problems

Sr.

in

D A

library environment

:It

1 . 1. The goals or objectives of the materials are stated
clearly, without ambiguous meanings.

2. The stated goals are appropriate for the intended users.

1 t 4 1. The goals address high priority needs in library
education or service.

4 4. The goals appear to be in line with the goals of our
(-lass or program.

The goals are amenable to some modification by the user&
without negatively affecting the use of the materials.

:

Eucellent

/ / /
3 4 5

SUMMARY RATING OF GOALS

1: !omments 1-id/or suggestions tell improvement.

3
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II. Content

Fac:: of these materials focuses upon a particular concept, and thus .n!,lins
sivciic information ox content about that concept. The ,:vntent of Cor.P

is concerned with the process of communication using transactional anal.ls
as a vehicle.

SZ 0 A SA

4 1. The content of the materials is appropiat-

2 3 4 The content is likely to be regarded as releva.t by .rp
instructors and learners who use it.

1 2 3 4 3. The prerequisite knowledge assumed by the content is
appropriate for the intended learners.

1 2 1 4 4. The content is presented with sufficient elar:ty
intelligibility.

Prim Excellent

/
1 2 3 4 5

SUMMARY RATING DF CONITNT

Additionia comments and/or suggestions for Improvement.

4
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:II. InTlemeuLatica

fn mpldmentALon of these materials in an

.A -hew materials may be useful:

1. In formal library science academic programs.

(.-ntinuing education programs.

4 2 To in individual librarian interested in pursuing
the concept on his/her own.

4 4. In community education efforts.

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

5. orientation materials for instructors and learners
are satisfactory.

The equipment required is commonly available.

MAtrials will likely "fit" into existing curricula,
with minimal changes needed in that curricula.

Matvtials are relatively simple to use, such that
their complexity will be unlikely to prohibit use.

ttorialq appear to have generalizable or exportable
-haracteristics.

m.ltctials appear t.c, be better than other similar
ix:sting materials.

i.xcellent

5

:MMARY RATING riF IMPLEMENTATION

. cc.nlmerts and /or suggestions for improvement.

5
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IV. Pedagogy

You are being asked to rate the teaching and learning vahle of these

materials.

SD D A SA These materials are useful for:

1 2 3 4 1. Accommodating individual learning styles.

1 2 3 4 2. Organizing content adequately for students.

1 2 3 4 3. Encouraging learners to pursue additional materialF
or ideas.

1 2 3 4 4. Encouraging learners to relate ComPAC experiences
to their total program.

2 1 4 5. Helping earners transfer skills or knowlodge 11.ri
these materials to actual library prartirp.

1 2 4 4 6. Promoting clroup proces r. and/or interaction !;kill!.

PrOr Excellent

/
/

1 2 3 4 5

SUMMARY RATING OP PErAGOiN

Additional continents and/or suggestions.

6



V. Technical Considerations

The following items relate to the technical quality of the materials.

1. Audio tape (Check the statement which best describes your assessment
of the tape in the slide/tape unit)

Excellent; could understand everything that was said.

Good; could not understand everything, but it would
not reduce effectiveness.

Fair; sound distortion would cause interference with
learning.

Poor; sound distortion too great to make material useful.

Other;

Video tape (Check the statement which best indicates your assessment
of the video portion of these materials)

Excellent. picture was sharp and clear throughout.

Good; some variation in focus but it does not reduce
effectiveness.

Fair; variation in picture quality would cause interfer-
ence with learning.

Poor; picture quality too bad to make materials useful'.

Other;

Not applicable.

3. Film (rhe.k the statement which best indicates your assessment of the
film, TRANSACTION)

Excellent; picture was sharp and clear throughout.

Good; some variation in focus but it does not reduce
effectiveness,

Fair; variation in picture quality would cause interfer-
ence with learning.

Poor; picture quality too bad to make materials useful.

Other;

Not applicable.



4. Slides (Check the statement which best indicates your assessment

of the slides in the slide/tape unit)

Excellent; photography was sharp and aesthetically
pleasing.

Good; most of the images were appropriate and technically

adequate.

Fair; variation in quality detracts from potential impact.

Poor; photography was unacceptable and would create a
negative attitude in the viewer.

5. Overhead transparencies (Check the statement which best indicates
your assessment of the overhead transparencies)

=11 Excellent; the images are clear and sufficiently large to
be read by all.

Good; almost every detail is well-rendered and clear;
there may be a minor distraction.

Fair; the quality is such that the transparencies would

not contribute much to any presentation.

Poor; the quality is so marginal that use of the trans-
parencies would create negative impact.

6. Printed materials Meek the statement which best indicates your
assessment of the written materials)

Excellent; the material is well organised, and is

comprehensive.

Good; the materials are not as well organised or compre-
hensive as they could be, but are usable.

Fair; the materials' organisation and clarity might
interfere with maximum learning.

Poor; the materials are not acceptable from a technical
perspective.

7. Total package (Check the statement which best indicates your assess-
ment of this package)

1111M Excellent; these materials would probably teach the
concepts more effectively than any other way.

Good; these materials would probably teach the concepts
as effectively as any other way.

8



mmom...m.
Fair; these materials would probably not
as effectively as some other ways.

Poor, these materials would probably not
teaching the concepts.

Other;

Poor

1 2 3 4

0.1111Ma

Excellent

teach the concepts

be effective in

SONIURY RAMC OP TECHNICAL
CONSIDERATIONS

Additional comments and/or suggestions.

9



Review of summary ratings:

Poor

1

1

Excellent

S

/ ----/
2 3 4 5

----/
1 2 3 4 5

../ 111111112 mINIMMIN1

I 2 3 4 5

/
1 2 3 4 5

SINGLE SUMMARY RATING OF THESE MATERIALS:

--../ ---/
2 3 4 5

Goals

Content

Implementation

Pedagogy

Technical Considerations

Recommendations: Based on your summary rating, which of the fcllowing

would you recommend concerning these materials:

Materials should be widely disseminated.

Matezials should be disseminated after relatively minor work.

Materials need major revision, but appear to be worth the

investment.

Materials need major revision, but do not appear to be worth

the investment.

Other (specify)
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Date:

STUDENT EVALUATION OF COMPAC MATERIALS

Material Title

Please circle the most appropriate alternative.

1. This sequence of materials was: 2. The material was paced:

(1) extremely interesting (1)

(2) interesting (2)

(3) somewhat interesting (3)

(4) uninteresting (4)

(5) boring (5)

3. I learned:

(1) a great deal
(2) some
(3) not very much
(4) nothing

S. What I learned was:

much too fast
a little too fast
just right
a little too slow
much too slow

4. This sequence was:

(1) very clear
(2) clear
(3) slightly confusing
(4) very confusing

6. Generally, this sequence was:

(1) very important (1) excellent
(2) important (2) good
(3) generally unimportant (3) fair
(4) a waste (4) poor

7. Please indicate any questions raised by the sequence.

Thank you.



LTI and You - A Survey

The purpose of this questionnai,-- is to assess your relation-

ship with the Leadership Training Institute (LTI) during 1973-

)974. Your comments are strictly confidential.

I. About your direct contacts with LTI...

- Received LTI newsletter (Etcetera)

- How useful was it? (Check one)

o Provided information not easily available
elsewhere

o Contained some useful, some irrelevant in-

formation

o If it didn't come, I wouldn't miss it

- Approximate number of times LTI representative
called you

- Approximate number of times you called LTI

- Value of information received by telephone
(Check one)

o Question answered quickly and accurately

o Some help, but not complete

o A waste of time

- Value of the director's meeting (and key faculty)
(Check one)

o Information gained directly relevant to
institute

o Some help, but could have been better

o Could have spent time more profitably else-
where



Cori AVAILABLE.

- Did an LT' staff member visit your v..,tv lohr.
it,

- Viluv the' visit

° Provide! useful insights and assistance

" Dit not ad,1 nor detract from program

° Generally not helpful

Your r-,mments on any of the above points:

II. Alvt:t the impart of LTI on your program...

Listed below are the major activities of LTI during 1973-

1974. After each activity indicate the extent to which the

activity was of direct value to you and your institute accord-

ing to th. following scale:

(1) Directly useful; a valuable contribution

(:) Some help; more useful than not

(3) Marginal; might have been more helpful if

(it) Not useful

(() Does not apply

Director's meeting (August 1-3, Washington D.C.)

Site visit, site visit reports

Micro-workshop opportunity (optional)

Dissemination (newsletter)

Correspondence



Consultation CA. phone, in porsvn)

Materials (sound filmstrips, ComPAC)

Training session for evaluators (October 4, 5,

Denver)

IMI111111=..

III. If LTI's budget were limited, which two activities ought to

be continued?

- Your comments on any of the above points:

Is there any evidence that LTI has made a difference in

your institute? Please be specific.

IV. In lummarvw

- LTI's stronvest contribution has been

LTI's weakest aspect has been

- Tt improve LTI next year, the staff ought to

- My feeling toward LTI and my relationship to the staff

could best be described as



Center
for the Study of
Information and

Education

che
1st copy Aran Poi V

I am serving as the external evaluator for the Leadership
Training Institute (LTI) and would like to ask your help
in determining the extent to which the program achieved
several of its objectives during the current fiscal year
(July 1, 1973-June 30, 1974). Your candid response will
he helpful in sharpt the activities of LTI during the
1974-1975 year. It is through your observations that
changes can be brought about where needed.

Your comments will be confidential. At no time will you,
your institution or program be mentioned by name or infer-
ence. The information gathered through this survey is only
one component of the entire evaluation process.

It should take you only 10-15 minutes to complete the eval-
uation. I hope you will do it now and return it to me in
the enclosed postage paid envelope. Thank you.

Cordially,

Donald P. Ely
Director

DPr:jcb
enclosures

130 Huntington Hall Syracuse University I Syracuse New York 13210



Sominar on Evaluation of Library Institutes

1).nvoi octoher 4-5, 1973

Three of the objectives of this seminar are listed. Please in-

dicate the extent to which you feel each of these objectives has

been achieved.

1. Development of, and general agreement on, guidelines for

consistent evaluation of short and long term library in-

stitutes.

Ra-a7711----1TOMWEat To a Large Exteni---inigfe7e77-

2. Increased understanding of the role of the institute e-
valuator in providing useful information to institutes,
the profession, and to theOffice of Education in the
1973-74 reports (as compared with 1972-73 reports).

Not at All Somewhat To a Large Extent Completely

3. Evaluators who attend this meeting will be active in Ena:

cess evaluation of current institutes.

Not at A 1 Somew at To a Large Extent Comp etely

Finally, did your attendance at the Denver seminar make any dif-

ference in your work as an evaluator?



LTI Seminar

Training for Library Service in the 70's:
The Role of Library Associations

Washington D.C. - November 29-30, 1974

Three objectives of this seminar are listed. Please indicate
the extent to which you feel each of these objectives has been
achieved.

1. Share information on current concerns, activities, and re-

search.

Not at All Somewhat To a Large Extent Completely

2. Isolate common priorities for the future and begin to de-
velop continuing channels of communication.

Not at All So..ewhat To a Large Extent Completely

3. Draft policy action statements for consideration and im-
plementation by association memberships.

Not at All Somewhat To a Large Extent Completely

Finally, did your attendance at the Washington seminar make any
difference in your work as an association executive?



LTI Seminar

:'raining{ tor Library Service in the 70's:

The Role of Library Educators and Administrators

Washington D.C. - April 29-30, 1974

Two of the objectives of this seminar are listed. Please in-

dicate the extent to which you feel each of these objectives

has been achieved.

1. To describe the separate and joint responsibilities of li-

brary administrators and educators in facilitating/imple-
menting non-traditional as well as familiar approaches to

continuing education.

Not at All Somewhat To a Large Extent Completely

2. To describe and delineate potential patterns of interac-

tion between library administrators and library educators

which will acomplish their joint goals.

Not at All Somewhat To a Large Extent Completely

Finally, did your attendance at the Washington seminar make any

difference in your work as a library administrator or educator?



Interview Schedule - LTI Staff

I tn ula_ wen. tit hiqhliht1 of y.tt

2. What were the fruatrations during the year?

3. How do you perceive the relationships between yourself and

the director, the rest of the staff, USOE?

4. Order the following clusters of activity in terms of their

value to the people being served: site visits; microworkshops;

meetings; products; consultation-dissemination.

Ls. How closely did you follow the proposal objectives?

6. What would you like the world to know about LTI that no

evaluation would every show?

7. Regardless of what next year's proposal says, what do you

think ought to be the emphasis of LTI's program?


